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Portland Daily Pbess is published at
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the Maine State Press is published every
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Rates of Aflvertiiiiis*
One inch of space, in length of column, constitute
a “square.”
$l.5o per square daily first week : 75 cent? per
week after; three insertions,
less, *1.00; contfnutoz every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hail square, three insertions or loss, i’6 cents; one

veek, $1.00;

50 Cents per week

alter.

Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 ncr square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.5.).
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square otter; three insertion.* or less, $1.50;
hall a square, three insertions. $1.00; one week,
$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Pakss” (which has a large circulation in every part
•f the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
AU
mmunications intended for the paper
should be
.octed to the Editor of the Press,
and thosw of
L18HERS.”

a

business character to

the “Pun-

description^

exetsr* JOB PRINTING, of every
cuted with dispatch; and all buwnewpertaining to
the Office c °aper promptly transacted on application as abo

Saturday

Morning, Oct. 21, 1866.

hot climate, fed upon his flash; ^nd, denied
water to bathe his wounds, when rain fell he
would lie and roll in it in his agony.
At length Anderson was sent to Norfolk
Island to work in chains for life. On bis arrival, Captain Maelionoehic found him there,
with the worst of characters for insolence, for
he were forty years old.
With boundless faith in the power of wise,
linn, but kind and Christian- treatment, Capt.
Maconochie set himself to reclaim this wretched and wicked creature. I cannot dweil on
■the details, but step by step the poor fellow
rose from the condition of a beast to the
heart and bearing of a man. Being at length
nut in charge of a signal station on -Mount
Pitt, the highest point on the Island, Anderson’s delight was extreme. He who had been
chained like some wild monster to a lonely sea
rock, ielt himself a man again; and, dressed
in a sailor’s costume, he soon regained the
bearing of a man-of war’s man.
A desparado once, now tamed, subdued,
“clothed and in his right mind,” he was to be
seen cultivating flowers in his
patch of garden,
where the best potatoes on the island were
crown, and whence many a freshly dug basketfull was, in tolte'n of gratitude, carried to Captain Maeonochie’s house.
“What smart little
fellow may that be?” asked Sir George Gripps,
as
drove
pointing,
they
through the beautiful
scenery, to a man who was tripping along in a
trim sailor dress, lull of importance, with a telescope under his arm. “Who do you suppose?”
replied the Captain; “that is the man who
was chained to the rock in Sydney Harbor.”
“Bless my soul, you do not mean to say sol”
was the astonished rejoiner,
ij was Ander-

How much

Generally

President, who was commander-iu-chief, ergo,

etc.
jur. isewara mmseu, wim ine lawyers iiauu
of mind still strong upon him, occasionally
tnms out a fiction himself which may compare favorably with the best efforts of the profession; as when, the other day, lie denied
that the Confederate Government had ever
been a de facto government, because the United States had always refused to “recognize
it” as such. Now, a tact is a lact, whether it
be recognized or not; and il the rebels were
able to raise armies, and fight battles, and
collect taxes, they were de facto a government, though the whole of the rest ol Christendom were to swear they were not. Tuis
may be unpleasant, but it was still a fact. If
a man meets a drunken vagabond of a relative in tlie street, he may "ignore” him, but
the rascal still remains in the flesh, and preserves his consciousness.
The latest and perhaps the best of all the
fictons is the doctrine that the PreUlent is,
in all hisdoingsat the South, acting strictly in
accordance with the law as laid down by the
Constitution. This was invented by the conservatives for the purpose of bringing the radicals to contusion, by holding them up-to the
world as law-breakers or counsellors ef law-

constitutkml shyness.

‘,1 perfectly longed to tell MLs So-and-so
bow I admired her, the other day,” says Miss
JC.
“And w'uy in the world didn’t you tell her?’
“Oh, it would seem like flattery, you know.”
Now what is flattery ?
Flattery is in&inccre praise given from interested motives, but not the sincere utterance to
a friend ot what we deem good and lovely in
him.
And so, for fear of flattering, these dreadfully sincere people go on side by side with
those they love and admire giving them all the
time the mipression of utter indifference. Parents are so afraid of exciting pride and vanity in their children by the expression of their
love and approbation, that a child sometimes
goes sad and discouraged by their side, and
learns with surprise, in some chance way, that
they are proud and fond of him. There are
times when the. open expression of a father's
love would be worth more than church or sermon to a boy; and his father cannot utter it,
will not show it.
The other thing that represses the utterances of love is the characteristic shyness of
the Anglo-Saxon blood. Oddly enough, a race
bom of two demonstrative, out-spoken nations—the German and the French—has an
habitual reserve that is like neither. There is

poweriessness of utterance in our blood that
we should fight against, and struggle outward

a

toward expression. We can educate oumelves
to it,if we know and feel the necessity; we
can make it a Christian duty, not only to love,
but to be loving—not only to be true friends,
but to show ourselves friendly. We can make
ourselves say the kind things that rise in our
hearts and tremble back on our lips—do the
gentle and helpful deeds which we long to do
and shrink back from; and, little by little, it
will grow easier—the love spoken will bring
back the answer of love—the kind deed will
back a kind dead in return—till the hearts in
the family circle, instead of being so many
frozen, icy islands, shall be full of warm airs
and echoing bird-voices answering back and
forth with a constant melody of love.—Mr.-.
II. B. Utovic,

United States Mail Lipe
-FOR-

RIO DE JANEIRO,
St.

buco and Bahia.
THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL
STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Will dispatch regularly,

The notion that Mr. Johnson cannot
interfere with the suffrage in the revolted
States is pure double-refined fiction. “Fines
and recoveries” were nothing to it. He is interfering with it for every purpose he please;.
to it.

Charles Anderson, the son of a sailor who
was drowned, being left an orphan at his
mother’s death, was reared in a workhouse.
After serving his apprenticeship in a collier,

he joined a man-of-war; and, being seveiely
wounded in the head at the battle o? Navarino, was ever afterwards liable to be thrown into violent tits of excitement by drink or irriration.
Getting drunk in a seaport in Devonshire,
Anderson engaged in a street disturbance with
some other sailors; and some
shops having
been broken into on the occasion,
he, though
quite unconscious of any participation in the
crime, was .tried, and sentenced to seven years’
transportation. He was sent, as a convict, to
New South Wales.

Believing himself unjustly punished, a hithostility to mankind took possession of
him. Mentally and morally Ignorant, he had
no idea of patient submission; but, though
his floggings were innumerable, punislinumt

ter

the

month,

29th of each

ONE OF THEIR FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS.

*

(The 29th (ailing on Sunday,thoy will sail on the 30th.)
THE

NORTH
Will leave

AMERICA

MONDAY,

on

Pier 43 North River at
The steamers

only call

the 30th October, from

12, noon.
Para every other trip.—

at

The North America will not call there this time.
The Steamer SOUTH AMERICA will follow

on

the 29 th November.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each steam*
ship.
All letters must pass through the Tost Office.
For freight or passage, having splendid accommodations, apply to THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO Si. CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Portland.
Oct 14—dl3t

ATTENTION I
W. B. Patterson &

The Convict.

on

Co.,

(Successors to Sawyer & Patterson,)

'"dIsalers

Goat Island (an insulated rock in
Sydney harbor) the poor fellow was sentenced
for some offence to wear" Irons lor a twelvemonth—a period which he completed, but not
till his back had been gashed by twelve hundred lashes.
At length, for new offences, some very trivial—such as looking round trom his work, and
some very natural—such as attempting to escape, he was sentenced, after receiving in all,
three hundred lashes, to be chained to a rock
for two years. To it the wretched man was
fastened by bis waist with a chain twenty-six
feet long; with irons on his legs, and barely a
rag to cover him. His only bed was a hollow
scooped out in the rock; and he had no Other
shelter than a wooden lid
perforated with holes
which was looked at night and removed in the
morning. Had he been, not a man, but a wild
beast, he could not have been wor.se treated
the vessel containing his food was pushed towards him by the means of a pole; and although people who passed in boats
ly threw him pieces of bread or biscuit, u& nerson was allowed to approach or speak to him.
Without clothing on his back and
which were raw with the sores of repeated
■

ueUiiyn'al-

floggings, maggots, rapidly

CONGRESS STREET.

offering the choicest and most extensive stock we have over had, consisting of

WE

are now

French Merinos,
Paris

Poplins,

Silks,

Black

PRAY
ABE THE

All Wool Delaines,
Plaid Poplins,
Black and Colored Alpaccas,

Saxony Plaids,

Gray JLinseys,

Spotted Thibets,

Polka

Ac.

A

and

Short

SCHOOL

Russia and American CRASH; TaMo DAMASK;

NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS;
10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &e.

SCHOOL

Aug

gardless

White Cotton and Wool Flannels,
5-1 White Flannels,

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,
Shaker Flannels,

ment,

Superior Gray Flannels,

&

ed.

HEAVY

TICKINGS,
CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSEILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,

WHITE

LINEN HDKFS.

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

OP

HEAVY

Orders from the Country
Job Work done to order.

C. IC. BABB,
Between United State* & Preble Hoove*

and

respectfully solicitaugOdti

For Tickets to all points West & Sonth West,

lir- Fares from St to §T lower via. the Grand

Bradbury’s

Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, NewYork. |
Eastern A gt.,Bangor.
E.

NEW

PRINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,

GOODS-!

A*aph; Or the Choir Book*—A new collection of Sacred and Secular Music for Choirs, Singing
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
of Music, and William Mason.
The Elements of
Musical Notation are illustrated by a largo variety of
pleasing, social pieces; part sonjs, glees, &e. 'ihe
Tunc Department contains mostly new music, and
provides for every meter; and the Anthem Department is full aud attractive. Price $1,50.

Black and Colored Corded

Edge

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,
Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,
Black

English Crapes,

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,
DRESS TRIMMINGS.
A full Stock oi Straw and Felt Good*, adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lowest market price to dealers only, by

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,
12 and 14 Franklin Street,

Sept 4—d3m

A variety of Exercises and Glues for Singing Schools.
III. An extensive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
large assortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Chants.
By Solon Wilder and Frederic S. Davenport.
The publishers invite attention to this new book,
with great confidence that It will prove very attract
ive and useful to SinkingSchools.Choirs and Conventions. The authors have nad at their command many
new compositions by the moBt popular and distinguished composers, foreign and American. A feature ol this work is the presentation of a number of
hitherto unpublished composiLions of Charles
Zeuner, as well as some bv Novelli and Neukomm, now first published from their manuscripts
in addition to the rich contributions of living Aut ors. 1 he contents of the Praise of Zion are char

BOSTON.

ZVEXJ SICAL I

freshness, variety and practicability,
and the publishers c nfidently predict tor it a very
wide popularity and use. Price, $1.50.

MASON BROTHERS are also pu lishers of the
New Carmina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1,50.—
The Jubilee, by William B. Bradbury, $1,50.
The
Sabbath Bel!, bv George F. Root, $1.50. The Shown,
Wetfs
by Bradbury, Root and Hastings, $1,50.
Church Music (lor the Episcopal Service,) by Charles
Welo, $3.00: and also of many other Music Bobks in
all departments.
Copies by mail post paid at the
MASON BROTHERS,
prees.
566

Broadway,

NEW

MILLINERY!

TROW & JOHNSON
T> ESPECTF ULLY inform their Irieads and the
Xti public that they will have a fashionable assortment of
FALL AND WINTER BONNETS

ready for inspection
octiedlw

on

Thursday next,

Foot of Park Street.
W

B.

PATTERSON,

Portend,

Oct.

11,

L. L.

ELDER.

1863.—eod4w

STOCK

Oct

Low for Thirty Days !
S. B. WAITE.

12—ci2w

5-1 Union Street.

NEW

GOODS

Just

Received
23 Free Street!

-IT7-HITE Goods,
VV Plaid Oambbios,
Nainsook Muslins,

at

&"aS8A,MnKics>

Swibs Musuxb
White Plasnels,
Merino Vests
ElNEN HANDKEP.CrriEFS, Dress Buttoxs,

Embboidebies, Edgings,
Yarns,
COLLARS aid SLEEVES,

Stamped

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

CHASE,

Hosiery.

and

And n General Auortmcal of GooiLs*
octlOd-lw

licits otherfavors!

ESQ.,

Portland, Oct. 2,

Copartnership
THE

Steam

a

copart-

BROTHERS,

Notice
of DEBLOIS & .JACKSON having
been dissolved, by the withdrawal of Geo. E. B.
Jackson therefrom, the unfinished businoss of the
tirm will bo completed by the undersigned, who
jate
havo formed a
partnership under the tirm name of
Firm

Two-story Brick Hoa3C and Lot, No. 2 Doer
a

great bargain.

particulars, enquire ol

BENJ.

ootl8dtf

KNIGHT,

Atlantic Wharf*

cSuoWsi1dlor“atmLai1;'ktm;‘i,1C8a
39

°f

Exchange

Commission

House

Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, $c.
To all of which they invito the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.

Planing

WE

one

To

J.

Exchange St.,

examine

our

And UPHOLSTERY
Consisting of the

RICH

Chamber

following

PORTLAND,

Sets, Sofas,

Cane and Wood Seat Chairs of all descript ion*.

Second-Hand Furniture and Carpet*
bought, sold or exchanged on reasonable terms.
We would
respectfully invite all to call and examine our stock of goods before
purchasing elsewhere.

profeli8i<>n

Street*
Tiiomas Amory Deblois,
,0„.Nathan Webb.
Portland, Oct. A2,1865,
<j3w

——POR

P.

True &

on

hand

as

good

an

Shirts
Aud

and

GENTS’

FURNISHING

As can be found, which
the very lowest jobbing

TRUE &

54 and 56 Middle Sc.
Sept 1£—dCw

One

GOODS,

will 1*3 sold to the Trade at
pricer.

WOODMAN,

CO.,

Hundred

Coat, Pant and Yest Makers!
Wanted

Immediately.

0*.T.
Sept IG-d&wtf

MILLIKEN & 00,
58 mid 60 Middle SC.

50

®uff

Slight,

Annual Meeting of tile •‘Portland Widows
Wood Society,” for the choice of officers and the
transaction of such other business as may legally
come bef ro (hem, will take place on WEDNESDAY
EVENING, Oet. V5tb. at the Banking Hoom of the
“Five Cents Savings Bank,” corner of Middlo and
Plumb Sts., at 7 o'clock.
SAMUEL BOLFE, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct 1ft—dtd

TIIE

—

Bags

jyiVo. 200 Fore Street.

!

J une 16—dtf

PIANO

city or

fttrni

leave to anthey are manufacturing and
ou
hand
Upkeep constantly
noMnce

the country promptly
fceptfS’Mdti

and

Tailor

Draper,

EXCHANGE STREET,

sept2dtf64

lL>

*

AH instrument* sohl by
satisfaction.

March

■

•

■

on

FROM

MEASURE,

FOR

a

neces-

WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. 11. R ANDALL, on the premises,
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury’s,

il

—

Gravel

A

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

City of Portland,

Hoofing

Tkeajukel*b Office,
I
March 11, 1865. (
OF PORTLAND SIX TER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this otfioe, in sums to suit, not less
than $500, on one, two, three. Jour, and ten years*
lime, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

CITY

STURTEVA.VT,

HE.VRjr

Marine Insurance

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER

POBTLAXD, ME.

on

HULLS, CARGOES,

IX THE nEST

given
GERMAN. Ac.
INSTRUCTION
Please send for Circular.

in

BUSINESSCOLLEGE
No. 8

Address:

14.

As an indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business or 103 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer's Report of tlie
New York Board of Firo Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EX(JEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
for behind the International in point of patrona e in
tills City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fart, beat
understood by those who best know the roal merits
and s iUfhl management ot this stci iing corporation,

,J

quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, PRE3TDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secret art.
OFFICE, 1GG Fore Street* Portland, Me*

John W. Manger & Co.,
o dGdly
Agents.

fanned

ft

Copftrtnorship

PLUMMER & COLE
avo this day purchased the Stock and taken,
the
Store recently occupied by
Messrs. CLOUDMAN &
STEVENS,
1G3 Commercial
Street,
Where they intend to continue fhe

Wholesale Grocery & Commission Business.
We are now
to offor the former customers
Messrs. C. & S., and the trade
generally, a carefully selected assort mnnt of Flour, Teas, Provisions
and Groceries on as favorable terms as cAn be fouB-d

prepared

oi

elsewhere.

M* Plummer,
Gec>. E. Cole.
oct2#r-3wd<fcw
j.

Portland,

Sept. ST7, 1965.

Street.

..

Scholarship*

tor lull courw,

eomprmtng

both th«>-

<xmMituL
rj and Dractice, good in tblrty-.U Collere*

■

of Penman-

HAVE til« day admitted M Partners W. C. DwiKAL and U.H.'l'BUBj anil ftiture IMataes* will be
continued under tho llrrn uaaie of

I

\V. TRUE <£ CO.
1). W. TRUE.

D.

AT

LOOK

'ol5Fia™ ftssa-.
DIJPEE
PHOTOGRAPHER !

II.

x.

October Cth, 18C3.—0Ctl6d<£w3w*

THIS!

122 Middle Street,

found at

be

any
MAYwhere be is ready to wait upon
friends, at
ing for pictures of themselves

wishreason i-

one

or

GREAT PRICES GIVE#

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all descriptions, by

WM.

BROWN,

No. 91 Federal Street.

ln
nothing Of all kinds Cleansed and Kernlrcd
Clothgood atyle, and at short notice. SWon^tamd
segewua
ing bought and sold.
_

A

babe CHANCE

l

and B.kHe?s*»,Breid Carts
A.i'^e^r Withreasonable
terms it applied dor

kijlm$£^to,

on

soon<

Oct.

to >»e ba<l at any
of ad kinds of picroom in the cltv. Copying
tures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms. Especial attention paid to Children't plenties; also to pictures of stfk or deceased persons
b1e prices, for

Copartnership Notice.
Subecribar* having
THE
under the tirm of

Olapp’s Block, CJongreas

Institution offers to young men and lad*?*
tlia best facilities for obtaining a thorough Bu»iEducation.

THIS
ne»

NOTICE.

which thus within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a

L. PALMER,
No. HO) Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

octlSdtf

sepjsdtf

PORTLAND

BY

New York Estimate of the International*

DRAWING, FRENCH,

MAXSEB,

the day, by tbo wceH, or by Special Contract.
Correct estimates of cost of Painting made from
measurement, aided by a judgment, matured by
twenty-live years* procure.
Communka'Jons eon erning Painting in City or
Country, by mail, promptly answered.

and

SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a calL

ST.,

PRINCIPAL.

HOUSE PAINTING,
Glazing, Graining and Papering,

TAKEN

LORD, Treasurer.

Academy!

Portland

XV1Ugcory*s AVliarf,

EXECUTED

FREIGHTS,

P.

March 13—dtf

General Commission Merchants,

INSURANCE,

Portland

of

City

X D—

FOR FLAT EOOFS.
E. HER8EV, Agent,
No IS Union street.

janilUtt

dtf.

Aug.

oc-lOdU

MARINE

Carriage Manufacturing

on a

A number of first-class TOP BCGGIFS and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD

COMPOSITION,

RATES.

SALE

Commercial St.

Mobtox Block.

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

to

giro

by experienced

CALVIN LD WARDS & CO.

8—d&wtt

sary
carry
Business.

hand,

Rv CHARLES CUSTIS it CO.

issue policies on Dwelling
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR

prepared

warranted to

done

Cnrrinsre Man factory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances
to
first-class

Patterns,

May 3—dtf

Dollars !

are

-ALSO,-

Shirt
,

us

tuning

Middle Street*

marlstf

Jan’y 1* 18G5.

and

.AT A. BARGAIN!

Needles and Trimmings always

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
are

let,

C0-,

TRUE &

Agents,
Kos* 54 and 50

Fortes,

Piano

Tuners.

WOODMAN,

that

with all the modern improvements, which they s&n
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have maue arrangements, also, lo
ko©p an assortment ol New York and Boston Piano
borte*, ainoDjr which are
Steinwa// <£• Sons, of New York.
Pianos to be

SINGER’S

JFOIiTES.

undersigned! begs

The

annually.

Exchange St.

I Pi flows Wood Society.

lias Removed from his old stand in Union Street
to No. 200 Fobe St., where he l» prepared to fill all
orders tor Carpenters’ and other Tools, ol the
very best quality, at abort notice and on reasonable
terms.

BRACKETT,

CHASE, CRAM &

81.25,

’’OSIUto

AND

&

All orders in the
BHed-

Original Capital

O

RESSER’S

S9

Manufacturer ol and Dealer In

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers'
and Culkers’ Tools, &c..

WARREN’S IMPROVED

£DT«Iope3

*or

DURAN

assortment of

Drawers,

Joseph Bradford,

TRUNKS, VALISES

Co.,

Ready-Made Clothing,

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Oppoalto MANuI^iCTCREC^^■ and Trad*us’ Bank.

OF

PORTLAND, ME.

CUT

Million

And other Norway an 1 Swedes Iron.
147 Milfe Street, Boston: and 91 John Street, New
York.
ap32d0m

REMOVAL!

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

Surplus, 204,188,40

One

IB.4EB.CTF.0F

SEWING MACHINES!

Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organized on this Continent, with an

l

of

..

€.

Manufacture* to order and iu the best manner Military and Navy Uniforms, anu Boys Garments.

ThD

Portland.

Importers

And

Portland* Main?*

CAPITAL,

Assets

Office,

Work executed in every part of the State.
juneldtf

N. York.

$1,204,188,40

Collection

Manufacturers

Steel

Woodbury H. Dana,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

$1,000,090nil paid in*

We

THE-

Me.

II you are in want of any kind ol PRINTING
pall at the Daily Press Office.

CASH

Broadway,

and

WM. JESSOP & SON,

MAINE.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

INSURANCE COMP’Y
No. 113

•

may23d6m

No. 164 Middle Street.
Jail. 13—dtl

John a. 8. Dana.

08

SARGENT, FREEMAN & CLEAVES.
Wm. H. Sargent. JFn. P. Freeman. Uobt. A. Cleaves.
Sept. 2t>—Utl

AGENC Y

CO.,

No. 165 Middle Street.

INTERNATIONAL

on

At B. D. VerriU’s
Law

| Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

REDDY, Proprietor.

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

Leave Your Demands ior Collection

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,

SETS,

Commission and

Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

PORTLAND. MB,

D-AjNTA. &

WORCESTER,

GENEEXL

__lylldti 61

Traveling

£F*Good Fits in all casc^ l>sf>Vo leaving the Store.
PLEASE GALL AND EXAMINE.

Rocking and Parlor Chairs, Gents* Easy ana Ladies’
Sewing Chairs, Ottomans, Crickets, Hassocks, &c.—
Bedsteads, Mattresses of all kina; Spring Beds,
Feather Beds, Hair and Feather Pillows.

quantities.
Also, have

SUITS,

HENRY P.

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Nobfolk, Va.
I3T“ Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Senior; Gerrtsli & Pearfon; John Dennis & Co.;

AND FURNISHING GOODS,

jiF'.LNwIi;}

and White-Washing promptOrders from out ol town eJVciUid.

HT Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Chnnben, Vo,. 1 and 3 Free Street Block,
(Over H. J. Libby & Co.’s)

day In the week,

Second to None in Style and Finish.

M. H.

articles: ]

Co.,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

-AN

Oct 14—Itf

Lounges, Center Tables, Bureaus, Sinks, Looking
Glasses, Teapoys, What-nots, Hat-Trees, Stuffed

Winslow, Doten & Co.,

HAS

“

Lewis &

Sale Booms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
junelU

CHEAPER!

GOODS,

PARLOR

DEERING,

Clairvoyant and Healing Medium,
tftkfin room3 at 110$ Federal Street*
where 9be will be happy to see all those who are
affected with Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Liver Complaint,
and all Diseases arising from Impurity of the Blood.
octlGdlw*

out every

GENTS’ AND BOYS’

Of the latest and most fashionable patterns.

It will Plane on two sides, Tongtie and Groove at
tlic same time, or it will do either separately.
Our facilities for doing all kinds ot Sawing, Turning, Planing and Mouldings are complete.

Mrs. Susan E.

turn

PORTTaAND. MR.

ly atlendod to.
May 22—dtl

Manufacturers amt Wholesale Dealer, In

BLOCK,

WHERE
(Sundays excepted,)

stock of

of WOOD-

Portland,

T.

UN A MENTAL

O

Whitening

Silrrr Plated Cocks.

CARRIAGES ANDSLEIGHS,

107 Federal St.,

FURNITURE

Planing, Tongueing and Grooving
Machines.

October 4—eodlm

Si.

IjWKRY

THAN ANY HOUSE IN PORTLAND.

A t 148 & ISO

MR.

PREBLE STREET* (Near Problc House.)

we

29—rMbn

PLAIN AND

description of Water Fixtures lor T)welJ lingr Houses. Hotels, Public Bulkling*, Sliops.
&c., arranged and set up in tlie best mamior, and all
orders In town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of J OB BING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS of all description*.
aprOritl

some

WARE’S

SMALL,

STU000 AND MASTIO WCUAISS,
Oak Street, between, Conan s* »rd Free Sts.,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Hingsford'B Oswego Corn Starch.

tepflkllm

PLASTERERS,

Closets,
STREET,

>

1!

y.

Me.

ROSS & FEES Y,

and Water

PORTLAND,

'•

No. 63 Commercial St.

CITY

Mills!

Pumps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

popular use for food, has l»ecn counterfeited
unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Denlers and customers, to avoid deception, will $eo
that every package is marked plainly,

by

CO.,

WA N T E D !

Aug

MAKER OF

Luther Dana,

Oswego Corn Si

If.

thort notice.

Residence \e« 4 Locust Street*

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

June ldtr
■

at

Tcmi J» Street,

Fish and ^ alt,

KINGSFORlVS
>‘U*J
«|J to I'dD.

Portland,

Repairing done

OFFIOE NO. 193 1.3 OONOEE3S 8T.

13—dihnos

L

I
EI.LTOT,
MCCALLAE, (

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

—

U. T. S. RICE &

M. F.
II. C.

Patents.

Rubbers,
square,

OFFICB, CODMAN BLOCK,

—OF—

Footof Cross, between Fore and Commercial Sts..

DEBLOIS 5c WEBB,
For Sale.

BROWS.

sepl9doo<lA wly

'nave in oaccesslul operation
BURY'S CELEBRATED

For the purpose of cairying on the FLOUR, MEAL,
and GRAIN BUSINESS; and will occupy the new
store, Load Long Wharf.
HENRY CHASE,
DANIEL CHASE.
1865.
ocl9rT*8tf
Oct.
18,
Portland,

THE

hoyt’s premium; leather belts,
Rubber Bella, Hone andFaehins,

the Best Advantage,

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the iirm name of

CHASE

FOREST

d2m

ISfiB.

R. Si.

Portland, September 18,1865.

Head of Lons Wharf.
BRADLEY, COOLIDGE & ROGERS.

Berlin Worsteds,

Gloves

Is open Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothocarias.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not protend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that
my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
over this great world ; but 1 do claim they Will
intrinsic
to tho students (either LADIES
prove
or
GENTLEMEN) in any part of the United States
of America; and also that our our COUNTING Rooms
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, !fc,

Mr. Brawn would present to the Citizens
of Portion I and vicinity, his Kara gratitude lor
their kindness and liberal patronage he past 11 teen
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, so-

have this day removed to

T.

—Also,—

and

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENG'flEERI

_

'■>

Dealers in

NO. 11 market

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

CABS.

Should apply to the

tlie established Agants tor the RICE
BROTHERS’
COMPRESSED PAPER
COLLARS, eqnal in every respect to any Collar
which has ever been oderod to the public.
It lias the form and space of the “Moulded’* Collar, and is “superior,** from the improved method ol
manufacturing, as it does not absorb perspiration, or
soil as readily.
The trade can be supplied at all
times, and in any

Ife., offer nstfull, thorough, complete, practical and
expcxUtious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION. as any College hr the U. S.

Removal.

I>.

Very

OF

Which wc shall offer at very Low Prices*
Please Call and Examine*

^yyE

FOBSALE!

Bought or Sold to

ARE

Clothing: and Furnishing
GOODS!

CROCKERY!

Hen’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large r.s ortment of Mon’s, Boy®’ and Youths’
Calf and Thick Hoofs, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses’ and Children's Boots and Shoos.
Men’8 BUllBLR COAT’S, LKGGINS, and

Aug. 7—(13m

MERC HANDISE

Woodman,

N. W. MORSE & W. B. WITHEEELL.
oct9d3w
Portland, Me.

-OF-

Street.

MEN'S,
BKKN’S

WISHING

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar !

New York.

STOCK

PARTIES

103 Middle Street.

WITHERELL.

NEW

Aug. 2G—dtf

Oct. 19th, at

Furnishing Goods!

ENTIRE

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middlo St., Poitland.

Cradles and Settee Cradles: Kitchen and Peal Tables
of an sizes; BLA K WALNUT and CHESTNUT
NEWTON P1TZ is ready to receive pu- I EXTENSION TABLES, Office and Writing Tables.
Also, a large variety of Children’s Chairs, Cribs,
Trundle Beds, &c.
We would also inform oar friends and the public
English and Italian Singing !
genet ally that we axo prepared to furnish and tit up
And also on the PIANO FORTE. Mr. F. can count
among his past pupils many who now occupy promiSteamboat and Ships9 Cabins!
nent positions as musicians and vocalists, both in this
country and abroad, and confidently points to his
Hang Draperies, Curtains, Shades, &c.
past success as a guarantee for his capacity as a
Repairing Cabinet and Upholstery work done In
teacher. Orders may be left at PAINE’S Music
all its branches. Varnishing acdlPolishing, Boxing
Store, Middle St., Portland.oct3dlm
and Packing Furniture for transportation, <fcc.

acterizcd by

No. 95 Exchange Street,

Depot,

For variety and comprehensiveness wo think our
<Nfual to any in our largest cities, and win be
often*1 to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.
stock

or

McCALLAB,

Boots, Shoes

DR.

IBowls, Brand

WOMEN'S, ROYS’, MISSES’ and CIIlL-

&c.

ELLIOT

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 25—dtf

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION!

1000 Families

-ALSO,-

The Praise of Zion.—A Collection of Music
for Singing Schools, Ch Irs and Magical Conventions;
comisting of, I. A System ol Musical Notation. II

AN

Clasps, &c.,

PORTIA SO.

Waim, Cold and Shower Eaths, Wash

GOODS,

Belt

Beltings,

RIBBONS!

Last Work.

The New Boole for this Seasqn.

IN

Exchange

APPLES, Ac.
Portland, Me.

Pnriuce._«>p20dlyr

A'o. 10a Middle Street.

Force
dtt

IE

paid to ooiwigBinentA of all kind*

aiteullon

™

P L U M B E B!

J. & C. J. BARBOUR,

Oct

Sept 8—dtf

^Comprising a full Stock of

Mason's Last Work.

HAVE PUT

Ho Mol tor

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!
8

Middle St.,

Tailor,

94 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. II, 1865.

Trimmings,
HEAD NETS,

PORTLAND.

FALL

Last Work.

The Key Note*—A new collection of Sacred aud
Secular Music tor Choirs and Singing Schools, by
William B. Bradbury. Mr. Bradbury’s last previous work in this department, “The Jubilee,” has
already had a sale 01 over 200,000 copies, showing a
popularity almost unprecedented, for a work of this
xind. The Key Note is complete in all its departments, and is printed on clear, large type, one part
on a staff.
Price, $1 50.

&

Stock

Trunk

August 10—d(!m

New Collections of Church Music.

MORSE

B.~FBOST,

for

Maine.

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Fit.^1

Warranted to

Merchant

No.

DRIED
Ao. 3 Lime Street,

—

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

General Western Ticleet Office,

•TAS.

TH K

and

Complete

Hosiery, Gloves, Tarns,

APPLY TO THE

90

Clothing

a

FA 1STCY

Sept 7—dtf

mcb 17

RUBBER BOOTS 4 SHOES.

-OP-

G-rand Trunk Railway.

Oct 6—eod tf

ocl4 Thi S6w*w3w

show

t

IRON.

90 Exchange Street.

As heretofore our customers will t!nd our prices at
the lowest market rates, and as a rule less than
We aim at making it pay our
many other stores.
friends to extend to us their patronage.

Root's

pared to

EE5^ manner. ]

THE

ITAiusaU DEALER*

~

as ndd f,o

In such

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,

Dr.

when prom-

friends and the Trado genspacious store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete reoair, and are now »pre-

New and

Magee Furnaocs and Stoves.

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!

delivery

for

inform their
\\TOULD
▼ ▼ erally that their

SON,

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

ALSO,

ready

all Sight a gaini

LOKINCr,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Yellow Flannels,
Bleached & Unbleached Cotton Flannels*

and all work

ised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

EXCHANGE STREET.

NOYES

P.

of expense.

MERRILL & SMALL

Cooking,

Red Flannels,

Made

RNTATL.

FURNACES, RANGES,
And

Soots

Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had
long experienca
in manufacturing custom work in this
city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establish-

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Eugliali Flannels,

WORK,

Class

IN

AKD

Bntter, Cheese, Eggs, Lord, Beans.

Manufacturer* Oi and Dealer* in

LATEST^TVLE.

ME.

Wltli Fair Stitoli.

23—(12in

K.

AND

None but the best workmen
employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

No. 3D Exchange Street,
PORTLAND
MAINE,

Flannels, Flannels!

First

Street,

BOOKS,

AND

&

6C & 68

A.

Mr.

A.II

-AT-

WHOLESALE

in tAe

At short not-co,

Commission Merchants,

Wootens,

Agents for EMPTRE SEWTNO MACHINES

AND WINTER WEAR I
OVERCOATS,
FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,
SACKS,
BUSINESS SUITS,
VESTS AND PANTS,
MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

Federal St.,

PRODUCE

OF

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

FALL

I For Ladies and
Gentlemen, from the very best
stock to be found in the
metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to ordor, and warranted to give en; tire satinfacdon.

BOOKS,

Quality!

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

Furnisliing.Gcods [

Stato of

U*fiT«tr Garment

BOOKS,

SHORT

ALSO,

Ill

CUSTOM

SCHOOL BOOKS,

French, Toilet and American Quills!

V

A’b.

Loring,

Ac

SCHOOL

Fiue

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

PORTLAND,

ALSO,

JONES,

Manufhcturer and Dealer in

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Plaid

H.

PORTLAND,

few doors west of tho Preble House.
octl6d2w*

Stock Ladies Cloths

Black Cliak C'lotlis; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

B.

FOR

PRAY & SMITH,
Morton Block, Congress St«,

56 and 58 Exchange

Heavv

Variety*

lu Great

Sept. 19—dCw

SMITH

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

SALE

BROWN’S PATENT BABY TENDER!

ALSO,

Large

&

And Gents'

—FOE—

same.

GENTS’ FUENISHING GOODS,

stock.

Cashmere Shawls,

Cloths of the Sest

J9BBEB8

Business Cards.

O^T

*

Successor, ton. E.
stcerer $• Co.,

^7/ Goods,

desirable

For Gentlemen’s Garments,

ORNAMENTS,

DeerinK, Miliiken

Tlie Best Stock ever brought in- ,
to this Market!

SHADE <Sr FINISH,

ALSO FOB

bought in the city.
Believing it will be for your invest, as well as
ours, we invito “you all” to call and examine our

NEW GOODS!

an

stook

Cards.

_business

fail and winter goods,

be

Empress Cloths,

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Deake's Wharf. aeir-P, P. & P. B.

ELEGANT

in Jet and Steel, very rich.
Lace and Linen Collars; Thread. Smyrna and Maltese Laces; Lace Veils; Cambric Edging-* and lnsertings; Belts and Belt Buckles, with everything new
and desirable in tbe Haney Goods line.
We make no pretensions to selling goods for less
than cost, our goods being now and desirable; but
we will sell as cheap as the same quality of goods can

J. LEVY,
Workers of Granite! HAVING

shoulders" THE
Street, at
For

engendered in that

CLOAK

exhibit

now

And would be pleased to receive orders for the

taken the Store recently occupied by

had no effect on him. Harshness could neither bend nor break his spirit; and kindness
dreamt of.

BABB’S,

SON,

ATiddle Street,
Can

of every Style and Variety.

C. II.

nr, AND

Z3T Particular Attention paid to Cemetery Work.

8^

CLOAK AND DRESS BUTTONS

The Diapason*—A Collection of Church Music,
to which are prefixed anew and comprehensive view
of Musi** and its Notation; Exercises tor
ending
Music, and Vocal Training; Son^s, Part Bongs,
Rounds, &c. For Choirs, Staging Schools, Conventions, &c. By George F. Root. Price, $1,50.

Pernam-

Thomas, Para,

SMITH

Teceived and are now offering 'or sale a
of the latest and most des irable
goods, comprising Shawls, Ladies and
Misses Hoods, Scarfs end Sontags, Children’s Capa
and Jackets.
They have also a great varictv ol Ladies and Misses
Gloves and Hosiery; Dress Trimmings, in Velvet;
Silk and Glit Cord; Braids; Gimps, &e.

-AT-

Miscellaneous.

Merchant Tailors,

just
HAVE
great variety
of these

Dry Goods

Mr.

CALLING AT

J. E. FERN ALD &

styles

might
friendships,

ftunjly

The proposition that the Southern

States should tor any purpose be treated a3
conquered territory has accordingly been denounced as monstrous, the fact being that
President Johnson’s whole plau of reconstruction ts baaed on the assumption that the^- are
couquered territory. The real difference between him and his opponent; is not as to the
nature of his power, but as to the use he
makes of it. There is no such officer as a
“provisional governor” known to the Constitution of the United States. There is no machinery provided by the Constitution for imposing upon States “that have never been cut
of tlie Union” conditions of their re-admission

was never
Sent to

Fall and Winter

more we
our

Nothing has been more remarkable dining
the wat- than the rapidity with wiiicll “legal
fictions’5 sprang up as the strife progressed.—
the sword team all the lawyer’s finespun welis to pieces, and lays the nakod facts
of the case before the world, but our war lias
ihruished an exception to the rule. When it
broke out, there was a vaguo desire at the
North to strike the enemy somehow or other
through slavery; but everybody was afraid for
a long time to
say so. In 1861, he who talked
either of taking away the slaves of the rebels,
or even of not
returning them if they ran
away, incurred imminent risk of being considered a fool or a “vandal.” In the midst of the
general perplexity came General Butler, and
covered himself with glory, and diifhsed general comfort through the community, by pronouncing the negro “contraband of war.”—
To have retained a runaway as a man would
have shocked everybody; but to retain him as
a “material” satisfied all conscieriees.
Everybody knew it was a fiction, the humbug of the
thing was transparent; but if the General liad
discovered the art of shooting round a corner,
he couki not have filled the public with greater envy and admiration than that excited by
the invention of this potent phrase.
When the Emancipation Proclamation was
issued, it gave a prodigious impetus to fictionmongering. To have said openly and frankly
that it was desirable to abolish slavery because slavery was a sin and a curse to the community—a constant source of clanger and corruption—would have thrown thousands into
convulsions. So long and elaborate pamphlets
were written to show that the ^Southern negroes stood in the position of mules and oxen,
and that when Mr. Lincoln sought to take
them away from their masters, far from being
guilty of using bis power to give freedom to
slaves, he was simply depriving the enemy of
so many head of cattle, which, as a general, he
had a right to do.
A little later it became necessary to try a
number of great scoundrels for frauds and
other offences calculated to diminish the efficiency of the army. For some reason or other, it was found disagreeable to say that the
country was under martial law, so it was pretended that all contractors, and even al! persons who sold anything to the government,
newspaper correspondents and such like, weie
in the naval or military service of the United
States, and therefore subject to trial by court
martial, no matter where tliey exercised their
vocation. We remember last winter hearing
“a rising young lawyer” produce before a Jaige
audience a little fiction, which for rare and
curious workmanship could hardly be matched
out of China. In order to make the would-be
assassin of Mr. Seward liable to trial by court
martial, he laid it down that anybody who attacked a military officer of the United States
in time of war, became, ipso facto, amenable
to military jurisdiction. Mr. Seward was a
military officer of the United Stales, inasmuch as he countersigned “orders” of the

breaking.

PH AY &

Mourning Dress Goods,

make of our famif every secret
ily life, of
thought of love blossomed into a deed! We
arc now speaking merely of personal caresses.
These may or may not be the best language of
affection. Many are endowed with a delicacy,
a
fastidiousness of physical organization,
which shrinks away from too much of those,
repelled and overpowered. Hut there are words
and looks, and little observances, thoughtfulnesses, watchful little attentions, which speak
of love, which make it manifest, and there is
that might not be richer in
scarcely a
heart-wealth for more of them.
It is a mistake to suppose that relations must
of course love each other because they are relations. Love must be cultivated, and can be
increased by judicious culture, as wild Suits
may double their bearing under the hand of a
gardener; and love can dwindle and die out by
neglect, as choice flower-seeds planted in poor
soil dwindle and grow single.
Two causes m our Anglo-Saxon nature prevent this easy faculty and flow of expression
which strike one so pleasantly in the Italian
or French life; the dread of flattery, and a

Miscellaneous.

WORST EDGOoTs!

insubordination; looking,though

violence and

The Domonstrativencas of Affection.

Legal Fictions.

Miscellaneous.

LARGE STOCK!

only twenty-four, as if

son.

From The Nation.

Miscellaneous.

PEARSON fc SMITH.

Ornamental Ca.rving.
a

sltop on

the

corner

prepared

ot

Carving

AH or*low promptly attended
in the best manner.
to.
Antique Chairs, Picture Frames and Window
Comtes carved in the best stV’i*.

scpl25dm.

copies

here. Patronage solicited.
“
Card Picture* *3.00 u D»*«u. «* 8°°“
any one makes.
STo
SI'S.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION
Sept. 1—<l&w3in

INTELLIGENCE OFFICE,
The
3Gi$ Congress Street, nijar the Citv Hotel, open
from 8 to 12
M.

daily

Oit, 10—dlw*

Great

A,

at

and I to 4 P. M.
T. MCCLEEBY.

Bnrgain!

A SStWSSS-

ly located.

01 Land, to be fold citliAP.
MOSES GOULD,
74 Middle StIML

Also two<-or

oetlCJ3w

___

Boat-House for Sale.

TH EODOR JOHNSON.

general

is
done
as

WITHIN TEN DATs!
IF APPLIED FOB
for one or two
.....^
ctr.rx HoU3e, suitable
ind wnwa,er; 060,111

Chestnut ami Congress ab«e£s (up stain), where
THE
to do alTkr.ds
Ornamental
he Is
or

work

prices.
The public are requested to call and give me a try,
round.
aa I am bound to make as good work as can be
An assortment of FItAMFS, «Sfcc., will be round

~

subscriber has opened

good

out of town or in the city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
had them there will find them here, from which
can be taken without recopying, at the lowest

A

3,1SC5.—dtf

as

I

A

Cu-toro* Root-House at Main Wharf, is for
.ale.
.ate.

Inquire

Oct 10—dtf

ot

CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Surreyor of Customs.

PKESS,

DAILY

POIlTLA>

d

_—■*•*■*■-~ V

Oct.
Saturday Homing,

21,1865.

__________-'
no iiwiy
\niti circulation
Xcrmt

—

°/S'L' .fSai if lata Vum-Ma-im
of nil the Oltur dailies in the city.

$S,00 per

If tbe Southern pebpe are prepared to
mako Aclual war upon any class that has bee11
|
their
uniformly Ijjjfal, and fought to put down
before
treason, because such loyal people
the Jaw, to be made their equals, then they
State priviate not prepared for restoration to
be—should keep
leges, and this fact—if (act it
till they learn
them in a condition of tutelage
their
better.
duty
\

yonr in adrance.

f3F Readina Matter

on.

The

Episcopal

Convention.

The recent action of the Episcopal General
in tabling the resolutions introduced into that body by Mr. Binney,can liardiy fail to awaken a sentiment of the most pe.ini'ul surprise.
The telegraph has reported
these proceedings in outline, but it has given
little idea of the scene of bitter discord and excitement which ensued when Mr. Hoi ace Iliniescney offered, among others, the following
utions.
at tlie
p.
'Tbat rpioiclnK a* we cordially do,

all Four Pages.

Convention

President Johnson and Negro Suffrage.
Senator Doolittle of Wisconsin, one of those
for
weak, timid men, who liavs b?~n disposed
four years tohand.e roheis with kid gloves, and
who has been troubled "with
the brainthat is, bo has

constitution
been so afraid

on

ot

he would

trenching upon the constitution that
could
it trampled under foot because he
a man
ni in entire and unbroken union
not find a specific permit to defend it;
irilons of our church, wc deem it our
who was afraid to confiscate rebel estates, and
thanksgiving to the Divine
toy to [rode/ow-1 devout
rot the removal of that great occaafraid to arnt £negroe:, and afraid to do anyiea5 of foe chorea,
and estrangement referred
dissension
ion of lmtional
to which we
thing really effective in putting down the re- 7. bv our Canadian feilow-ohurcliwen,
with them,that our late troubles were due.
rebellion,—this Senator Doolittle, we say, reResolved. That in the Judgement of this house it
cently made a speech in Milwaukee, the spirit
t e duty of a body of Christian men, which lias ott'erhi its devout and earnest prayers to Almighty God
of which was against negro suffrage, not bejr a great national blessing, to render its tlianksgivhim when that blessing has been graciously
cause such suffrage is wrong per sa, not begranted.
cause the negroes, by their bravery and patriThat this House having hy solemn resoutions, adopted at its session in October, 18G2, pledgotism and respect for order, have not proved
;d to the national government its devout and earnest
bethemselves worthy of such a privilege, but
ravers that “that its efforts might be guided by wis-

.see

s

cause

of the

among those precious
their hands

may occasion
scoundrels who raised

disturbance it

against

the nation’s

life, and

ceas-

when further

ed their fratricidal work only
effort was demonstrated t» be absolutely futile.

In the course of Mr. Doolittle’s speech, however, while intending to make President John-

son the endorser of his halting, timid, timeserving policy, he made the following valuable
confession, thus bearing testimony to the fact
that President Johnson is at- heart in favor
of suffrage for the worthy negro. Referring
to the President, he said:

In conversation with Mm not long
since, he
said to me, that, while he would desire ihai
those states, in the formation of their constitution, should do as they did in Louisiana—
strike out all constitutional restriction
upon
colored suffrage, and that the
Legislature
should be empowered to extend, from time to
time, the rights of suffrage to certain superior
classes of tlic. colored people, such as those
who had performed military service, who hail
for a long time been heads of /amities auu
supported them by their own industry, and
who had demonstrated oleirly their intellectual fitness to exercise the right of suffrage—
while he would be glad to see that coming from
the states themselves, as is was a right which
the states alone should grant, he was decidedly of the opinion that if he, as President, in
the presont condition of the old prejudices,
almost hatred, existing between the two races,
were to insist that
suffrage should be granted
to the mass of the colored
people in those
stages as a condition precedent to their being
recognized as states in the Union, ft Would
produce actual war between the blacks and
the whites.
This shows that President Johnson
person-

ally,—a man who, as Mr. Doolittle says, “all
his life has lived in the- South, and knows
what he says,”—is is in fmsor of allowing
suffrage to the negro. It shows that he believes
the negro may be
worthy to exercise this highest right of
citizenship:
N o ono demands that all the recent
slaves,
without regard to attainment, to
merit, or to
any other qualification, shall be at once made
voters, though even this would he no more unwise than laws and practises now
existing,
under which ignorance, barbarism and brutalfind
free
access to the polls, not
ity
simply
“
among the white trash of the South, but
even in New York and other
largo cities. A ll
the friends of negro suffrage contend
for, is
the abolition of all caste and clan
distinctions,
and those wicked and pernicious discriminations based not on intelligence, or virtue, or
merit of any kind, but on the mere accident
of
color. The very moment a law is provided
allowing the worthy and gallant black soldier
to vote, every black man has
placed before
him a motive to become a
worthy and gallant
soldier. Allow the head of a negro family
who has supported his family
by his own industry, the right of franchise, and every negro man may then be inspired to become such
an industrious head of a
family, The moment a negro, by
demonstrating his intellectuaj fitness to /xereise the right of
suffrage, is
allowed to enjoy that right, the possibility of
What he may attain to becomes an inspiration
to the negro to attain to that high privilege.
The avidity with which the freedmea have
learned to read and write, the anxiety they
evince that their children shall not remain in

ignorance, afford the best evidence that the
possibilities of manhood and of citizenship
have their full degree, of influence upon the
minds of this people. Go to the extent President Johnson says he would go, the extent
that he desires to see the Southern States go,
and the nfigro will then have opened before
him a road over wiiictt lie may travel, like his

I

iu'"7 coupled

-suffrage

77,

o si..

with the condition that
general
shall be made the law of the

States;

be!i6Ves tile eia3i
needing pardon
3 remain out °ftln Un.on b3caujJ(.
a just
and democratic condition?
,lrasiJent th'nks negro suffrage
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mis a reason for
not doact of justice tn i„„„
the “whites- of the rcbel
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not

not

caving in, or_tliat

becoming numerous ?

New York and New
To the Editor

Jersey.
New Yoax, Oct
9,1SJ5,

of the Press:

A few notes concerning the progress of the
political canvass in New York and New Jersey cannot fail to interest your readers.
In a mere local canvass it is not often that
so much excitement prevails and so much enthusiasm exists as are now to be found in the
usually dull and even lethargic State of New
Jersey. Now, the Union men of that conservative and monopoly encumbered State, are
determined to do their best and their all towards carrying the State against the opponents of the war and in favor of the constitutional

amendment; and,better still, they

have

and

better mind.”
it is a duty to God and to our
who
are
restored
us in
to
brethren,
unity of
pirit and the bond of peace, to lift up our
hearts and voices in thanksgiving for the inestimable blessings for which we prayed.
Because,—It is a false delicacy that withholds the expression of our sincere and hearty
thanksgiving, in contemplating an issue to the
war, which is the harbinger of a career of
boundless prosperity to the South, under the
condition of universal freedom.

That a national assembly,
representing one
oi the most powerful,
intelligent and cultivated
bodies of Christians in the land, should declare
by its action that it has too much of the fear
of men before its eyes to dare to
give thanks
to God, is a revelation of cowardice and of lingering subserviency to old false traditions of
compromise which no one, we think, was prepared to expect. That such a body of men,
‘•called together,” says tho Philadelphia Press,
‘"for the holiest purposes, and after a
great war

agaipst

the most

Evidently Caving In.
A leader In the Advertiser yesterday,
“Negro Suffrage,” closes as follows:

on

Tlie Democratic Party arenot justly chargeable with being opposed to
negro suffrage in
an unlimited sense.
They are opposed to it,

only conditionally, and they are opposed to
the imposition of it
upon the people of any
hy Congress, or by the Executive, or by
°* tbe people of any other
Htato ttt5?rence
td1'ocverundertakes toconfound these
viewirrn snfr™
a? '"discriminate Opposition to nedeception”6’ suorant,ly or wilfiiUy, practises a
Preside Johnson’s
unmistakable favor for
negro suffrage, based on merit and
intelligence,

“ ieavemng the meal
even in the
copperhead
kneading trough where we had
the
supposed
capacity to “rise” was entirely lost

If the Democrats are not
opposed to Negro
Suffrage per sc, how did it haj p3a that
ever,
organ of the party, from the World down
to
the smallest echoes found in the
most obscure
country villages, exulted over the defeat of nea

suffrage in Connecticut, and proclaimed it
Democratic triumph, while at least one

copperhead paper in this State has pointed to the
result of that election to
prove that even in
tanatical New England there is one
State uner the
influence of democratic ideas ? The
ezroes of
Connecticut have been canfesseu by
bC * eJucllud and
cultivated,”
and

vot0

Srvssr.tss-zr.?
inferior being, deslgned by his Creator
for eery.

HEWS.

K5r-An ar Stole concerning the PortUnd and
Rochet ter Railroad is necessarily laid over till
; §
tomtpjbw. *
ea^Xhis state lias oyer thirty patients in
the dear and dumb asylum at Hartford.
Gov.

—

that

So now,

ITEMS OP STATU

Cony did not accompany the Executive Council on its annual visit to that institution last
conservatives”—he is one week.
claims that the
the true friends of the negro!
are
himself
J f HUT-The Argus suggests that “the elements
Who will say the world don’t move, or that have laid the ‘water question’ for another sea-

systematically a3 the “Pickle for the
“Our brethren who have sought the dismember- Knowing Ones” by the late Lord Timothy
ment of our national Union, under which this Dexter, is besprinkled with marks of punctuapeople, by Sis providence, have been so signally tion, Mid with a3 little regard to fitness; both
prospered aud blessed, might be convinced of these men are doing good service to the Union
heir error and restored to a

Because,—That.whereas, we prayed God

gro

they make war upon Andrew Johnso
d
offer a reward for his head? Sueb an oxcuse
for neglect to do tight is the excuse of tbe cow_
ard and not of the patriot, and we regret
that
a man like Pre ident Johnson,whom
everybody
kuoiv,s is a patriot and not a coward, should
urge even one excuse that the coward may
urge with infinitely more propriety and force.
The Commander-in-chief ol the army and navy of the U. S., at an hour like this, should
not hold back from
any act of justice to loyal
men, through fear that
deep-dyad rebels will
make war upon them.

the Advertiser from which the above is cut,
entitled “Who are the friends?” the.editor

fair prospects of success.
The local election
this week in Newark will have a very material
influence upon the general result, and if you
dom and replenished with strength that they might
should hear that the Union ticket has prevail*} crowned with speedy and complete success, which
jfforta were for the re-ostablisliment of the national
ed in that city, you may reasonably conclude
authority over our whole country, and have now
>een crowned with Buccess, it becomes our duty to
that the good cause stands more than an ovenunder our thanksgiving to Him to whom that success
chance of success.
.sdue.
We should be certain of triumph were
the
whole
in
an
was
Instantly
assembly
up•oar.
Half a dozen delegates jumped up to it not for one very important circumlenounce the resolutions, Rev. Dr. Vinton stance. The Camden and Amboy monopoly
is by far the greatest power in the State, and
seconded them; Judge Chambers of Maryland
while that power is wielded exclusively in the
moved to lay them on the table, which motion
interests of the Democratic party, the opposiwas announced by the president as carried.—
The yeas and nays were called for, which tion can only attack it feebly in consequence of
created a new commotion, in the midst of the fact that, many of our best Union men arc
which Mr. Binney said a great deal had been interested in the monopoly and contend, with
said already, but that there are truths to which some show ot reason, that, the faith of the.
Mr. Binney' State having been pledged to the corporation
no utterance has yet been given.
Rev. Dr. Goodwin until 1869, that faith should be kept regardless
was loudly called to order.
If it of political consequences; when the monopoly
isked if the question had been taken.
expires by limitation, ths party of progress
hail he called for its reconsideration. Rev. Dr.
will refuse to revive it, and New Jersey, disenno reconsiderabe
would
there
Surge33 hoped
side with
tion. Judge Battle of North Carolina moved thralled, will place herself side by
her sister States and become in truth as well
to lay the motion to reconsider on the table.—
Hon. Mr. Ruggles called for a second reading as in name a member of the Federal Union.
Notwithstanding Camden and Amboy, we
of the resolution.
The resolution was again
read.
Dr. Cummins rose to a question of have great hopes this year, and the whole State
principle, bat was noisily called to order. A is resounding with the blasts of Kilpatrick’s
motion made by Judge Battle of North Caro- bugle who calls to his aid a score of true men
lina was carried by which it was intended to whose voices have for many years been famiiprevent further discussion of the question, nev- ia to the people.
Oct. 14th. I was taken away per force when
ertheless the matter was again taken up on the
following day, and after much excited discus- I had reached the last period ofmy letter, and
sion the resolutions were definitively tabled.— only now have had an opportunity to continue.
This result however was not secured without The Newark local election has astonished all
much opposition and a formal protest offered
parties; more than thirteen hundred majority
by the eminent Bishop Vinton, and signed by for the Union candidates gives us every assurance we could desire that—the election of Mr.
a number of prominent members of the convention, who therein declared their dissent Ward and the overthrow of the Democracy are
I’tom the House and their belief that “The secure! New Jersey is on the straight road to
thanksgiving for the supremacy of the United redemption, and in all probability will re-enter
States Government over all the nation is in the Union under most favorable auspices and
accordance with the moral sense and patriotic adopt the Constitutional Amendment during,
sentiments of the mass of our clergy and laity, the next session of the legislature. She will
and the action of the majority of the House owe her redemption in part tt> the peculiar
character of the leaders of the Democracy.—
in the premises is an offence against the conscience of the Church,” and that “The action Mr. Ituuyon, the candidate for Governor is a
of this House, as aforesaid, gives a false
aspect man who is particularly distinguished as a virto the reputation of the
Episcopal Church ulent but by no means able opponent of the
touching its loyalty to the Government of the war and the administration of Abraham LinUnited States.” Further, because
coln ; Mr. A. J. Rogers, M. C., is a garrulous
That the House of Bishops, with this House, or gabulous deciaimer whose fondness for
on the
day of humiliation and prayer in 1862, dead Greeks and Romans would seem to show
invoked Almighty God, “that all
opposition that in his youth his ears had been boxed with
to the lawful Government
of the land utterly
shall cease,” It is right and proper that we a classical dictionary; his speeches are sprinkshould return thanks to God for liis gracious led over with Claudii and Grachii as thickly

unholy of rebellions, is thus
made to sit with closed lips, silent and
white brother, to manhood, to
deaf,
self-respect, to
the conditipn of self-governed manhood. To when even the lately-armed and now utterlydefeated rebels arc penetrated with an overthis extent President Johnson would
go, and
therefore we put him down as t/w Mend of whelming sense of their offences, and penitently admit that the hand of God is visible in the
negro sujrage.
triumph of freedom and tho destruction of
Much might fie said, had we time and
space,
touching the Presiden t's reasons for not push- slavery, i3 not only a sad—it is a shameless
ing this idea, and insisting upon its adoption exhibition.”
The same paper very
as a “condition precedent to the southern
pertinently asks
•‘Did the delegates to this convention seriousstates being restored to their normal functions
in the Union.
We have no doubt of tlsapie- ly expect to avoid the religious and moral duty
out of the closing of the war? If
nary pmeer of the general goverameht <o do growing
did,
they
they should have stayed at home.—
what
it
ju.sf
pleases in the way of governing or
Better a thousand times they had never
come,
reconstiucting the southern states, limited
only by the demands of a cliHsfian civilization. or that this convention had never been held,
than that they or any Christian ministets or
We have a short way of
sustaining this propositdon. Ey treason the southern
should hesitate to thank God tor His
laymen,
people forfeitf
ineflable mercy and aid in our late troubles,
ed all rights under the
constitution, and nearly
every man of them might have been legally and especially for tho removal of the cause of
proceeded against for high treason, the penal- these troubles.”
It is a matter of
ty of which—never yet fnflicted—is dealh.—
congratulation, not only to
Having forfeited the right to life, inasmuch the great mass of the loyal people of the Episas the
major Includes the minor, they for- copal Church thus misrepresented in their
feited all other rights with it, so that they en- Convention, but to the country at large, that
joy notiiin^to-day, not even life, except by the there were found in -that body a few men
clemency of the general government. Occa- brave and true enough to disown and depying this position, how supremely ridiculous nounce tills unworthy action of the majority,
to say we have no
right to dic tate the terms men who will not palter or cringe for power,
on which their
but who hold their obligations to God and
former State relations may be
resumed 1
their country as of more binding force 'than
Hie President
ha» interfered—rightfully— any false tenderness for rebels, or shameful
with the tnteiilal
policy of th'erbbel states, and truckling to the prejudices of those who still
regulated till; qualifications of the voter—said declare the divinity of Slavery, and see no
wao may and who
may Pot'exercise the rHht guilt in rebellion.
of suffrage.
How much greater stretch
of
constitutional grant would it
be, pray, fur Uim
to say a loyal colored man shall
vote, than to
say a disloyal white man ahull not vote? A
blood-stained rebel, guilty of treason
and obnoxious to the gallows for bis crimes
against
the State, comes to the President, and
u0) by
pardon, makes him a voter; and yet we are
told he has no
right to make a voter of the
loyal man who has fought for (he flag and
nPeds no pardon 1 If he cannoi do
tills, he
can at lea3l, go as far as tlie
sainted martyr,
Lincoln, would have gone—grant general am-

Is that of a
slave, and whose bonds are in accordance with
divine ordination; and now wo find him ready
to admit this animal to the right of suffrage,
under certain conditions!
In another article in the same number of

itudc, whose normal condition

cause, the first by the publication of his
ord, the second by his speeches.
In New York the case

stands

rec-

differently.

I have had abundant opportunity to become
acquainted with the people pf the Empire
State, and I am confident that in the growth
of opinion they have left their leaders far behind. Little excitement concerning the election prevails -<in the State. There is no material difference in the party platforms, and, as
for the candidates, both organizations have selected their names from the roll of military
heroes; as a consequence, the contest must be
a

dull one.

The Union

men

fail to enlist the

sympathies of the people by taking an aggressive attitude, while the Democrats deliberately kick over their platform of last yean
and assume to be the real war party of the
State. It is generally believed that the vote
will be light, and that the result is dbnbtful.
Pennsylvania and Ohio have done more to
carry New York than it is possible for the Republicans here to do upon their platform. The
canvass will probably increase in interest as it
progresses, and I shall endeavor to keep you
informed of such changes as may occur. Let
us

hope

for the best

Meetings arc to be held
all over the State during the next twenty days,
and it may be that a spirit will be aroused
which will bring out a few votes and thereby
secure a victory for the Union and its tried
and proved supporters. John Van Buren is
trying to ruin Johnson by nominating him for
the Presidency in 1S8S; and Gen. Slocum Is
lessening his chances very sensibly by associating himself and his fortunes with Horatio
Seymour, than whom no man is more unpopular.

If the Union men do

as

much for them-

selves as their enemies are doing for them,
their chances for success will
materially improve.
In both States the Democrats have based
their hopes of success upon their
ability to
excite the prejudices of the common
people
against the negro race, and the

copperhead

press teems every day with essays and assertions, true and false, calculated to make it
impossible for the negro to exist m the midst
of a large laboring white
The re-

son,” This is not complimentary to the intelligence and wisdom of our people. True, the
drought is broken, and probably no severe ineonvenienca will be experie nced from

a short
water supply till another year. But another
year will bring its dry season and suftbfing, and
a wise people will wisii to provide against such

evil visitation.
tS?” The Bangor Times seems to have gone
It takes square edged
over to the enemy.
ground against the platform of the Union
party of the state, and we think it will he
found in opposition to every Representative

an

and Senator in Congress from this state. We
do not care to have a controversy with it.
With a copperhead paper we are prepared to
dispute the barbarous idea of leaving the defenders of our dag—unprotected—to the tender
mercies of those whose rebellion they have
aided to put down. But we shall not debate
this question with a professed supporter of a
Union administration.

EJrvohn ±5. uough, Esq., -mil deliver his
new and popular lecture “Habit’* at Central
Hall, Lewiston, on Tuesday evening, October
24th, J8G5.
(£®?"The Lewiston Journal tells the story of
a man in that city, named Fellows, who, with
acrotched stick—witclihazel we presume—disthe locality of springs beneath the surface of the ground. He not only finds out the
Ideality of the springs, hut traces their inlets
covers

and cutlets. The Journal mentions other perwho have the same “gift.” The story is
slightly “steep,” hut wo have no disposition to
sons

officials in office he discharged.
Some person writing from Eastport to
tho Portland Argus intimates that smuggling
lias

largely increased

ler

“Asbuelot” went to Portland for repairs,

here since the steam cut-

and says that another cutter should he stationed here while the “Asbuelot" is undergoing

repairs. This intimation is considered a decidedlyrieh joke by our eitirons who know bow
hindrance to smuggling revenue cutters have been on this station.—[Eastport Sen-

great

a

tinel,

H3f"At

the Waterville Horse Fair there was
a raee for horses that never trot a mile in less
than three minutes.
The “Maggie Mitchell,”
belonging to W. R. Field, Brunswick, was the

winning

nag.

It is said that Maine is

suburbs and

dependencies of the city of New
York, where negro hatred prevails to the most
unreasonable and unaccountable extent; it is
mania that effects all classes from the merchant prince to the
hod-carrier, while the
Express &nd World devote themselves to the
work oi giving expression to this insanity.—
In contemplating this phenomenon of madness we can derive consolation from the assurance that many of the most
sorely afflicted
patients are nearing the climax of their disease, which point once reached convalescence
and final recovery will follow.
W. C. C.
a

Good

Move in Saccarappa.

We learn that the citizens of Saccarappa
propose to make in that village an essential ito
provement, which will materially contribute to
the convenience, health, and—we shall not go
wide of the mark to add—morals ot the com-

munity.
Saccarappa is noted for mud; but the people
are not to be blamed for
that, since the soil is
chiefly clay. But whether they deserve censure
for cot
avoiding the inoonvenienoe and discomfort of mud, when the
eviljcan be entirely remed:el at a
trifling expense, may he another

question.

It will not,
however, long remain a question
for we are glad to hear that the citizens are
moving in the matter, and intend immediately
to begin with a Lev e, and if
necessary close np
with a Subscription, to Becure the necessary
funds to lay good sidewalks through the principal streets of the village. We trust the enterprise will he entirely successful.

r
—'r'
By The London Times says there Uuo doubt

of the existence of yellow fever at Swansea,
England. Borne weeks ago a bark named1 the
Hecla arrived at that port from Cuba with a
case of fever ou board. The man who was suffering from it died the day after the arrival of

Postoffico carried off. The rascals blew open
the safe, which fortunately, alarmed the neighbors, and they w$£e obliged to decamp without

gaining access to the

inner vault.

fry-Hon. Chas. Nutter has been, appointed
postmaster at North Fryaburg, in place of
Chas. H. Tibhets, resigned.
ftjf The Democrat says Edmond Ames, Wm.
W. Bragg and Wm. R. Godwin have obiained
a charter from the New
Hampshire Legisla-

ture, incorporating the Errol Steamboat Company. They intend to build a new boat, the
coming year to ply on the waters of the Um-

bagog.

as we were

depths of

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

gyOn the first page—Legal Fictions; The
The Demonstrativeness of Affection.

Convict;

On the fourth

page—Poetry and miscellany.
trA ferryman while plying over a river
which was only slightly agitated, was asked by
a timid lady in his boat whether any
persons
were ever lost in that river. “Oh, no,” said he,
“we always find ’em agin the next day.”
try “The following is Paddy’s description of
a fiddle : “It has the shape of a turkey and the
size of a goose; ho turned it over on its belly
and rubbed its backbone with a slick, and ocb,
by St. Patrick bow it did squalc.”
The late lamented Lempriero tells us,
says Punch, that lo was changed into a heifer;
but we have lately gleaned from a doctor’s
prescription the following piece of information
respecting the end of that young person : “Iodide of Potassium.”
{if A discontented Benedict exclaims :—
What if beef is forty cents per pound, butter

fifty, and cigars twenty-five cents
man’s vanity must bo gratified.

apiece,

wo-

York News says that President Johnson’s speech to the negro soldiers is
“extremely objectionable, as indicating that he
does not differ essentially from Ike radicals as to
what ought to be the future status of the negro
in the United States.” Just so.
By An unknown young man, supposed
from liis incoherent utterance to be on his
way
South to get married, was
accidentally shot

jyThe New

to renew and perfect the disastrous alliance of
former years between the democratic
party and

Southern sectionalism. Not that Mr. Phillips
is likely to he long a representative either of
thenror of anybody else, for his
party usually
has hut one member. At present,
however, he

finds liimselt

aiming

at the same immediate
objects with the class of which we have spoken,
and his speech at the Music Mall is
unquestionably the ablest expression of its views
which has yet found its way to the

puhlia—

[Boston Advertiser.
SyThe claim of James Brooks to a seat in
Congress as one of the Representatives from
New York will be contested by William E.
Dodge. Both claim to be elected by about 200
majority.
5,y Attorney General Speed decides that tlie
rendition of service to the government by a
slave, of itself, dissolves the relation of master
and slave; that this relation once dissolved can
never be restored; that the soldier of the loyal
army is a freeman, and as such is entitled to the
bounty offered by the government to volunteers.

y?"An exehango

says nearly every other
man, woman and child in Indianapolis has the
shakes regularly.
!£5iF*A New Orleans correspondent writes
that every steamer that arrives out brings an
immense number of Northern men, with their
pockets full of money.
U/Jr™Minnesota potatoes are said to produce
several more pounds of starch to the bushel
than those raised in any other State.
Six thousand colored persons in Washington have signed a petition asking for the

right

of

suffrage.

31st.

commencing

on

Price

couples !)
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SPECIAL

always
quieter, it

them, patting

and

tipping about,

door from Congress Street.
octglsndlw
Xj.

eyes on their boots and their hands holding up
their gray silk, could ever do justice to their

Street,

that the cotton was lawfully
war as the property of the
public enemy.
jy The wife of Mr. D. A. Parker, of Goffstown, N. H., committed suicide by drowning in
the Piscataquog river, a few rods from lfer res-

AJ»I>

C evens !
PERFUMERY,
NEW STORE,
3G Centre Street*

Centro Street,
First door from Congress Street.
ootRlsndiw
1
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WHY NOT USE THE BEST.

twenty years’ increasing demand has established the tact that Mathews' Venetian Hair Dye Is
tho best in the world. It Is tho cheapest, the most
reliable, and most convenient. Complete in one bottle. Does not require any previous preparation of the
hair. No trouble.
No crock or strain. Docs r.ot

2o

appear dusty and dead, but
life and lustre. Produces a beauti-

imparts to it now
ful black or brown,

j

apply
Always give satisfaction. Only 73 cents per
Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Manufacturer, N. Y.
Demas Baunes & Co., New York, Wholesale
Agents.
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NEW YOEK SKiBT & COSSET
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Market

STOSE,

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

are

the land.
—The Bath Times learns that Rev. D. Q.
Cushman, of the Congregation 1 Church in
Warren, is about to remove from the State, to
take charge of a church in Hubburdston, tylass,
—At the Free WH1 Baptist GedtfhlConference on Tuesday of last week, ^resolution
prohibiting the ordination of ministers who use
tobacco, was adopted. It is said that the denomination numbers 51,000 communicants, onefourth of whom arein Maine.
—At St. John’s Roman Catholic Church in
Bangor, a few Sabbaths sinee, 280 children and
adults received the sacrament of confirmation
at the hands of the Rt. Rev. Bishop Baton.—

Several of those confirmed

were

converts.

—A missionary society has been established
in Russia for the conversion of Pagan and oth-

countries.
—Father

Beekx, general of the Soeiety of
Jesus, and principal author of the celebrated
Papal Encyclical and Syllabus, is dangerously
ill.
—The second daughter of the Count de Montalembert is preparing to follow the example of
her eldest sister in entering into holy orders.
—Tho loyal Baptist preachers of Missouri
held a Stater convention at Hannibal last week,
and gave the heartiest support to the govern-

ment, with corresponding ht^rg;,’ igneous

at

the rebels. The president read a letter-from
Rev. Li J. Tatum, of Hermitage, Missouri, the
region of greatest guerrilla warlare. Accompanying this was a copy of tho mihutes of a
association in that locality called “Freedom.” Its constitution requires that churches
desiring admittance “must first make reconciliation at home, by declaring non-fellowship
With the rebellion." The president said ‘‘(diis
voice of encouragement from a source
least expected- There might he something in'
a name.”
The Freedom Association was made
a member of the convention at once.
—At the consecration of g

new

church,

at

Finsbury, London, the bishop found occasion
to rebuke high church demonstrations. Several of the clergy were decorated with richlyembroidered stoles, which the bishop ordered
them to take off; he also had the fiowere and
removed from the "altar, and. W^uld not
canoes
consecrate the church till the priest 'M4 agreed
to remove an unfinished oarioon Aom the marble over the communion table. Extreme lfighchurchism seems to annoy the
bishop of London as much ns radical lof«imtol)iii)H\)otitiie
bishop of New York.
—The Paris Journal ass Dcbata hai-thc following: “The Holy Father has taken occasion

ot the last consistory

to reprove secret socities,
and especially that of the Freemasons, which
aims at the ruin of the church and all civifgovcrnment. It would be hard to persuade us that
this is the end aimed at, at least in France, by
a body who only six months ago had at its head

Marshal Magnan, and who still has amongst its
members men highly distinguished in the government, the army, and the Chambers. We
even believe that there is more than one mason
in the army which upholds at Rome the temporal power. All these conspiritors will he astonished to find that, without their knowledge,
they have been engaged in a plntfor thedestruotioa of the church and civil authority, and
that they are excommunicated; for the Pontifical allocution ends with a formaj excommunication. In order to impress the faithful with
a just horror of freemasonry, the Pope refers
to the mysteries which it celebrates and the
oaths which it imposes on its adepts,
The
Pope, of course, knows all about these mys-

teries and these oaths, but we believe that there
are very few even of the freemasons themselves, who could boast that they know so
much.”
—A letter from Rome states that Cardinal
Antonclli had begged France, instead of evacuating Rome altogether at the tiipe fixed, to
leave a thousand men only as a guard of honor
to ensure the personal safety of the Pope.” MDronyn de Lhuys is said to have replied to this,
that to comply with it would he to attempt to
evade an engagement by which France is
bound.
—Rev. Mr. Burgess has resigned the pastorate of the Freewill Baptist Church in Bangor,
to accept a call from Harrisburg, Penn.
—The Oxford Conference of Congregational
churches meets at South Paris, on Tuesday and

Wednesday,

Oct, 24th and 23th,

Goods.

Fancy

it.

Proprietors,

STORE!

IN~EW

Druggists everywhere.

33 CENTRE STREET, PORTLAND,
First door from Congress Street, where con be found
a gopd assortment of Paper, Pons, Pencils, Ink, Hair
and Tooth Brushes,

List*
Brokers Board, Oct 20.
American Gold.
14G
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
iir.i
U nited Stal es 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series. £8*
do
2d series. U7i
United .States Five-twenties, old. 1^2f

PERFUMERY,

ALBUMS,
great variety, at lowest prices. Call and sec
PHOTOGRAPH

II.

L.

new.

1031

Og.lenftbu rg Second Mortgage Bonds.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.....
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds.

374
26
81

Brighton Lire Stock Market*
Wednesday, October 11.—Amount of Stock

BEAL.

oct7snd2w

E.

Sheep.

This week,..3642
11,222
Last week, .3364
12,242
Amount from

R.

_HE.

warrants! to do all that is claimed for It. Will
restore tho Grayest Hoads to their original color,
whether black or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
la

obrmont.1020

at

Ditiers.

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

DRESSING
PRICE

THE

FIFTY

F*br sale

HAIR.

CENTS.

at

Wholesale and Retail,
9-l:V-

CHARLES

CUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

IS at 147 Middle
Street, where ove-T variety of .lubber'Goods can bo procured, at Manufacturers* prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods Is really magnittcont.
june23tt

PORTLAND

photographic

galllery,

ALOXZO S. PAVIS, PBorniETOB,
ATo. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
Copying done in the host maner,
decSUtl.
A

Physiological

View of Marriages
and 130 fine Plates
Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a stato o( Health and Disease, with a Treaties on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan o,
Treatment—the only rational and successful mods of
cure, as shown by the report of cases tTeate 1. A
tvuthfhl adviser to tlio married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent iVeo of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal
currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, Xo. 31 Maiden
N.
Y.
Albany,
The author may be consulted
upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats
either personally or
me 8ent 40
*•* wot'*!
part

—Containing nearly

and

300 ]>age«,

Lane!

^Cottl p1*-! d&w6

Cardiff.

Sid Aug 15. Wm Toll, Jones, Pugot Sound.
Sid ftn Uelvoet 6th lust, Masonic, Lampher, for
Cardiff.
Sid ftn Dunkirk 3d Inst, Orsini, Smith, Cardiff.
St Helena, Sent 8. The ship Europa, Rood, /run
Maulmain for Falmouth E, 1ms put in to caulk topsides, and Is being surveyed.

Social

Assembly

Iiancnster

Tuesday Evening,
Dancing

to

I lull.

October

commence

!

at 8

24th.

o’clock.

Haile br Raymond’, (lan-lrluc Basel.
ADMISSION 73 CENTS.
Oct 21—d3t*

M. & A. P. DARLING,
No* 00 Middle St., Portland,

opening
ARE
LECTION of
now

a

LARGE and CHOICE SE-

Rioli Silk Velvets

I

For

CLOAKS, CASSOCKS

GILT

from No 14 Lincoln street.
In Hollis, Oct 17, Hon Thomas Carll, aged 81 years.
In Harps well, Oct 16, Mr A S Merryman, aged 43
years % months.
In North Livermore, Oct 13, Miss Hannah Canady,
aged 93 years.
in East Pitteton, Oct 11, Miss Hannah A Katon,
aged 16 years.
In Chfnh, Oct 4, Mr John A Hussey, aged 46 years
9 months.
In Poland, Oct 6, Mrs Judith
R, wife of Samuel
Cousins, aged 63 years.
In Camden, Sept 29, Mvs Sophia A, with of E M
Wood, aged 47 yoars 10 mouths.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

FROM

DATE.

FOB

Persia...Now York..Liverpool.(Jet 18
City of Washington New York.. Liverpool.Oct 21
North American.. .Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 21
LoMimna.New York.. LIveriHXil.Oct 21
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.Oct 21
Vera Cruz.New York. Vera Cruz.Oct 23

China.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 28
City of London.... New York.. Liverpool. Oct 28

Borusia.New York.. Hamburg.Oct 28
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 28
North’America. ...Hew York.. Itlo Janeiro_Oct 30
South America-Hew York. .Rio Janeiro... .Nov 29
Scotia.Hew York. .Liverpool.Nov 1
Hansa.New York. Bremen. Nov 8

Afric*.Boston.Liverpool.Nov

8

Miaiatnre Alusaaac.October gl.
;lun rises., ....0.20 I Moon sets. 8.25 PM
3 «» scts.5.09 I High water.11.15 AM

DRESSED

Trees!

W» ADAMS, at his Nursery at Morjqm*
dBgtriirs Corner, odors a row extra sized Bear t rees
-j~ win, fruit buds of
Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Louise Bonne, &c. $3 to $5 each.
and
Dwarf
Standard Pears,of smaller
good
Equally
rise, at 5 c to $1 each.
EX. LARGE GRAPE VINES, to he removed from laud already sold,
lhrko according to
oct21oodjfcw5w
quality.
HAY PRE-5Sl!-The Side-PowThis machine is
a oommon barn floor;
up

P UE8S.
HAYnAandY and COTTON
In
set
er

easily

portable

will press

ono

ton of hav Into fO coble feet In 30 min-

utes; no beating, rolling or treading; uo injury t>
the hay; size of Dale 2<> m. by 20 In. by ,44 in.
No
other machine can press as cheap.
The invention Is
one of thoso “happy hits” acknowledged to be Ju*t
tbo thing. Model oiut Bale of Hay may fco seen at
Blake & Jones’, Commercial St. Send tor Circular.
Address STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Portland, Me.
Oct 21—eodlm

French Medical Instruction.
MeMcinr"
undersigned from the "Eco.
TRf
J. University of
France, will impart Um secesaaiy
instruction In the Medical Sciences V Student* who
wish to attend the lectures in Faris--four lessens in
French per week (luring the evenings and a Fronch
Me ical Lecture twice
per weok, in order to flunfliariae the students with French medical Idiom*.
Medical Students will remember t iatMe« l*al Lectures are free to all nations in Paris, their only ex-

p^use being

their board.

..

A Medical Certificate from the undersigned is go-d
for U.S. and France.
M. ^
D.
E. P. LkFKOHON. A. M.,
Apply to
Graduate ui Harvard Uriivoitl ty,
r,°- 1 S0110' St.
Oct 21—dtf

Provident Association.

fTTOir tnmial Mooting of the Portland Provident
tfic choice of offlews, and ll.o
etatlon
which may legally come
trariB ictlon ofonv buBlueBB
he held bx tholr room hi city Build
26th but., at TJ
M.

T
5will
tag m"THURSDAY.
Tor

order,

r

o’clock^.

STEPjp:NS0Nf

Portland, Oct 21,1668

5oc.ypr0

Um

dtd__
Music

Stools

t iudso.vs,
1 Free st. Bleak.

PORTLAND.

Friday, Ociaber 20.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
ter
Steamer Now BO'tnswick, Winchester, Boston
Eastport and St John HB.
Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, K.'d*t>t,
Sch Helen Mar, MorreJ, Poston.
Sch Economy, Hastings, Boston for Bristol.
fer
Sch Royal
Benson, tin St Andrew

Oak,

Hyaunis.

and

Pear

Large

Those Elegant

OF

groat variety

STEEL
ORNAMENTS !
JST'Velvet, Straw, and Mourning Bonnets. Straw
Bonnets Repaired.
Oct 21—d2w t e wl2w

arrived »t
MARINE NEW8 HAVE burroughs
Oct 21—dtf

PORT

A

AND

PRESS!

Isabella S, only daughter oj
BragUon, aged 15 years.
Sunday afternoon, at 1 o’clock,

Iu this city, Oct 20,
William ami Maraud*,
on

WIDTHS.

TRIMMINGS !

Portland.
In this city, Oct 19, by Rev Henry D Mooro. Geo
G Cutter, of Portland, and Miss Fannie R Leach, of
Brunswick.
In Lewiston, Oct 16, by Rev Dr Cheney, Rev Nathan C Brackclt, of Phillips, and Miss N Louise
Wood, of L.
In Lewiston, Sept 14, Aaron T Corliss and Maria E
Maroon; Chas N Ware and Lacy Corliss,

|3T*Funeral

-AND-

Col Led yard, Wells, unc.
Sid ftii Table Bay CGH Ang 15, A H Badger, Marshall, Mauritius.
Ar at Simon's Bay Aug 11, Lorenzo, Mcrrimaa, ftn

And Velvet Ribbons /

DIED.

-FOR-

for

Maulmain—In the river Aug 7, Ocean Belle, Harrison, for England; Amity, Stinson, for Bombay: J
G llichardson. Kendall; Lizzie Oakfbrd, Rocko;
Bello Creole, Knowles; Borodino, Uilkey; Martha
Rideout, Jellerson, unc; flames E Brett, JewelLaud

In ALL SHADES and

by Rev Henry D Moore, GusSarah Jane Anderson, both of
Yarmouth.
In this city, Oct 20, by Richard Cole, Esq. James
M Nowell, ol Bangor, and Miss Eliza Wilson, of

«.

A Magical Preparation

Thompson,

(Per steamer Scotia, at New York.)
verpool 6th tnat, Hattie Morrison, Percy,
New Orleans, (and ent out tor Philadelphia.)
Cld at London 7th. Sarah Newman, Cobb, Boston.
Ar at Cardiff 6th, BonJ Bangs, Norcross, Btvmcn.
Ar at Shields 6th, Tenipla ,Bartlett. Mon Irene.
Sid 6th, Investigator, Carver, New York.
Ar at Glasgow 5th, Dresden, Reed, Trinidad.
Sid ftn Queenstown 6th,f Mar a Henry, Prinoe,
(from Cardiff) for New York.

63$

rccelffe prompt attention.

LIFE I

Isabella

Ar at L

4080

In this city, Oct 19.
tavus Storer and Miss

MANSFIELD,

XI A.IX1

lust, brig

New Advertisements.

_MARRIED.

These Bitters are not only valuable in all eases of
Bilious Diseases, Liver Cotnplaints, Dyspepsia, Jaundice, tbstiveu ’ss, Headache, tfc., but in all cases of
GENEKAL DEBILITY, or goneral Weakness of the
whole system, Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
Paine in the Side, these Bitters will be found most
valuable. Delicate females who arc weak and sickly,
wili ttnd tliis medicine invaluable.
They operate
gently; they purity and make new blood; they regnlate the Liver, and give lorce and strength to tho
whule Bysi«in. Prepared by

SEELE’S

4th

♦

Spring pigs 1>Vb, 22@16o wholesale; 1510,17} retail,

53T Card Proto&rai-iis at Tubes Dollars
DOZEN',—the BEST in tho City.
mayffisndCm

f

Inagua
Yorl.

P38

Fat hogs 13&15c, live weight.
Hides—OTalOc V !b; country lots, 8@0c.
Tallow—Sales at I0@J2c lb t>.
Calf Skins—At 10gl8c |> ft).
Pelts—$1 00(0)1 50 each.
Poultry—18(al9c $> ft), live weight.

PER

Orders by mail will
Got 3—s n dim*

At
New

Speep.

&5 00 per head.

No* 90 Middle Street* Portland*

DE. W. P.

Portland.

Traub, steering West.

$3%G5.

Proprietor of Mansfield's Vegetable Mitigator.

Ar at Rk> Janeiro 2d ult, ship C B Hazelline, Ross,
from Boston.
At Monsanfila 27th ult, barque Wlnthrop, for
New York.
At Havana 14th insfc, brig Prairie Rose, Dotighty,
for Baltimore, ldg.
Ar at Matanxaa 12th, banpie Speedwell, Dixon,

ing, from Callao for Hamburg.
Sept 27, off Sicily, ship Winged Hunter, Hinckley,
from Hamburg for Boston.
Oct 9. lat 81. Ion 71 S3, was signalized brig Minnie

Massachusetts.. 33
00
York.297
1158
Scalp, frees k from dandruff, keeps the head coo), the | New
Western States.
802
280
hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be surCanada..745
4223
passed by ahy preparation !n tht* market. Try it. $1.
The demand for cows and young cattle Is brisk, and
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
prices are upward; a lot of light two-year olds were
sold fir $28, and a lot of yearlings at f 17 i>or head;
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Portland,
another lot of two-year olds, lit for beef, sold at $39,
ncCsxCw
Me.
$40 and 43Aper head: two good new milch cows at
$110 and 115; one fcwo-vear old heifer and calf, at $65
and a cow and calf Ibr $70.
COLGATE’S HOYEY SOAP!
Prices—Beel Cattle, extra, 13 ® 14; First quality,
•THIS Oelebtate-h Toilet Soap, in «mch universal
consisting of good oxen, host steers, &c, 12 M 13;
Second
made
from
the
is
quality, or good fhir beef. 11 («? 12; Third
choicest
is
demand,
materials,
cattle, cows, &.c, » (gj 11,—total
quality,offight young
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented
weight
wyjf, hides and tallow.
and extremely beneficial in Its act upon the si in.
Working 0*en—$1251? 300 » pair; steers $85@150.
Stores—Two years old, $25@40; three-years old,
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good?8 Dealers
V
#
juue3idlyr
Milch Cows—Sales at $55 @ 80; Extra, $85 ® 115;
Farrow, 28 gg 45.
Sheep and Lambs—Old, 6(ft7Jc per lb; in lota, $3 30
E. S. WORMEIX,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

unc.

Callao for Cowes.

Shotes. Fat Hogs. Veals.
700
2800
75
700
1800
100

Each State.
Cattle.
Maine. 477
Now Hampshire.
266

Cloclis Excelsior Hair Bestorer

Mansfield’s Debility

Freeport.

Sa t 9, lat 26 53, Ion 33 46, barque Mary Broughton,
Tucker, irom Boston for Montevideo.
Sept 21, lat 32 27 N. Ion 0 53 E, ship Kate Holmes,
Pennell, from Glasgow fur Alexandria.
Sept 22, lat 38, lou 38, ship Anna Decatur, Picker-

Market.

Cattle.

C.

ton tor

SPOKEN.
Aug 18, lat 12 56 N. Ion 24 0 W, ship Sarah March,
from Glasgow for Valparaiso.
Aug 31, lat 1 N, Ion 27 W, ship Pocahontas, from

at the

do

and young.

in

maylleodftn*

Boston Stock

Sales

Portmonnaics and Wallets: all kinds of Games for old

new

was a

&

Stationery

can

positively

2G.

Square*

A child

DR. TIBBETS* PHYSIOI OGICAL HAIR REGENERATOR, THE MQ8T WONDERFUL DISCOVERY of the age, will
restore Gray Hair
to its original color, whether black, brown or auburn,
anil being a delightful dressing, it unparts to it a
bcautlfUl glossy and healthy appearance.' It will also
promote a growth of new hair on bald heads, where
the glonda or roots are not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or money refunded.
TEB BETTS BROTHERS,
Manchester, ft. II.
W. W. Whipple, Agent for Portland. Sold by

ANDERSON’S

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

preferred.

as

bottle.

Klevator*s I

Ceuta per Set!

Elliot, New Orleans.
Woetojr, Ford, Lor en; scl*
Deha Hinds, Wells, Calais; D B Deane, Redmax,
Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 19th, schs Willis Pulnom, Cook, iron
Elizabcthport for Portland; Amazon, Lambert, Bos-

rub off or mako tho hair

anon.

I)l •ess

Rockland.
Cld 19th, slilp Canova,
Cld 2uth. brig Charles

...

Oct 19—SN u3t

remembrance of the
have passed.

Curtin,

brigs Charlena, Nichols, Matan/ns for
Boston; Lillian. Tracy, Wilmington for do; Mariposa, Nash, Philadelphia for do; H B 1 mory, IirVtorjl, Kondout for do; Alfaratfa, Bibber,Philadelphia
for Salem; Mary Moans, Tlhbet£a» tm do for Banker;
sehs Wings oftbo Morning, likliardson. New Orleans
for Boston; Abbic, Knight, flr.m Pldludclphla fur do;
Corvo, Achorn, Rockland r.r Itlchru ml.
In port, bfigs Protege, Charlena, Eudorus, Lillhin.
Mariposa, AlLiratta, Mary Means. J P ElUenft, Wit
Nichols, and B Young; sclts Wings of the Morning,
Rocket, Abbio, Corvo, K A Conant, John Randolph,
T R Jones, Giraffe, P S Lindrey, and Carroll.
EDGAUTOWN —Ar 15th, brig Catharine Rogers
Yeaton, Georgetown for Portsmouth, schs Ariel,
Treworgy, Elizabetbport lor Boston; Madagascar,
Hodsdon, do fbr Newburyport; Floreo, Hale, Elizubethport tor Saco; Genttle, Henderson, New Yort
for Gardiner.
BOSTON—Ar 19th, brigs Fanny, Weeks, Savannah; Henry Leeds, Whitmore, Philadelphia; sclu
Hepzibah, Lunt, Elizabetbport; Brier, Gregory, tu

Zephyr, Sparrow,

W. L. WARRICN.

j

ti

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid ftn Smyrna 25th ult, banmes Armenia, Hamilton, and Mary Ed sun, Howes, Boston.
Old at Malaga 3d Inst, barque Florence, Smith, for
New York.
In port 29th ult, barques La Plata, Crowell, and

3—

Over

In arranging for the appearance ol these vocalists
gy ‘Dixon,” who is travelling in the South, at one
entertainment, I havo endeavored, without
says in the Boston Adcerlisei\ “Spindling of regard to expense, to demonstrate
beyond question
I
legs, round of shoulders, sunken of chest, thatu hproodunceablc foreign names are not necessary
of
narrow
of
but
that
on
the
to
stooping
posture,
face, retreating
contrary, America can extalent,
of forehead, thin of nose, small of chin-,
iarg«0i l col in vocalism as she does in every other arL
The above artists will bo assisted by a Grand Inmonth—this is the native North Carolinian
strumental Concert, the particulars of which will be
one sees him outside the cities and large

—Tice Methodists of Wilmington, Delaware,
building a marble ohuroh as a thankoffering
to the Lord that he has removed treason from

june&nd&wGin

his deserves.

but his father.

strife

contrary, all arc delighted with Its operation!»
speak in terms of commendation of Its magical
offects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“wliat wc do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation tor tho fulfillment of what
wc here declare.
In almost every insfonce where the
jnthnt is suffering from pain and exhaustion, reliel
will be found tn fifteen minutes alter the
Syrup Is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany each bottlle
None genuine unless the fine-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS, Ne^/1 Yora, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Prio® only 36 Cents per Bottle.
and

have the honor to announce to tlie Public of
Pjrthmd that having effected' a brief engagement
with the following eminent Artists I hope to present
them for the first time in this Country before a Portland nudicncc.
Of ilks AMANDA
D.Ur.ET, tho celebrated
American Prpua Donna, no word of introduction is
necessary, as when on a former tour through this
Country, no where did she cjin more golden opinions than in this City.
Mr. JAMES WIHTNEY, the greatest living
American Tenor, appears on this occasion tor the
first time before anW.lieacoof his own countrymen
since his return from Europe, where he lias won
laurels such as no American but Adelaide Phillis
ever received on a foreign stage.
By introducing lor the first lima in this country
Mr. GEOItGE W. DUDLEY, I anticipate for this
eminent Basso the success which ouch raro talent as

Augio

others.
Ar 19th,

your-

On tho

I

not the inventor of the reaper,

keep up
through which we

TEETHING

rest to

ung

Philadelphia.

NEWPORT—Ar 18lh, «?ha Ceres. Treiethen.irom
Boston for Now Year; Julia Newell, McLean, Portland for do.
Ar 18tb, barque C B Hamilton, Pole, PI fladtlphia
lor Boston: brig Caniznn. llfsktll, do lor do.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 18th, brigs Protege, Pennell, Cardenas f>r Boston; Eudorus, Smith,Trinidad
22d ult lor Portland; sols Dacotah, llkhtnrdsm, ftn
New Orleans tor Boston; Rocket,Haskell, ElLsabeU.port for Salem.
Sailed, brig Catharine Nichols; sclis Palos, Victory,
Wm S Loud, Maria Roxana, Lamartine, Harriet, J P
Bent, Julia Newell, Gov Cony, wm Crawford, May.
Young Teazer, Gertrude, Albion, Sarah Cullen, and

Relief and Health to youb Infants.
We havo pus up and sold this article lor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and tbuth ot it
what we have never beeu able to say of any other
medicine— Atear has it failed tn a single instance to
eject a curet when timely used. Never did we know
an instanco of dissatisfaction
by any one who used it.

No. 3 (J

January.

a

CHILDREN

AOU1,

fALLiu»c.tfc-Ar

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

with any other mill in the country.
gy It is stated that Mr. W. L. Garrison will
suspend the Liberator and sail for Frfrope in

to

Cld 19 b, ships Isaac Webb, Stowed, tor Lfrtrpeol:
America, Mortimer, do; barque Webtbot, Humphrey, Adelaide; Famolla, Gray, Cardenas: uch G D
King. McGregor, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, sells Loduskio, Sndtb
from Klizabotliport; Alpine,Prossey, do; Bezel inn!
Turner, Bucksport.
Ar lhtb. schs Charles A Snow, Heath, Cains; C L
Herrick. I liompson, Bangor.

WINSLOW,

Depend upon it, mothers, *it will give
selves, and

PHOTOGRAPH albums:
At the NEW STOItE,

gy The Naval General Courts Martial at

serve

■

Nigretta, Bice. Baltimore.

which grpally facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he guin3, reducing all Inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is

OTHER

At i lXe
oct21sndlw

Charlestown, over which Commodore Pope presided, has been dissolved.
By A woollen factory, on a magnificent
scale Is to be erected in Chicago, with*a working capital of a million of dollars, aiid a capacity which will make it equal to a compotttien

gy Mayor Gunther, that preoions copperspecimen in New York, has expressed a
desire to have all the battle flags of the Now
York regiments committed to the flames, as

train li-orge-

Soothing Syrup,
FOR

Photon*s fright Blooming

the ground
seized during the

was

Cent i’o

3 <5

on

gyTh' Mr. McCormick who died lately

Boston;

.ln’w^Cr"'^
rlaik

AN EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female PUyslcian, presents to the attention of Mothers her

First door from Congress Street.
oct21sndlw

*****

i'oon:^.
Delmunt Locke, Cochran, Providence
CU mil, brim Line
Perth... I;
Wenouah, York, and Marshall Dnleh
Boston j 0 P Gibhs, Gardiner, hull Klvcr
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, ship
Tricolor,
Price,
(Br)
Surinam; eeh Maine Law, Amesbury,
7
h
town DO; Zicovo, lloath. Ellsworth
Ar tilth, barque BUW Dodge,Wallz, Mohih brig
moon.. prig

or

MRS.

NEW STOKE,

At the

“*»

16‘h’ “i™ Damon, rittber,
n„jli!^‘i>lr.^'I
Sea Breeze, ^IA'T.Ar
and
Coombs, Liu:.tun.

auglosnd&wGin

Stationery and Fancy Articles!

62r Kebel claimants for cotton who brought
suit in the Uhited States CircSlt Court at St.
Louis, to recover five hundred and seventy-two

Cincinnati

H*

s!i!

splendid hair dressing.

BEAL,

W Alexander, Jacob-

fbrSp^rtK“M°”0omh-

Merriman.

absurdity.”

bales, were nonsuited last week
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young, should fail to use It.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
EF" Ask for Rail's Sicilian llair Renewer, and
take ns other.
R. P. HALL & CO..
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips 4f Co Wholesale Agents.

First

with their

a

8*John

brlk Essex, llaln, Boston; sch Manny A
Balzlov, Freeman, Wasbinstm
:&r Portland.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes tho hairjsoit, lustrous and silken.
No person, old

Ma,» Dowvll, Parsons, New Bed-

mnVm.

INAL COLOR.

It is

on

Wareliura’1'1111'-'117th> ^ Iso1*1 Alberto, Hulse,

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

e

flndlT*1

Inju-

no

ta

a

ports.
ORLEANS -Ar 7tli, barques Annie Klin.
W■ Hetriman,
Idtu,
ball, Humphrey, Boston:
StJn^on, Bath.
from BtsBaldrey,
Beljw nth, chip John Sidney,
ton.
Cld Ttb. shin jo* iJohQCii, Crocker, Liverpool: 10th
bar.iu« Ada Lartor, Tavlor, New fork.
“•* 9th’
K A AUeI1’ •nJ PoU

bos

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

in

NEW

oct!8snd3w

dollar.

one

Baltimore Isom St
tlio 2Str ult, lost

Alexander, at

reports,

jibboom.
domestic

proved itself to be the most perfect preparatioc for the hair ever offered to the publio.

STATIONERY AND TANDY GOODS!
New Store, SS Centre Street,

must be owned, but no les3 out of place.
But
the women 1
Nothing save having looked
from them to the lake, and from the lako to

Johns PR,
sails and

Hall’a Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew

silver !

hunt in this sort of

passed W

S“p'm 7,oev

Tueser

Heavens ! how they looked ! And
what a noise they made !
The males escorting them (of the kind and make which

jIidd]e 8t

147

would chocrtuUv rjceuiumeiid It to the public.
JOHN Jsh DOW, Insurance Agent.
Smolnn.ler’s Itochu is fur sale hy all Apothecaries.

subdued and overawed by the

ej non-Christian inhabitants of the empire, the
Caucasus excepted. The society will commence
its operations in the Altai and Tiinsbaikal

_

day, Oct.

Brownfield*

Brig Hattio K Wheeler, (of Portland) Dolan, at
New York irom Matanzaa, had b« avv weather on the
nasaat'e; was ulnc days North of Haiteras, and stove
Oci to, la: Iz to. Ion
boat lost and split sods,
a lot of empty sugar bores, marked
77 20,

Unsolicited
Testimony.
Portland, Me., jujJL
To Messrt. Burleigh 4' Robert:—Havin'.nee\ bSuk.
led with my Kidneys tor some two vears lw, “”T
liavlng tried a great many patent medicines to no
purpose, 1 teas induced to try JMOLAnDER’s com
POUND EXTRACT OP BUCKU, and, stf_-r usi,,*
two bottlej cr.ly, I have found it what it is reprewm*
ed to be in every respect,—a brrugiictor to those trouble.! with Wf.ak Back or Kilnky Complaints, aud

The Sweet So cm W two, breathing o’er
beds of violets, is not more fragrant than Sozopurple shadow, and were listening for
dont. And the-aroma, which it exhales, eomthe ringing steps of the ghosts of the horn notes,
stealing off through the stony labyrinths of La- yiuh tcatea itself to tbc breaths of all who use
fayette, there came down with b rustle and a this marvelous dcntrifice. White teeth, ruddy
a gigglo, two ereatutes—wouieh, we Ifrust
gums, a sweet mouth, and the certainty of ensay,
for purposes of classification—fine and shining joying these desirables, in perpetuity, are
in Arnold’s rarest shade of light
the blessings derived from the use of
gray silk, among"
trimmed by Vlrefclet, with rose and gum and* Sozoclont.
octl7d3tood

just

they

admitted to practice in all the courts of
this statv.
The Whig says the store of Messrs Goodwin & Bartlett, at Brewer Village, was broken
open on Wednesday night, awl about $200 in
goods and the contents of the letters in the

«t

disasters.

d

EUBbi-e emporium.

t.UALI-’s

julj21sntf

reconciled,

meeting

Knowing:,
,!re4 Jn

r

maimer, at

should dwell upon
earth; when wrong was
overturned by tight.
—Union Conference holds its semfaanau'al

which the medical men
agreed la ascribing to
yellow fever, and ten or twelfe dcathsfrom the
samueauce followed*—
;l
By A correspondent of the Evening Post
writes : “The outrage and misery of fashion in
the mountain* hurst upon me to the full at
Echo Lake. A few momeute after our arrival,

ing 55 per cent, of all the vessels constructed
on the Atlantic.
The Paris Democrat says Miss Emily A.

was

ThatMbcra^,^
substantial
„.

A first class barque of about TOO tons, called (b*
“Rome," was to be launched fr to the yard ol W V
Moses & Sons, at Bath, on tho 20th inst.

NOTICES.

A f\*ct Worth

that had kept it back from conferring the good
It onght to bavedone. It was to revolutionise
the world, but that was
only to be done when
all humanity were
and when peace

ship. Some precautions were taken, but
ship was not removed from the dock. Soon
after, however, a death occurred in the town,

the
the

head

Goodenow, daughter of the late Hon. Rufus
K. Goodenow, has been appointed to a clerkship in the Treasury Department in Washington.
dig'-In the Supreme Court at Belfast last
week, Webster K. Pierce, Esq., of Frankfort,

SPECIAL

vejEable
<leat^»o
dents^jhiof

Uniqn
nocenceis a pardonfnitsellj?.'...

build-

now

population.
sult of this warfare ip Ohio and
Pennsylvania, by a hunter, while standing on the platform ot
was not sucu as to anoru the
Democracy very the cars as they passed through East Bristol,
great encouragement, and we hope that the Tennessee. He died in the house of Mrs. Mary
result foreshadows what will take
place in Gqus, at that place, leaving valuable baggage
New Jersey and New York on the Seventh of and jewelry, and $1,500 in money, which the
November. Connecticut afforded the copper- friends are desired to identify and reclaim.
jy We suppose that Mr. Wendell Phillips
heads the only crumb of comfortable nourishis as good a representative as can be found of
ment they have received this year, and
they that class of
anti-slavery men who are now
make the most industrious use of the election
anxious to drive the wedge between the Presiin that State. Our own
surprise at the result dent and the
party which elected him, and thus
of that election will grow le3s when we consider that the vote cast was small and that a
large portion of that State is composed of mere

toljm—“MyhfertpaMcj
iepartnfeakof

question its correctness.
J3P"The Telegraph learns that Seth Adams,
Esq., of Boston, has given $2,000 to Bowdoin
College. This with the amount previously
given by him, increases liis donations to $5,000. idence, about 2 o’clock Tuesday afternoon. She
The generous gifts of Mr. Adams were design- had been in
ill health, fur some two or three
ed especially tbr the benefit of the Medical Deyear3 past.
partment.
gSf**’Last Thursday was the anniversary of
U?" On tbo night of the 12th instant, some the surrender of Lord
tiie
Cornwallis, one
incendiary attempted to lira the buildings of most important events of the Americanqf
RevoWildes P. Walker, Esq., and Dr. McKeen of
lution.
Topskam. The fire was kindled where the
gy Commander Geo. H. Preble ha*,been
buildings join. The villain intended to make ordered to the Charlestown
Navy Yard, as an
sure work, for he threw kerosene .oil over the
Inspector.
and
had
a
of
cotton
all
saturabuilding,
parcel
ty Commander William F. Spicer has been
ted with it when lighted. Fo: tunately the fire
ordered to the Kittory Yard on special and
was so quickly discovered, that it was easily
temporary duty.
Dr.
and

McKeen
Mr. Walker have
put out.
offered a reward of $500 for the detection and
conviction of the Incendiary.
dj’f*’ The Lewiston Journal says that the
Provost Marshal’s office for “this district, will
he cl >sed after the 21st Inst., and the remaining

—The attend National Oontehtlmull Spiritualists assembled at Philadelphia o.T the 17 tli.
The
John PierponBWas mule Ptoeiwteemhljb with tiWvo Yiac-Preiiwfcom fsre gentlemen and two
-Uliee.. An. fiiuiw delivered by J. H.
Loveland, in which be dwelt upon the benefits
that the belief of
spiritualism had already
wrought uptm the world; ard the grand mission
which it Was to achieve. But for this unity of
notion was needed. It was the want of this

By*An old rebaUjuartorteiuter who umm»
tuned the resident for aphrdou, felt JjBmd
when Mr. Johnson said
thu:
friend if you tbiifctbat yoi't
cam; m/four inf
rebellion cndangetfd the

CLEARED.
mastor.
Sch Noel, (Br) Marrters, St Jota W
tch
AfUmtio,
and
SAILED
Brigs Hyperion,
_

Wanted.

A

SMALL TENEMENT containing from four to

six rooms.

AddrCBB p. Q. Box 1764, stating
a 1—aiw*

uct

termi

Ac.

Situation Wanted
COMPETENT LADY

who has had much exrerience. wight's a situation in a good family fc > c'o
family sewing. G ;od references can be ftxmlsood.
oc31dlw
Apply at No. 7 Clapp's Block.

A

—

Kate

Carlton,

and others.

Launched—At Phlpsbw*
or 850 ton*,
of O V Mlnott, a double-deck barque
owned by tho bufldere, and otnfr§.

Wanted.
OK girls tods light Easy Sowing,
sCO No. 3» Exchange 9t.
0ct»-d3t« •

at

Room 3,

Fbench medical iN3TEro:iO:>.—we in-

Saturday Morning, OotoW 21,1835.
VlCINlTJ-

POUTLJND AND

Metrfiten wil! bifejlt (MkJe.'ies,
as, bp myuUAg in the*
hour in the day.
early
\an

•eoommodate

c#fc£"

New Advertisements Ta-VaySPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Stationery and Fancy Goode—B. B-Bcal.
cea
Stationery and Fancv Articles—*• *“ L. Boal.
Phalnn’s Night Blooming Ccrens—It
Aibums—H. L. Beal.
Photograph
*
auction column.
Offlco Furniture, Ac—
Schooner for Sale—Hoary Bailey A J.

ADVEBTISEHBNT COLUMN.
A Hudson.
Elegant Music Stoois-Burronghs
W. Adams,
Large P. ar Trees—J.

vito tlic attention of
notice «f the French

Medical Students

Conan!, Dr,

to

thq

lx; Prohon-,

in our advertising eofui ms. To such as desire to attend the
lectures in Paris, which are
free, an excellent opportunity IS offered to prepare themselves for a thorough understanding
of them. TJie
high character of Dr. Le Prohon ha lii^ profession, and his thorough knowledge of what is required for an English student in attending these lectures are sufficient
gffarahteeS that thdke who study with him will
find it to their profit and improvement

NEW

llav' Press—Stephen J. Austin.
Inst rue tlon—E.P.LePrahn.
M
A. P. Darling.
Velvets, Ac—M. A.

epical

Wanted—Tenement.

Provident Association—Annual Meeting.
Situation Wanted.

Wanted—Girls.
Social Assembly—Lancaster Hall.
_

RELIGIOUS NOTICES.
Religious notices of twonty-iivo words or less, freo:
ail excess ol tuis amount will be charged ten cents a
lino, ei.;ht word* constituting a lin", 'liesrule hereafter will be rigidly adhered to_[Tun. Buis**.
The Washingtonian
Society will .hold a mooting
Sunday evening at Sons of Tem-stranoe Hall, 251street, at 1 o’clock. The puiHio are in-

Ootogwa*

Fih3T Parish Church.—Rev. James T>c Norwill preach to-morrow. Vesisir service at 7

mandie

o’clock.

Congress Hall.— Meetings to-morrow. Free
conference 10$ A. M. Jahez C. Woodman, IhsJ.. Svili
upon the question, What Spiritualism has done
and Is doing. Children’s Progressive
T.yootfmjat 1

M.
First Universalist Church, Congress Square.
Regular services in the morning at 10V. and in the
evening (Vespers and a sermon) at 7 o’clock. ReVi
E, C. Belies, pastor.
Casco Street Church.—Rev. E. 0. B. Hullam,
seven years a missionary in
India, will lecture on the
Stato of Society in India, at Casco Street Church to-

P.

morrow evening at 7 o'clock.
[Ho will also lecture in the Flee
Cape Elizabeth, in the afternoon.)

Baptist Church,

State Street Church.—Rev. Dr. Lawrcnqo of
East Windsor, Couxl, will preach at State Sttect
Church to-morrow.
St. Lawrence Street Cncrtcn.
Rev. Mr.
Adams of Falmouth, will preach at the St. Lawrence
Street Church to-morrow.
Cenrtal Church.—Rev. U. Baikam of Lewiston, win preach in the Central Church to-morrow.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Revi it. W.
Cuslunan, I ). D., of South Reading, will preach at tile
Free Street Baptist Church to-morrow.
Mission Chapel.—There will be a Prayer Meeting at Mission Chapel, Desrlng’s bridge, Sun daV evening, commencing at 7 o’clock.
High Street Church.—Rov. Fr-nik P. Wdrdbury, of Andover, Mass., win preach at High Street
Church
—

to-morrow.

Friday.—In tlie case of Hovoy v. Hobson.
Mr. Merril) resumed his argument for plaintiff
at the

opening of

the court in the

Band of

the

17th U. S. Infantry.—

Band, led by Popptenbuig, was out
evening for the last time in our city, serenading Gen. Griffin, T. C. Hersey, H. H. Furbish, Capt, Inman and others who have
This fine

last

taken a great interest in its welfare. The people of Portland regret the removal of these
musicians from amongst us. They have for

several years past performed on all public octime without pay for charitable purposes. They will leave to-day and
the b&st wishes of our people will go with

casions, and often

Ihem.

Installation.—Mr. Samuel Morrison of

Windham, N. H., a graduate of the Bangor
Seminary, will he installed pastor of the St.
Lawrence Street Church next Wednesday
evening. The sermon will he preached hy
Rev. Dr. .Carratimrs;, Bight Hand of Fellowship hy Rev. Mr'. Tewksbury; Address'to the
Church by Rev. E. P."Tliwmg of Quincy, Mass.,
the first paster of the St. Lawrence Street
Church. The Ecclesiastical Council will convene on the afternoon of Wednesday.
Poem
a Pobtland Lady.—In a volume entitled “Poetical Tributes to the Memory of AbrahAm Lincoln,” noticed a few t)aye
since in this paper,. we find, among other
choice morceaux, one from the pen of a Portland poetess, Mrs. 6.
S. Beale. It is the
beautiful funeral hymn written for and spng
on the occasion of the pubiie services in the
City Hall on the 19th of April last, commemorative of the death of the beloved President.
bt

BDPRBMS JUDICIAL COUHT.
OCTOBER TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.

closing a little before one o’clock.

The Tebf.—At the Forest City Driving
Park, this afternoon, another two mile race
will come off between the fast nags “Lady
FrankJin,” owned by Charles Adams, Esq.
anil entered by James Jack, and “Hanger,”
owned and entered by Mr. J. Jordan, for fiOD
a side, best two in three; the mare to wagon and
the colt to harness. As these horses are famous
tor speed, it is anticipated that good time will
be made. The track is in good order and a
large turnout may be expected, far considerable interest is excited as to the remit. The
race will commence at 3 o’clock.

morning,

In the afternoon Judge Davis submitted
three questions for the jury to answer, the psirport of which was as follows:
1. Did the defendant
pay a valuable consideration for said land, without any knowledge
that there was a defect in the grantor’s tile
or that there was
any other clairaan t to tlic

property?

2. Did Oliver Dennett and wife receive
any
portion of the proceeds of the sale of said
land by Stephen Neal ?■
3. Was Stephen Neal competent to makb a
sale of said property in July iSJj, the dj$ tjie
deed was dated ?

m

The Fenian C'engreie.

TELEGRAPH,
DAILY PRESS.

TO THE

v
the Convention meant work.
speech,
At the afternoon session a resolution was
adopted prohibiting delegates making notes of
the proceedings of the Convention.
They
were ordered to destroy any already written,
for fear they might be lost and give information to the enemy.
Messrs. Hines of Massachusetts. Riee of
Michigan and Capt. Walsh of Pennsylvania,
were appointed a committee of three to prepare a condensed report of the proceedings of
the Convention, to be furnished to the press,
subject to the inspection of the Head Centre..
The report of the Brotherhood vgas received
with the most enthusiastic demonstrations.
Resolutions were adopted, the members of
the Convention rising to their feet with one
accord, and pledging the fullest support to
their friends abroad.

Were—Art, ament of Col. Chip*
man.

Washington, Oct. 20.
Col. Cliipman in bis argument noticed first
the ob ectio.is against the commission as a legal tribunal. 2d; Gave an analysis of the testimony. 3d; Examined of the charged alleging conspiracy. 4th; Showed the guilt of the
prisoner. He then proceeded to show by numerous authorities that the court wa3 legally
convened by the President He then reviewed at length the evidence with regard to the
prison at Andersonviile, and proved by the
creditability of witnesses, the possible condition of that place, and the suffering inflicted.
He then showed the extent of the
conspiracy,
its purposes, and the devilish means resoted
to for accomplishing its ends. After
reciting
the various diaboliams perpetrations
during
the war, and the knowledge of the leaders ol
the rebellion, he showed that the atrocities

The Head Centre addressed the Congress, advising unanimity ol
action, prudence and caution in all their deliberations.
He counsell-d an entire revision
of the Constitution of the organization, and
read a statement in relation to the cause of the
delay in issuing the bonds of tbe Irish Republic. He also supported certain changes in the
financial movement of the organization.
The Committee on Credentials were ordered
to make their final report; and it was resolved
that no more applications for seats in the Convention be received.
iuieraoon session.—The lioor was voted to
Col. Mullen, of Tennessee, and Mr. P. W.
Dunn, who addressed the Convention at considerable length.
Mr. Fitzgerald moved that a Committee of
two from each State and District be appointed
on Government Construction, each Stat: and
District to choose its own Committee men.
The following were appointed as members
*f said Committee from each State and District: Maine. D. O. C. O’Donohue, and John
Donovan; New Jersey, John Eagan and

establishment of the dead line and other cruelties unknown as the Draconian code, and
beyond the pale of civilization by Were to
show equal culpability with, and his desire to
carry out the wishes of his superiors to kill
the d—d Yankees. Col.
Chipman’s argument
was lengthy and exhaustive of the
points he
discussed.
Col. Chipman nil] conclude his argument in
the Werz trial to-morrow, when the case will
be given to the
commission, who will as usual
in such matters deliberate iu secret as to the
wliicli
finding,
being completed, will be forwar-led to the Executive Department for ap-

proval.

Judge Advocate Holt, who was to-day an attentive listener, earnestly congratulated Col.
Chipinan on his argument to sustain the

charge ofjionspiracy, The reading of
gument occupied four hours.

the ar-

The Court adjourned until to-morrow, when
Col. Clrfpinan will deliver his argument on the
2d charge, viz: murder.
Steamer Atlanta Wrecleed at Sea
of Life.

—

Sad Lost

New York, Oct. 20.
The barque W. E. Anderson, from Mobile,
arrived here this morning with David Drexler,
two firemen and a seaman and the cook of the

steamship Atlanta, who were picked up
on a piece of the wreck of the Atlanta.

at sea

Mr. Drexler reports that the Atlanta left
New Orleans on the 7th inst., sprung aleak on
the 14tli, and on the 15th, in a heavy gale,
when 200 miles south of Sandy Hook, at five
o’clock P. M., the steamer broke in three
pieces, leaving him and four others on the
piece, from which they were rescued after
floating nearly two days. The Atlanta had
seventeen passengers and thirty-five of the
crew, all of whom, except the above, are supposed to have perished.
SECOND DISPATCH.

John Bradley; District of Manhattan, New
York, J. J. Rogers and Co!. T. Mulahy;
Northern New York, ffm. B Don.hee and
John McKenna; Connecticut, J. W. Murphy
and Lieut. E. M. Goodwin; District of Shawmut, Massachusetts, Capt. John W. Tobin and
P. A. Sinnott; Massachusetts, M. S. McCorville and David Powers; New Damp-hire, John
C. Linhan and David Cody; Vernont, Cept
John Tonergau; R.hoflc Island, P. Q. Malley
and P. J. McDonnell.
Among the committee from other States are
several well known military men. Gcn.jSwoeny and Col, Murphy w?re added as honorary

Fortress Monroe, Oct. IS,
Tfie schooner Island Queen, from New York
for Savannah, arrived this morning with the
schooner Capt. Ericsson in tow, having fallen
in with her on the 10th inst., seveuty-ftvo miles
northeast of Cape Henry with a!! hfir sails
blown away in the recent heavy gale. The
captain and crew were all sick with the fever
and ague.
Ths Ericsson was bound fiwrn
Roanoke River for New Haven, and had pra-

New York, Oct. 20.
Accounts from all directions bring tidings of
losses by the late gale. Several vessels have
been reported ashore.

■

Mississippi Legislature.

Jackson, Miss., Oct. 19.
The Legislature has endorsed the course of
Hon. William L. Sharkey, by electing him
United States Senator to fill the uuexpired
term of Jeff. Davis, commencing March 4tli,
1880, by the overwhelming majority of 100 to
20 over Fulton and Anderson on the second
ballot.
Thei% lias been no election to fill the unexpired term of Albert Q. Brown.
A majority of the Legislature are in favor of
negro testimony.
Sir. Shannon, of Clarion County, is elected
public printer.

vannah to the
tinue.

hospitals

,n,.

■-TO THE—

EVENING PAPERS.

Independence.
Mr. O. W. Bent is the

Agcht for this State,
presume he will make arrangements
by which every person desiring wil) be able to
obtain a copy. The price varies from $1 to $5,
according to size.
(
and

we

Seporlt from Mexico.
New YoBK.Oet.20.
A gentleman lately Arrived "from Brownsville saja tha cause of Juarez is considered
■hopeless; that Cortipas is his only energetic
leader there, But he injures the cause by his
Shebman ajtd his Campaigns. —This bad character.
Ou the Mexican side of the Bio Grande an
work, soon to be issued, lias received the favorable notice of the Press tiifbngbout the agitated and confused state of matters prevails. Goi tJaas and other.ltopubiican leaders
country. The extraordinary campaigns of were hovering with their bands in the. city of
Maj. Gen. Sherman and his noble anny, bate' 1 TdAtamOrhh. having 'occasional skirmishes with
attracted the attention and bean the theme bf the.tmpLTials, though net so 'iiquintly as ft)radmiration of the world. In this work, evety merly; _qs they are now ^vaftiag the result of
Paw.vajol’s mission to the United
Corps, Division, Brigade and Regiment will -'wllcif'tliey ate confident wvili famish States,
them
be awarded its full share ol
credit, the rqutes the money and material necessary to rid the
of inarch carefiilly
shown, th'fe battles *and country of Maximillian. Prisoners taken on
skirmishes vividly depicted, and the whole il-» either side lane Utile ihance for their live.?.—
*Fhe' reported defeat of the ^IrapcrldJs )jy the
lustrated with carefully
prepared maps, plans republicans at El Paual is contirmed. In the
and designs, famished by the chief
engraver ci'y of El Paso, President Juarez’s capital, die
ol the army. Many
things not hitherto un- anniversary of the birth of the Republic was
derstood will be made plain, and the various celebrated with great enthusiasm ou the 15th
and 16th of September. Many American ofiimovements and positions of the
aimy placed C31V3 were present,
in the proper light and position. It will be a
record of daring deeds and brilliant achieveFrom Japan.
ments in which every citizen may fe{i a
San Fkancjsco, Oct. 16.
t[e(Jp
The bark A (lie, from Hakodadi, Japan, Sept.
gratification and life-long pride.
The work is sold by subscription and can be 15th, aw.ro J at Victoria, British Columbia, on
-U e ISth insL The Captain reports that behad only of the authorized ajuntj. C. W. Atfore he left, the Tycoon's forces came in collisis now
for
Portland,
Agent
wood,
canvassing ion with the armies, of the rebellious Prince
the city and meeting with deidrvcd success.
Nagato; that there had been great slaughter,
and that it was rumored that Prince Satznma
bad joined. Other rumors were to the effect
Aim1
Basso.—It
Tehob
ha
The New
tnat peace would
soon be declared.
bean customary for all musical ciMbreties to
.^rrieane ia tlie China Sea had
make their debut in this country either at
t1lee
8tfa-ner3 and several
.*i
New York or Boston, and on the first year of American
anu
English ships.
their stay they seldom leave those two Cities,

_

except perhaps to visit Philadelphia.
Upon the debut of Mr. Whitney aiid Mr. Dudley on Wednesday evening, it will be shewn,
however, that Portland can
‘sup-

appreciate,

port and sustain first class talent
either of the above cities
j

Warren

as

well

and, great

as

as

Mr.

expenses undoubtedly are, we bespeak for him a complete success pecuniarily,
and for the artists a triumph e
_u 1 either to
Boston or New York city.
s

The members of the Eon B. B. C. arc reto meet upon their grounds this
afternoon at 3 o’clock. As this is to be the last
practice game this season, it is hoped that ail of
(he members will be present,

quested

More

^

a

Te incsscx.

19.
ne-mn^!“VII*I-E’Tcm'-, Oct.
to
^
X
court?! ptosSfta Qf“^0nyt
Senate to-day
tote of 9 to

A bill
lowed in

by

******

10

noonTo^o^Htwi^nTri*
ni&Lwd
tSS*Ur “T,
*toUt

rived hero last

north

were

Carolina Convtntion.
New Yonrc Ort

on

The HeraM’s lialei^i correspondence sav?
the North Carolina C mvention has unanimously adopted an ordinance submittin" to a
vote Of the people the ordinance prohibiting
slavery, and declaring the secession ordinance
null and void.

him to take steps to prevent a threatened
negro inturreciion in that section. Of two
negro regiments raised by Gen. Banks, one
was disbanded yesterday and the other will be
in the course of a week.
The negro papers
say that these regiments retain their organ-

ization, notwithstanding their disbanding.
Gen. Fullerton has issued a circular, doing

away with the restrictions on the transfer or
sale of real estate, and advising parties to first
a ^certain whether the property b not under
lien or in possession of the bureau of abandoned and confiscated property.
It is stated that
he intends, in a few days, to make a
titution of property.

large

res-

Loss Of Steamship Circassian.
Halifax, N. S., Oct. 20.

The steamship Circassian, Cavendy, from
Bremen for New York, with 050 passengers
freight, is ashore at Bocky
Bay, near Arichat. "The vessel lays on a
beach.
She
had sprung aleak, and the
sandy
captain was obliged to run her ashore to save
her.
The water was up to the grate bars.
The passengers and cargo were saved.
The American Consul here has arranged,
through Messrs. Cunard, to have the Delta,
now on the passage from St. John to Sydney,
proceed immediately to render assistance. At
the request of the consul, Admiral Hope will
also dispatch Her Majesty’s ship Boyalist early
in the morning for the same purpose.
and 450 tons of

at

Hilton Head con-

much worth

territory.

Fall River, Mass, Oct. 20.
The Republicans of the West Bristol Senatorial Cistrict in Convention to-day at Swansea

nominated G. J. Jaivitt of
Senate.

Dighton, for the

Charlestown,

Fire in

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

Boston, Oct.

$35,000.
The north

Carolina Convention.

Raleigh, N. C., Oct. 20.
The State Convention has adjourned to assemble again on the fourth Monday of May.
The ordinance passed preventing any future

legislation assuming or paying any debt created directly or indirectly. This is a triumph for
Gov. Holden and the loyal element as the ee

cessionists and enemies of the government
favored the assumption of the rebel State
debt.

Philadelphia, Oct. 20.
In the Episcopal Convention to-day the
Committee on Canons reported a canon in
reference to the formation of a diocese within
the jurisdiction of foreign missionary bishops;
also an amendment to authorize the ordination of priests and deacons in those churches
abroad which are not under missionaiy jurisdiction such as the church in Paris and Hayt!.
The amendments are made in accordence with
the House of Bishops.
The session of the Episcopal Convention
thi3 aiicinoon was occupied in the discussion
of the report of the committee on the subject
of foreign missionary bishops.
Washington Correspondence.
New Yoke, Oct. 20.
The Post’s special Washington dispatch
says the State Department has received dispatches, per steamer Scotia, from United
St t s consuls, showing that the cholera s
rapidly on the decline in Italy, Constantinople
and elsewhere.
Alexander H. Stephens, accompanied by
Judge Lochrane of Georgia, called on the President this
morning, and had an intenfow of
an hour and half.
It partook of a piivate
character, although it is known that Mr.
tlle Pre Went that h2 hilly approvea ot his couse in
regard to reams', r JC-

buy

weekly receiving

arc

Acsldent.

Philadelphia, Oct.

Three men were

20.

severely injured and

one

buried by the falling of the walls of the burned
warehouses of Richirds & French.

Chicago. Oct. 20.
The packing establishment of S. Favorite &
Son and Williams & Co.’s tannery were burned
last night.
Jmss 5100,000. Insured.
New York Markets.
New Yobk, Oct. 20.
Cotton—he ivy and lower; sales 1500 bales. Sales
by auction to-day for government account 1300 bales
at 46 @ 60c fijr ordinary and strict midd iny,
Flour—State ami Western 10 u 20c mwer; sales
6500 bbls. State 7 05 @ 8 45.
Hound Hoop Ohio 8 75
@ 12 50, Western 7 70 @ 8 60. Southern lower;
sales 580 bbls at 0 50 @ 16 no. Canada 10 @ 15c lower;
sales 300 bbls at 8 20 g 12 53.
Wheat—2 @ 6c lower; sales 56,000 bushels. Chicago Spring 1 62 @ 170. Milwaukee Club 1 64 @ 1 72
Amber Milwaukee 172 @173. Amber State, new,
2 20 @ 2 25.
White Canada, prime, 2 65.
Corn—unchanged; sales 03,000 bushels. Mired
Western 85 @ S8Jc.
Beet—firmer; sales 1400 bb!3.
Lard— firmer; sales 900 bids at 24} @ 22c.
Whiskey—steady; sales 400 bbls.
Sugars—firmer; sales 6801ihds. Muscovado l4@
154c. Havana, 1000 boxes, on private terms.
Petroleum—easier ; Crude at 36 g 37c.
_

New Orleans Market.
New Orleans, Oct. 19.
Cotton—unsettled; Bales 15uO bales at Me.
Sugars—firm; prime Louisiana 17?c.

Freights—Cotton by
sail vessel 1}.
Bank Checks

on

steamer to New York

2J; by

New York 3 per cent, discount.

Stock Markets.
Second Board.—Stocks steady.

York, 0?t. 20.

Araeilcan Gobi..7..1461
United States 5-20 coupons..llFf
United States 10-40 coupons.134

7-30.a... 07}
Treasury
Missouri
Sires..

Cuml>erlaud Coal Co.

Canton Company.
Now York Centra!.

76
40

88}

84}
Eric.So,
Hudson.1034
Read’ng..1131
Michigan Southern .9.05
Illinois Central...182 V
'..-.

=

Haib made beautiful and glassy by using
Pease’s Vegetable Hair Renewer. Found at
Crosman & Co.’s, where many other indispensible articles arc always to be b*1.

For Sale.
A

-’WfTa-ra

ESS?

3 work

~~JL
Oot 18—dlw*
AA

YOKE OF OXEN, suitable for
or BEEF.
NAHUM FICKKTT,
Stroudwater Village,
Westbrook.

Board.
suits ot Rot ms. tumlshed or untarnished,
board, in the first class house TT
Free St. Charges model ale.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Oot 18—dlw*

PLEASANT

with

_

flWl-WlJ

•

Harare*.

FOREST CITY

rk *
Oct

a

GOODS !

A

148 & 130

Middle St.

at Auc-

ging, <Sc, aU in good order, well found and ready l"r
|J».
Also two other email pleasure boat*, it nme
’'
time and place.
BAILEY® C0-> Am doaaers.

uJTnT

Oct

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, &c.,

park.

AT AUCTION!

SATURDAY,
on Lirno

Oct 21st, at 11 o’clock A. M.,
bt., Her s, arri:tge*t Harnorses, dfcc..
Xc. Also one Hack, 5i pa]r
Horse**, Harness©*, Uunaor», iXcc., aU in cool order and good.
HENRY BAJUaEY & Co., Auctioneers.

ON

Curiosity

/

Oct 18—<itd

on

Valuable House and Lot at Auction.
fY* Saturday, Oct. 2’at, at 3 o’clock P. M wo

Female, weighing SOS pounds,

BoT THIRTEEN YEARS OF AOEI
Sdc is uur feet five incites high, and measures bur
l-f. urouu.i the Wills'.
Hours ol admission from 9 A. M_ to 9 P. M. Price
15 ccuti.
oel»i3t

injured.
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Fitzgerald Si. Hodsdaa,

lieerinar

at 12 M, at Commercial
O fVhaxf,
wl?arirUEfhAY’
9°V,21’
\_s
on the ca.t
rIJc, the g.iod schoonei Ja.nes
Dwring, about is toils liurthen, with her nails rig-

exhibition at 6!LD CITY HALL, the
givaUist oatural curiosity of the ago,

\rCftY
jLx

not worn or

Octll-dtf

Naluva,l

Great

office oi the Provo*: Marshal,
E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer.

o

tion.

I Jem a,

driving

M

21—dlt

Schooner James

A.dmlsslon. Co Cem
*'
ocUSdtd

found to comprise ho
Rarest
Pa!terns, and every Note
elty suitable far the screen, inspection
freely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not
satisfactory, will bcexchaugod if

thj neat two--t.>ry Wooden Houae In
by lie Ecv. Cbnrlcs Dame, aid
hm> aa a pertona c. It baa UtWilT
ibun.lan
'"!ael Ule w,l,ul" house’ wltl1
wnod-ho
■™^\ater > there la also a convenient
1,6 bouse la thoruBWMy
built, unilcr
*c:l

Jriui

ruJ!'

Jntsh. if

.u*?r

"3

bta'JJj?”-

Our Stock comprises

dress
In
in

styles of Plain and Fancy of the best fabrics, and
the Choices' Shades.

Oct 11—dtl

HODSDON

showing their

are

Breakfast Shawl Of from 1.75 to $9.

pUTZGERALD
X

&

New Styles of

HODSDON

Buttons, from

And Domestics,

$2.00.

lOc to

Oct 11—dtf

Sc HODSDON
FTZOERATjD
New Style

blankets,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
New Style

SHAWLS,

Knit

<& HODSDON

FITZGERALD
New
Kid

2tS^iAT?ST
and of

aad MOST FASHIONABLE PATthe BJtJST materials, which we offer

to $3.00.

are

Gloves, for $1.00

Oct 11-dtf

showing their

in the

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

& HODSDON are soiling their
per cent, leas than any other liouso
oclldtf

-Alsoand Small Wares*
and Gloves* including the

Best

Quality

Hosiery

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
their

Ladies’ Under

Kids Imported.

are

Vests, for $2

Oct 11—dtf

showing

White

Goods

TTHTZGERALD & HODSDON
J7 best Manchester

Department!

iHancIliercIliefs

are

piTZGERALD &
Netv

HODSDON

Gloves

are

ALL THE NEW STYLES I

complaints.

Hy Electricity

Tho Rheumatic, tho gouty, tho lame and the
ltap with Joy, and move with the agility and electne1 y of youth; tho heated graid is oooled; tha Broatbltten limbs restored, .the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind mode to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature llie
presented; the calamities of old age obviated and a*
active circulation maintained

ANDERSON’S,

showing their

NEtr YOKK

Skirt and Corset Store!

148 and ISO Middle 8t.

,Oct 11—dtf

our SUCCESS thus fhr that our
MOTTOls the true one to secure the confidence

FITZGERALD &

of our customers.

^“Remember the Number!^

HOOSDON,

Ladies!

MANUFACTURE

HOOP SKIRTS

ELDEN l WHITMAN,

To

RETAIL!

OR

*

148 and ISO Middle Street,
And No Variation.

Oct 11—dtf

Our exten-

articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Manofbctoiies in the V. S
gives os such advantages in the matter of
price, that in many cates we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lower than they can be bonght ol other parties who get them through second or

Order I

WHOLESALE

satisfactory.

sive and widely spreading trade in these

AT

PRICE!

injligeatkn

Anderson intends to give yon
and Corsets at prices

this season, Skirts
which mast be

Bloch,

LADIES
Who have cold bancs and fret; weak atomacha, lame
and weak backs; nervous and skit headache; dlateand
ness and swimming In tbo head, with
side and back,
to
constipation of tb© bow^ds: P*to of
?*« womb
inwUli
tbe
icacorrbcea, (or whites); ujUtog
and all that long
leroal caneers; tumors,
meant
a
sure
train of diseases will find In iltelrfftty
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
tro noses
menstruation, and all of those long line Ol
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain ip#*l*‘\
to the
the
sufferer
in
restore
a short time,
and will,
vigor of health.

26.

SQUARE.

26 MARKET

Beingconvincedby

ONE

d x;tor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
die form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia mi
t ie head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
11 the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
i tvolved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
d teases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
piisy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stamm ning or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigescure
ti >n, constipation and liver complaint,
every ccae that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

At WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,7

ONE PRICE) nml Ko Variation)

third

Tfi?JTH! TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract feeth by Electricity without pain. Persons baring de» ayed
tieth or stumps they ^tob to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to cftlL
Super for Electro M agnaT^c Matrixes lor sale
lor family use, with thorough
board
Dr. D. run aeeomn«'*ate a lew
and treatment at his cSuse.
ff0,n
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12 *»• i
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.

fa^tontowtth

hands.

PORTLAND, ME.

Oct 20—dtf

B.

P.

94

WOULD

superintend the making
pared to furnish

and

trimming,

1

HOSIERY!

AS

CASSOCKS,
ENGLISH FROCKS,
SACKS, Ac., Ac.
Also, for sale a LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
CLOTHS adapted for La lies wear.
IsP**Particular attention paid to Cutting and Fitting, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Oct

19,

on

Wo

adding constantly

are

New for Portland!

subscribers having taken rooms at No. 161
THE
MUUUe Si.,
prepared to manufacture
arc now

CARPET

ef style, at short notlee. The Carpet Hassock is the best footstool in nse, being light,
durable and ornamental.
It Is really an article of
beauty and far niperior to anything ol the kind ever
before manufactured In Ibis vicinity.
Parties can have their remnants of Carpeting made
into this desirable footstool, In
any etylo at trifling
■
expense.

CALL

AND

constantly

on

EXAMINE.
hand

or

manufac-

THOMPSON & CO’8,
one flight of St~irs.

161 Middle St, up
Oct 18—njfca lm

Commandant’s Office, )
October 18, 1865. }
U. S. Stoamcrs “Dawn,” “Monticello,” and
“Emma,” and the Barque “Midnight,” will be
sold at Public Auotkm without reservation, by HORATIO HARRIS, at ilito Navy Yard, on WEDNESDAY, the first day of November next,at 12 o’clock.
The “Dawn,” Is a screw steamer ot 301 tons, old

THE

measurement.
The “Monticello” is a screw steamer, Crfi tons,
o'd measurement.
The “Emma” is a screw steamer: register length
163.?6 feet, breadth 2d.ro feet, depth 12.11 feet; tonnage, old measurement, 350 tons.
The
is a clipper barque; register
length t25 feet,breadth 27.83,
12 feet; tonnage,
old measurement, 386 tons.
Five per centum of the purchase
money must he
frrMon the day of sale, ana the remainder before the
vo.i^removed from the Navy Yard, which must
be done within six days after sale.
An Inventory of the articles to be sold with the
vessel can be seen at this Yard.
S. H.

STR1NGHAM,

been ^akiin relation to its excellence.”
PIUCE.—-Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30perdoz. Smaller $12 to $24
W. ADAMS’ Nursery,
I
Oct 20 -d&w5w
Morrill’s Corner.
I

8The Only Perfect

Piano Forte!

pARMLlEE’S Patent Isolated
X be

Piano.

Call and

convinced.
A. M. McKEXNEY, Agent.
oc3eo-*oow3m
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre

splen-

our

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

stock new and de-

Our Woolen Hosiery, mo9t of which la manu&ctnred to our own order, and tor our own tr .de, is far

superior in Stock

to market

goods,

and while

seU

we

(Knowing many goods
Old

are

November 1st,

From

Store to

our

Popular

LOW
Wdl he

maintained.

wc

so

as

attractive as

“RED

151 Middle* Cor* Cross St*
Octl*—dlw

2C.

Ia every varictcannot foil to command the tavor of
all in want of Furniture whether In regard to Quality, Style or Price.
Every article warranted as recommended. Grateful for lire liberal patronage of the last Twenty years,
we hope for the contiuuauco oi the fovors ol our old
friends and the public.

in sale

FANCY

ARTICLES,
at
A. M. McKK.Y.YEy»S(
AND
Oct 3—eod&eowSm
‘HA

Congress

ocl7d2vr

CHEERFULLY recommend to my former patrons,
my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Co., as in every
way prepared to turaisli the Lateat and Moat Eleyamt

I

Stylet

Millinery and Trimmings.

far $9.00

I shall also oonllnuc to execute HAIR WORK,
in all lit branches, at the same place—27 Free St.
11. K. VAR.VIOY.
oct 17—dtf

New Store and New Goods!

Cassocks from $9 to $45!
goods are fresh,
regular prices, at

These
than

Da'-?

ca-ooiDS,

dona at
any
OFCongress
St., by
ea!l
kind

Pictures

A. M. McKENNEY’S. 284

a new

and try it.

maimer;

KINO

method,

-in

a

superior

oct3cod&cow3tn

&

DEXTER,

Successors to Chase,Littlefield & Co.,
Importers

Dealers In all kinds of

of and

Hardware & Window Glass,
175 Middle and US Kederal Sts.
October

3—d3m

Tona and Delaware

A Sor

GRAPE VINES!!

Vine*of 0,6 rt0T® kjTlt!8
may b»
Q.

oct2d3w

u.

davis,

Mmt for Dr. Grant.

Cloaks,

Cloaks.

call and see a small lot of C’oaks, slightly dunipol, tor pde at less then the cost of tho
material, at 109 Federal St.
ocl7d2w

LADIES,
1

t

~

■

-Lm

Board Wanted.

BY

a

Gentleman in

Address,

bctM J3t*

a

133

Alkdxl ler

CHOICE NEW GOODS,

street.

8<ra£ptoT'e

Private I’amllv. t
J. B. HENRY.

Commercial Hons,.

Rare Chance for Business !
WANT

HAVE

SABLES, SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,
and

a largo
Tariety nf Children's Fancy Furs.
Those in want of any of the above good* win do
Fell to examine our stock, before purclmelng elsewhere, as'we bought early, and aro cowtdoat we «an
give oar customers extra bargains. Call and sec.
Es*- Plus Repaired.

McCALLAR,

No. 95 Middle Street,
Portland, Me. Oct. 12.—d2w

good business

a

capital to become
I $1000
manufacture and sale ol

ihe

man

can

also have

$20 to £50

Apply

a

a

HAMPSHIRE,

On the Nashua and Concord Rail Road.
of THOMAS P. RODMAN, 83 Cum'n
Inquire
^
land Sti eet, PorUr.ml, lla.
Oct 11,1865,
ocl2d3w

this

week to ME.

House.

LEONABD,

h.

!

* CO. barn thle day

!£***'?%iu"*fcot'

tate, by

A. M. McKENNET,
Oct 3—cod&eowdm
284 Congrcw St.

JE>

,r-

ind,

ou

Contract* a>nl
T> ARTICULAR attention r™ kjnda
p.

o( LEGAL
of Eca: E-

1> 111 AXIL
on* Attorney.
No. 1H Middle SL

for Sate.
AnexceUent FAMILY HORSE. Enquire of
E p OERR1SH,

7-Horse
—

on

the Elm
ocl?d4t*

at

Dissolution

C.meellor
c#

Mirror Elates !
ASSORTMENT constantly

in

business which will pay him front

day.

busineee will be c&iiled

STATE

NEW

me

Newly Patented Article,

Arm ol F. B.

N. HOWELL, A. M„

FERRY,

tarnish

can

(wanted in every family) which will pay $5000 tbefirst
year. Any man who can tarnish $5 ) and upwards,

FRUCIPAL.

REED’S

who

interested with
a

TOPPAN
THE
dissolved, Mr. F. B. Torpaw hbvinff witbdr*"
at»lie W stiUld'
The

Military & Collegiate Institute.
Rer. S.

ocl7Xtw2w

St.

Cony era

McCALLAR

GEANITE

and Domestic Dr/ Goods!

sell at the very Lowest Rates.
renovated and is
My store has been thoroughly
4
Deerlnn
I5lo. lt,
rom.-mber—Ma.

CO.,

Jnst received their Winter Stock of Furs.
They have a large and well selected lot of rich
AMERICAN SABLES, GERMAN FITCII, RIVER

COE <ft

Embracing every desirable style of
And will

FURS!_FURS!!
&

FROST,

HAVING

Foreign

_

COE

1VI.

re-enlisted auain In the Dry Goods Monopoly, would call the attention of the public,
that he is prepared with a full stock of

per cent, lew

30

oclSOdlw

Till Nov. Is at prices so LOW as to suit everybody.
Other parties will take the balance of Stock and
Store at that tone.
63T* Don’t tail to give him a call, as It will be
much to your advantage.
Oct 17 —eod&w2w

Copying

and

are

A. G. OLNEY «e

SB*
•

P.

SACKS FROM $9 TO $301

COWELL offers Ms entire stock ofl-'ai!
and Winter

Blankets l!
Blankets cheap. A large
BARNES’ Auction

A nice lilack Sack

VARNEr,

2T Free Street.

St.

trALK I

E.

U.

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

CO.,

Successor* to

Wj have this Jay opened the lergeet anj beet
selected assortment of

113 Exchange Street*

No*

ocl8d3mo*

HUTCHINS &

MBS.

MORRELL’S
ocl3d4weod

Square,
i fteeh stock of

a new an

Pall and Winter.

EVER RECEIVED.

-AT-

with

MILLINERYI

CJ

STUFF

TEOWSERS!

opened

Lave

we

Boston, September 30,1865.

LADIES GARMENTS

GOOD

&_ BANCROFT.

—AND—

ever.

STOTJtlNfr StGN,"

or

Haynsarket
where
prods.

CLOAKS, SACKS,

wUl hereafter

store

pot,

Depot In Portland,

FCJ K JX ITURE,

shall devote the whole of

this branch oi bushiest; and those lhdies

generously patronised, this establishfind more ample store accommoment,
dations, while nothing shall be wanting to make our
who have

MARKET SQUARE.

Lost!

betwoen that place and
on the lith
lay of August Hst, a medium sized Block Trui k,
marked ••HAT'llB D.
HAMILTON, Por■tend."—
Any person bavinjt knowledge of said Trunk will
•lease address the limcgage Master at Kennebec Deuot, or F„ T. OUSHMAN, Portland.
Oet 11,16C6.
ocl3d*w3w
I).

Our stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, in
the most Ihlth Ai manner, of the Lat jst I'coigns,c mnrlsiner DRAWING ROOM, I IBBAKY, DINING
ROOM ami CHAMBER

GEO. ANDERSOX, Agent.
|3E^Sk!rts and Corsets, wholesale and retail.
Oct 20—32m

Prlees

lias had 12

Boston and Maine Pa senger Station,

ANDERSON’S

2G

very )ilgh at those figures)

use.

and

SINCE

Ladies having any difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
have them made to order,
AT

would lie of

experience at sea as sailor and officer; is a good
quick writer ; can bring good teatlm nials as to
fidelity, soberness and honesty, and would make himself useful. Address:
kU ll. CLARK.
oct!7U5t*
23 Gray Street, Portland, Me.

years

the recent fire at our old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, wo have taken the
large and beautiful Halls over tho

splendid assortment from 89c to ®Tt50* Frr m
plhln Domestic Corset to the most beautifhlly

,

knowledge ofshipplng

BUCKLEY

New York Skirt and Corset Stor«,

JVo Goods at Cost9
Our

CORSE1S ! I

Embroidered French Contille.

HOSIERY !

Notice.

Trunk

CORSETS.
the

norltf

fTO SHIP OWNER SHIR CHANDLERS, AND
J. OTHERS.
A young man, who has served bis
country with lidelity during th.* war, os an officer in
the Navy, and who has recently revived an Honorable Discharge, desires a good situation where his

KabatUsvUle
AT the
Kennebec

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
A

--

Store, 109 Federal St.

Inferior

convinced.

BO YS* in Buck, Cashmere, and Berlin Lined!

Under-Shirts and Drawers.
\ LARGE LOT, from the cheapest to tho best'
selling very low at the Auction Store of W. C*
ocl7d2w
BARNES, 109 Federal St.
time to

invited to call and examine

and others*

GRAPE VINES!

lAnen Sheets.
LINKS SHEETS at one-half first
COO PAIBS
cost: ihe cheapest thing In the market for
Towel-*, at the Auction Store ot W. C. BARNES, 10#
Federal St.
ocl7d2w

your
buy
received at W. C.
NOWlotjust

are

and Winter Gloves!

Lined,

Pear !

“Very large; similar to the Bartlett in form,
qjBjjpbut les-s musky in flavor; vinous, melting, but-A^.tcry, and juicy; line texture; ranks best.”—
Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—Norfolk Ay. Soc.
Tfie lifAt j)r. BrincMe said It was of superior
quality, a3 wed as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Jiochester, N. Y., pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking best.”
Mr. EUnvy, Prest. of Mass. Hort. Society, thought
it was so hafdv as > o resist the cold whicii ao
generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it certainly was ita superior.”
Hon. M. p. Wifder end Hon. Joseph Breckt Ex-Presthe same Society, say they ‘can endorse all
that lias

Blankets l

our

CLOSING

Clapp’s Favorite

is

to

Rear Admiral.

A

Ladies

Misses’ and Children’s in Kid* Cashmere,

depth

Oct 2C—21,21*2C,28&31

an

Consultation free.

Thompson’s Hosiery & Glove Store,

Navy Yard, Boston,

“Midnight”

sell

did stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in pr’ce firqsn
I S9cto$3«&0« Call! Judge for yourselves! Be

SPLENDID VARIETY I

A

HASSOCKS!

variety

A full assortment
tured to order at

knowingly

CORSETS l

Ladies’ Fall

oc20oodlm

Something

we

Skirf.^fl

lino.

our

Exhibition.

1805.

shall

GLOVES 1

sirable goods in

Sample Garment!

no ease

and Is pre-

In all the Various Styles!
SUCU

and in

j

Under-Flannels,

Exchange Street,

inform the Ladies of Portland and vicinity that he has secured the services of MR.
LITTLEFIELD as Cutter, and that of MRS. JONES,
late at the head of Mrs. Chick’s Establishment.* to

Sy Every Skirt wo sell is guaranteed j every Skirt
before being plaoed in store is examined and tested,

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s

FROST,

his office from Clapp's Block to
MIDDLE STREET,

piles—we

Cost l

at

DEMING,

Electrician.

WHERE

-AT-

I

N.

Yearly Opposite the Unite* States Hotel*
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the two
y -ars we have been in this city, we have cured some
o
the worst forms of disease in persons whs have
t ied other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
a<ked. do they Slav cured? To answer this question
W3 will say that all that do not stay cured, we win

Oct 11—d*f

In Plain and Fancy Styles, Includin': the finest qua!itied ol FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at

3 Free St.

171

showing their

Ribbed Hose for 40c per pairs

Comprising tint moat desirable goods lor EVENING
WEAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMBRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

Has removed

OPENING

NOW

our

W.

Mledical

to 2.50.

We would invite the special attention of the

Ladies to

DR.

and $1.75.

t

trade.

REMOVAL!

HOOP

pUTZGERALD
A goods 20

and No Variation!

HENRY BAILEY <& CO., Auctioneers.
octSSdtd

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

showing their

11-dtl

Oct

CLOAKS,

are

Hoods, from 75c

Ua Street, next below the Sailor’s Home. The
noose contains 11 tiniahed rooms, Is centrally located,
ha; abundant hard and soil wa er, and it a desirable
property,—near urand Trunk Depot, Boston Boats,
and busitiSNg trcnerallv.

Hoop Skirts,

to $50.00.

Oct 11—dtf

A»d ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

Trimming*

House and Land at Auction.
Oot. 24th, at 3 o’clock P. M„ we
TUESDAY,
ONshall
sell the Two-st rv Wooden House, No. 13

Hoop Skirts,

showing their

are

Cloaks, from $7.00

Linen Damasks,

Price,

SKIRTS,

showing their

are

Including

One

HOOP

Oct 11—dtf

Woolens,
Flannels,
Housekeeping Goods,

at

jumpecol land and Wator power
Where labor and money will be eiiVnuoil and it
nnat lift tils property right np. It I, a rare cianca
\b an investment.
HENRY BAILEY 6 rn
Oct 16—dttl
Auctioneers.

HOOP SKIRTS,

pilTZGERALD &

the lowest grades to the richest
qualities, and
that we can recommend for SERVICE.

in n a AOs

TERNS,

WcS^

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00 to $6.00.

Black and Colored Silks,
From

HODSDON aye showing their

&

piTZGERALD

goods

_

Read Db. Hughes' advertisement, in anothor
co'umn. In his specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled
■’■b
■■itnmtha country.

from the

RANGER,”

Tback>

and will be
and Best

Lowest Cash Prices!

PLEASE
Fire.

<«

arriving

-AT THJS-

In great

New

The Episcopal Convention.

HAVE

store,and

Calt

Good

from wham we were so fortunate as to obtain the Agency. The ne'er
styles arc now

Block,

YVagou.

Street.

TkESKS, Rooks, Table?, Clio'js, Stationery, Stove.
Draft W eel. Halidtufls, &a., THIS day’
Oct. 21»f, at l'J A. M., being the fumlSATURDAY,
tur*

^3Oo OO0Ea Nido!
Saturday, October 21, 1865,

decided

Our

PAINE, BERRY & CO., New York City,

full
selcied stock of FOREIGN and

in

DOMESTIC

20.

A fire this morning on Charlestown neck,
at the junction of Main and Cambridge streets,
destroyed the stables of G. H. Baxton, including nine valuable horses; also the apothecary
store of Levi G. Dodge, the Union Guards
Hall, the pickle manufactory of E. S. Gilman
& Co., and some other buildings. Most of the
buildings consumed were owned by A. A. Allen of Boston. The total loss is estimated at

T

J°rdan Enter*

Mile

Manufactory

V

now

PAriK!g.~~t,_r~
u*cr’

kpvyarp m.
18 Excbaugc

BeST two in three,
Two

in
am] Clare
Trade has induced us this season to add
another Depan ment-thnt of CLOAK*,
from the celebrated
of

Ladies’ Out-side Garments!

Mass.

paying for.
Ihe Hosiery

success

I

Denver City, Oct. 18.
The Republican State Convention has nominated William Gilpier for Governor, and Geo.
M. Chiicott representative to Congro3s. Fuil
delegations were present from all sections of

■

passage which future generations will re.aid
as of equal importance with the Decimation bf

NO VARIATION !

Political.

the

of

-ANT-

Savannah.
New York, Oct. 20.

The steamer Empire City brings Savannah
advices to the 10th inst.
The Herald says that Hon. James M.
Baker,
late Confederate Congressman from Florida.
been
President
pardoned by
haviDg
Johnson,
is in Savannah enroute for his home.
Hon. William A. Forward, Associate
Judge
of the Supreme Court of Florada, was detained
in Savannah by severe illness.
The transportation of sick soldiers from Sa-

«

Excellence as regards the. Fit and Style
a Radies' Cioak iB considered by some
people a matter of secondary Importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always
appoarthe very first consideration;—it is
more difficult to
get than cloth, and ieab

One Price !

5 Free Street

great

-Janie* Jack eii.„ “CADY
FRANKLIN,”
•

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

Marine Ji banter-

From,

LADIES’ DRESS!

Price!

to

members of the committee.

been taken in tow by the Albemarle,
but the hawsers parted and the Ericsson was
drifting about until the Island Queen tell in
with her.

*

a

One

Auction Sales.

TWO MILE RACE!

1

viously

New York, Oct. 20.
Militaby.—Companies L and M, 3d U, S.
We learn from the Merchants
of
Artillery, intended to garrison the forts here this city that the cargo of the lost Exchange
steamer Atand at Eastport, arrived in this city yesterday lanta consisted of
1,178 baic3 of cotton, 800
boxes of candles, and one case of merchannoon and were immediately conveyed to Fort
dize.
Her passenger list included Miss Wolf,
Preble by Capt. Inman. Brevet Lt. Col. John
O. Divingston, Capt. W. R. Wilson, C. S.
Edwards, and Brevet Maj. Hayden are the of- Smith, Donelyers
and lady, H. H. Maloney,
ficers in command.
IA. CoL Edwards, we W. F. Hansey, D. Dexter and Robert
Collie.
Four
be
boats
left
and
tha
stationed here,
hear, will
Maj. Hayden
sinking craft, one of which
contained
three
a
child
and other pasladies,
ttfii go to Eastport. The soldiers line veterans
This boat capsized, and all were
who have served in some of the most import- sengers.
lost.
Two other boats, in which were Capt.

Judge Davis occupied about fifty minutes
in charging the jury upon these
questiohS,
and said when they returned their answers lie
ant battles in- the late war.
Williams and the crew, were upset soon after
would instruct them as to the general verdict.
leaving the ship. The fourth boat got off with
After being out two hours the juryxame in
New Band;—Wd are gratified to learu that four persons, and it is
thought that they may
and reported that they had agreed upon an- the formation of anew Band in our
city, or have reached land. Those who arrived here
were saved by clinging to the after
swers to the first two questions.
But it jp- rafflrer the reforming Af -the old Portland
part of the
peared they had misunderstood the second Band, goes on prosperously. Chandler takes ship.
question and, therefore the only answer was hold of it, and Cole, who returned from the
From Washington.
in the affirmative to the first question.
campaign last Thursday, takes hold of it, and
Washington, Oct. 20.
Alexander H. Stephens had a brief but gratJudge Davis then requested the jury to con- it fact ail the best talent of the good old Fortsider further the 2d and 3d questions, and if land Band will be in the new one. With such ifying interview with President Johnson toMr. Stephens is the object of much inthey decided these questions, or either of leaders as Chandler and Cole we cannot fail day.
terest here. Several others from the South,
them, in the affirmative, it would authorize to have a Band that will be a pride to our prominent during the rebellion,
including R.
them to return a verdict for defendant. He
M. T. Hunter, are in Washington.
city.
The
United
States
Consul
at
said the case had occupied a
Leghorn, in a
long'$ine in its
Knights Templak —Monroe Command- communication to the State Department, untrial and he felt it his duty to keep ’the jury
der date of Sept. 30th, represents that there is
ery of Knights Templar will arrive here in a constant
out until they had come to some decision
upinquiry for American vessels which
the regular train from Montreal -at 2 o’clock
are given the preference
on it.
:
by parties desirous of
The jury again retired at quaTtofr |S&st six to-day. They will be received by Portland chartering, hut they cannot be had as others
are
Twelve American ships would
Cemmandery, who will meet at their hall at have taken.
clock, and at 10 O’clock theyiscpaiited.
been chartered during the past three
1 o'clock for the purpose, and will be escorted
E.
months
if
v.
Jamei
Margaret
Lynde3, libellalif,
they could have been obtained.
to their hotel On Sunday they will be invitOfficial intelligences from Leghorn, GibralLyndas. Libel for divorce. Divorce decreed;
tar and Smyrna shows that the cholera at these
ed to attend the Universallst Church in Concustody of children awarded to mother. Hcwplaces is disappearing.
and Cleaves for libellant; no appearance for' gress Square.
The Missouri delegates sent from the Fenlibellee.
A Swindled and Skedadleb.—William ian Congress on a mission to Washington with
reference to the unconditional release of John
Hannah F. Knight, libellant, vl Noah L.
Small, a trader at Little River Tillage, Lisbon, Mitchell, a
at Fortress Monroe, reKnight. Libel for divorce. Divorce decreed “stepped out” last Wednesday—Canada-ward ports that heprisonet
has been successful and that an
with custody of children as prayed for. How- as Is
for
order
that
purpose wilt soon be issued. A
supposed—after having made large purard & Cleaves for libellant; no appearance lor
chases of goods, which goods he disposed cf similar statement Is reported in other quarters.
libellee.
rapidly in various ways, and carried off Use
From Fortress Monroe.
proceeds with him. We are informed that
A Great Historical Picture.
Portland merchants suffer to the amount of
Fobtekss Monroe, Oct 19.
G. C. Powell & Co., of New York, have in
six or seven thousand dollars.
Brig. Gen. George S. Dodge, Inspecting
hand an enterprise that will eause them to be
Quartermaster, and Co!. Wm. L. James, Chief
held in long and favorable remembrance by
Lecture on the State of Society in Quartermaster of this Department, returned
all friends of Liberty and of free government
India.—It will be seen by a notice under the to Richmond yesterday, having made a thorough examination into the condition of affairs
They have succeeded in grouping together, in- appropriate head that Rev. E. C. B. Hallam of this Department with a view to still further
to one highly finished picture, nfcotegraphie will lecture at Casco Street Church on the
arrange the expenses of the government.
likenesses of the one hundred'nuU 4ftj-seven State of
Sal33 of horse3, mules, steamers, tugs and
Society iu India cn Sunday evening.
other government property have been made as
Senators and Representatives-who voted in The lecture will be
highly entertaining aud
rapidly as possible during the past two months,
Congress for the Constitution at -Amendment will no doubt be numerously attended.
and the amounts realized have in every ease
prohibiting slavery or involuntary servitude,
exceeded the expectations of the officers of the
Washtnotonian Societt.—The addre33 department.
exeept for crime, “within the United States,
before this society by Geo. Neal Dow, which
In connection with the reduction of the
or any place subject to their jurlsJTctlohtodegovernment expenditures the
gether with large and life-like pictures of Pres-i was postponed .last Sunday on account of the partment is actively engaged incommissary the
following
ident Lincoln and Vice-President Hamlin. A storm,.will be delivered to-morrow evening at example of the q..arts!master’s
department.
A large whiskey sale took place a few days
key accompanies each picture, Iby^vliieli each 7 o’clock.
The
for the same covering
ago.
face may be identified.
The picture—the
Seizuee.—Deputy Marshal Irish yesterday some 10,000 proposals
hogsheads. A sale of cattle has
largest size of which (imperial) is on a sheet seized a small quantity of liquor in the shop of alieady been advertised.
19 by 22 inches—is got up with a good degree, HvCSUmore on Temple street.
The quartermaster’s
department, at this
of artistic finish, and the likenesses are sharply
place, has besn made the central point for the
of
Tins
Band
Hope
will
of
meet
receipt
Satgovernment stores, as fast as the
this,
It is indefined and exceedingly accurate.
in Lancaster Hall at three various other depot3 of the government are
afternoon
.urday,
a
to
the
tended.as companion
well-known picbroken up.
o’clock.
ture of the signers of the Declaration of IndeA.-,---;-From New Orleans.
pendence ; and, as giving 0:0 countepancc3 of
Attention is invited to the advertisements
the men who voted “Aye” upon Hie great of It. T.. Beal, who keeps a large stock of fanNew Obeeajts, Oct. 2a
Gov. Welles has issued a proclamation callquestion of ridding this continent of the curse Cj al-tici'es at bis store -No. ?,6 Centre street.
for
to
reconstruct a levee at the
ing
proposals
of slavery, it deserves to be hung in all patri- \
,i,i.
expense of the State.
It commemorates
otic houses.
A petition, received by Gov. Wells from
appropriately
33 Y TELEGRAPH citizens of Northern Mississippi, and asking
one of the greatest passages in our history,—
>

■

Thursday’s proceedings, morning session.—
Congress was called to order, the Head

Centre in the Chair.

anotheb

DRY GOODS!

The

perpetrated at Andersonviile, is proved by the
testimony oi competent witnesses were sustained by Davis, Benjamin and others, inasmuch as they placed the whole control of that
place in the hands of Winder, the author ol
most of these atrocities, and that the
prisoner
was equa ]y guilty.
Col. Cliipman cited the

Entertainments.

a

as

The Trial of

Miscellaneous^^

_Miscellaneous,

Philadelphia, Oct. 20.
session of the Fenian Congress on
Wednesday, Gcb. Sweeny was assigned a seat
on the platform.
The General was received
with much enthusiasm, but declined making a
At

At Caeco Sational Bank.

OotlO-dVr*

Poetry.^

Sale.

he

j

farm containing about Seventy-Five Aches

A good Lank, situated

ON THE BLANCHARD

Two-3tory

All la Good Repair.
For furthor information inquire of
Mr. F, A. FERI.EY,
Oa the Fretuises; or to the Subscriber at

Fortlaud,

ootfcltf

Offices to Let.
ami

Corporation

HANDKERCHIEF.

FOB THE

particulars apply to

For

A. B. STEPHENSON,
121 Commercial St.

Oct 3—lsdlf

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery. on the main Aveof two lots in

A

Said lot is

composed
handsomely lai-i out.
O.
Box
address
59G1’,
ticulars,
0({t 4—dim
nue.

and fe

one,

further par-

For

very

i> a a i® m s

i

t

Ttrrfv 1

C-Vyfa

Apply

:i

N. M. WOODMAN,
88 Oak Street.

Clearing

Immediately,\

,

It. L.

PALM F. R,
No* 110} Federal Streep
Portland, Maine,

-.-

Agents

Wanted,

Ladles
Gentlemen. Remember that
EITHER
WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to
or

Soldiers, and others, than any other
Eastern States, to sell line Steel Engtav-

returned
house in the
ngs and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
ifil Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct H—d&w3m

A

To Let.
GENTEEL Brick House, containing itfne rooms,
well furnished throughout, in the vicinity of
Park Street. Kent $400
Inquire of
8. L. CARLETON, Attornev at Law.
ocllddtf
No. 80 Mladic Street.

A

Brick Store

rj>HE
X

Oetnmercial and Franklin

corner

Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferCoolidge & Co. Possess n given Oct. 1st.

son

CUMMINGS’S

H. T.

CUMMINGS,

M.

Horses ior Sale.
on Spring street, several
good Horses, suitable for work or family use.

AT

Sept 13—d3m

Valuable Farm for Sale.

which

it

it*

tnkrM

HOME FAEM of tlic late
JOSHUA E. HAUL, of Gorham,
Me., near Great Falls Village, conffltabling about ninety acres, well (11rrT vided into wood, pasturage and tillage laud; prodaces farty-tive tons of hay. Land and
buildings iu excellent condition.
A desirable property and for sale on reasonable

name.

Manufactured only by PUALON & SOX.

Hr Beware of

Counterfeits,

terms.

the subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. HALL
on the premises.
E. R. HALL,
County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.
August 8—dstwtf

Inquire

Ask far Thahin'a—Take no other.
§old by droggitta generally.

Julyl—ood6m

JOHNSuN’S

REPRODUCTOR.

el

i,;'-.—-a,-- 0n an(' after April

Wanted

to Purchase.
thousand acres, more or less, of Wood Land;
it must be covered with a heavy growth of wood,
mostly hard, and so situated that vessels drawing
from eight to ten teet of water can approa* h it. Pro-

ONE

posals tor the same addrefc ed lo *JOT> A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 5G
Washington Street. Boston, stating loea ion, pridfe
per acre, &e., will receive prompt attention.
oclCdla
Boston, Oct. 10,1S65.

leave as follows
yiijhFl‘*»,«ttN»Trninii
LeavePortlandfor
Beatenat843

FRANCIS

return. The ADVANTAGES ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest parable in four
of Jive years, or “cm vote of the FH+ecttvrij' are obvious.
No other Company has ever paid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Life

Company.
Thebe'intending to effect now insurance, or increase existingpolicies, will do Well to examine the
merits of this Company. Information from official
source® for the past or precedii g year, cheerfully
given.

Office 31 o. 64 Middle Street, Boom No. 1.

for

one

or

McALPINE,
State Agent for Maine*

REASONS”

Wanted.

A

a

a

near

Address X. Y. Z.,

Omce,

augScoJtl

Wanted.

n

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
for English and Irish Ports, at high-

st

rates of freight.

BENEFIT

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any lAfe Insurance Co. in the
United States.

SALE !

At 16 Lime

Street,

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them,, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary result is,
in it than in any other.

Comparisons

LESS to insure

costs

it

Sugar

SPARROW,

State

Agt.

Molasses;
hogsheads
Molasses;
For sale by

Cienfucgos

Portland, July 18,1S65—dtf

<

H. I. ROBINSON,

Oct. 20.—dim

No. 1 Portland

Pier.

hnd Butter.

Apples

100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and tor sale bv
G. W. SMITH,
Oct. 20.—dtt
Nop. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

YeUow Conn and Flow.

bushels prime yellow mealthe Pleasant Village of Freeport,!
Q
uOUU 1NG CORN,
Five minutes walk from the Corner.
Bbls. “Oswego family Flour,”
JOO
Please Read the following Notices.
"Y A very desirable Farm of 25 Acres
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
*
ol good land, well fenced and waterPfiRTL vst>. May id, 18C5.
l Cargo Sch. “Aid,” from Baltimore, now landing and
ed, ombra mg hay-held, orchard.
for sale by
xnis oornnea mat
___-large garden and pasturage. A good
CHASE BROTHERS,
have used Johnson’s
two story house anu out- buildings, with stable and
Head Long Wharf.
llcproductor for sevbarn; all in good repair. To any gentleman wishing
N. B.—In store 500 bushels White Corn per sch.
eral years past ima | a country residence, this property is particularly
oc!9tt&s
Convoy from Ni rfolk. Ya.

parts.

Congress Square*Porti*a/kd, May 17th, 1865.
Mb. JoiX^SOTc:—Sir—I commenced using your Rcbeing almost brJd.
produstor last. February, my head
I have used but one bottle and now have a hesJthfhl,
not
which
does
and ialn as
of
hair
thick howl
good or ler as I could wish. Beiim convinced that; In
its producing a good head of hair for me w here I l*ul
aim >st bo io, 1 am glad to add my testimony to its ex-

Ml’ottj

cellence

remedy,

as a

—

quantity.

septlSeodSw*

T c.

Boots and Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
the next. For farther Information inquire of DR.
NE WTON, Oflice 116 Exchange Street, up
stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, coiner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1866.
dtf

To Let.

_,

°n

PORTLAND, MATNK,
October M, IsSi

are

°°ar<l of vessels, at such whari in
)

wei-h

or

business

retail, in the
apply at

new

For terms

Enquire of

x

Ii. W.

july25 dtf is

Terms easy,
to W, 371

Apply

Poj*l-

Leave Brunswick,

SALE.

THE
ing well-known, sound
continues to issue

the

follow-

reliable Companies,
Policies on ^Buildings, Mcrchauditte* and other good property against loss or
damage by EIRE, at rates as low as other FIRST
CLAI& Compares, to the amount of $5O9G0O if

wanted, viz:
Phoenix Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Carfi Capital ami Surplus,
$1,000,000

MASS.
$250*000«

follows:

Leave Portland,

one

stones, containing 13 rooms, closets, Ac., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbulldhigs. The lot contains B.i.OOi feet and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this \icinly.
Term easy. For particulars
enquire at
rUfS

>

iuIy2odtf

COMurntm

straw1 at

Washington,

Hilton Hood, S. 0.,

I).

Portland, Me.

new

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres of land.
is unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of
L,

v?7

C.,

suhiect'to

accepted irom time to tlme t„ m9eL,
or the Gawrmnont.
bo
inode on<Jeli»»ty..or ss swa
Paymenis to
arer as fundS for that purpose shall be
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quart*,■
master General.

121

Bi.ls will bo

received’

Oct 4—dtf.

Proposals

for

-U

Apply

apudtf

port

U*®

Harbor,

Treal^UUiUL.d'

Harbor,

be

The nndorsijjncd reserves tbo rfSPfl*1®1?'
not considered tor the int,,rLf“t,t“ rei®c* any
lof th® Oovernment.

bid,

Oct 5—(ltd

HHK&y
Capt. and A. Q.

French Fluting !
Fi ALL ami see Samples

junelOtf

®

s

10 a family withhundred and fifty dollars per
’’

,,

--ho. M{ Middle Street.

To Let

or

Lease for

a

term of Years
Hears.
*7

rtL<','aI'1*8
Merrill’B. The Wharf oontaiilvJiJrm'?" Wharf and
with a two story building thei eon 2a V.1S2? ®‘l“ar0 ltT *5. For further
particulars inquire of

QEV'KEAL finely located House Lots in Cape Elis
kj abeth, three minutes' walk from tba
Cape Brid«*
Inquire of E. N PERBY. at the Sheriff's Office, Po?t I
land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be

French
at

Fluting

>

Jtfrs. S. SHEPPARDts

Y

To Rent.
lafgePncnlshed Rooms, centrally located, In

L

Rigging for Sale.
Blocks ol the
S*61*-Sarl8 and
oW measurement.
in nerSM^JSS®*** £S° ^Pns
*" draA ol«'•

saved
at

SIh

oJ,r»toro?rd®r-

spar. «» be

j^^01LV^Yt6?LAn^fXA^t.
of tfa popular SArJ’arbculars enquire on

the premia,. iteMim
about engaging

gnob.ru

^

^Jhe g^ent^r*.
oct3dSw®

Merchants’ Insurance
Cash

OF HARTFORD,
Capital and Surplus,

Harris

1600
QUINTALS
500
Oct.

COD!

~FLOUR!

“Um-

and

Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 00 A jf.
Mail Train for \V*tcrvitle, Bangor, Gorluun, Island
Pond, Montreal and Queb c at 125 p u
Trains will arrive as follows
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
205 p.m.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
817 A. if.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid fbr at the rate of
one passeng r lor every $50'» additional value.
C. J IWYMOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Superintendent.
oolOdtf
Portland, June 22d. 1865

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. H.
Capital,
$100,000.
Particular attention given to tlio insnrancc oi
Faria i'raporty, Cily and Village Dwell-

ingaf aad
T'HiiJ&E, or

All

terms.

paid,

as

On and after June 1, the (are bePortland and Bangor will \ t
Rockland $2.00:
ccUqr landings on the River reduced in pro3‘eamer Peculator.
A. SOM LRU V, A gen *.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Cash Assets,

B.
to

HAMBLIN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
purchase, HOOPS and

Scotch Canvas,
-FOR SALE BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.,
BATH,
BOLTS Superior Bleached)
ME.

OAt i

Office 31 Exchange St., Up Stain.
Sept 21—d&wOw
_

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
cor.

—

Inducements

FOB PABTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantitv of
desirable building lots in the West End of the

January, 1865.
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
g&tion Risks.

build house, of satisfhetory
character, they will advance,
desired, one fourth of the cost of budding, e>»
completion qf the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may bo seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BBOWN & SONS.
Portland, May S, 1865.
may4tf

dee^ecl.

indebted to mo are hereby requested
to settle their accounts with me at once, awl all
persons having claims against me ate requested to
present them for settlement, and all persons arc hereby forbid harboring or tru&Ung any onu on my ac-

ALL

HORACE B. RICHARDS.
ocl0d3w*
Portland, October 0, 1865.

MECHANICS’ HAUL.

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, Exbib!Ty ELL
tlona, Levees,.&c., mav be obtained on applica,,
.tMw
junelfidtf

1CHA*D COLE, Superintendent,
nS. 3 Toltnan Place.

Removal.

The Dividend, in the Years 18631 and 6 were 40
per cent each.
the Profit, for 22 Year, atnonnt to the
sum of
*19,691,020
0) wfiioh here ha. been redeemed by
12,668,730

The Company has Assets, over Kleve* Million
Dollars, viz:—
United State. «nd State of New-York
Stook, Cit), Bunk and other Stocks,
*4,974TOO
Loan, secured by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,960
Premium Notes and Bill. Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgage, and
other seonrit'e.,
8,140,630
Mi,89'
United 8tatesGold Coin,
288.430
Cash in Bank,
•11,183,600

GEO. E. B. JACKSON.

Portland, 0«t. 2,1886.

d3w

passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. DILLINOS Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
fob.18,1863 dtf

New England Screw Steamship Co
The ipleodid end that Steamships
Oapt W. W. KktrFRANCONIA, C&pt. H.
Tee—ema-sBa S BB3WOOD. will until lurther
notice,
run as loilowB:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., an.i leave Her
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY

-jgSiSaWCHESAPEAKE,
and

and

SATURDAY, atio’elpok

WmC Piokersgill,
Lewis Curtis.
Charles II Russell,

Qnebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer* as early as 8 P.M.on the day find
theyJ
leave Portland.
For

freight or passage apply to

Portland.
SMJKYfc PCX, Brown’s Wharf,
No. 86 West

H. B. CROMWELL A
Sew ora.
Mav 29, 1866.

International
Eastport,

received

E.

Dealer

in

Photographic Goods,

PoaTLAHD, Us.
.i-

St. John.

On

St. John.

Returning will learn St. John erery Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. a, fer Eariport, Portland and

Bos on.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen” will connect
for St. Andrews, Robinston and iwlais.witb the New
Bmswtek and Canada Railway for Woodstock and'
8 aire Coaches a'so connect at
Honiton stations.
Eastport for Mschias and intermediate planes:
At St. John the steame- Emperor wtlleonneot, for
Wind' or, Digby and Ralttaic. and with steamers for
Frederic and the 8t John River.
Through tickets
procured of the agents or the olork on board. No

Passports required.
Freight received on dayi

4 o’olook
c. c.Eaton, Agent.

of sailing until

moMlfl

"*

Arrangement.

On and after Mon lay April 24th the
and fast-going Steam r ’’REG■Vig'
ULATOR,” rapt. W n. M wor, win leave Railroad Wha.f, loot of State Street. Portland, every
Mohoay, Widkkspay and Friday evening, at 10
o’clock, connecting with the3 p. h. train lrom Bosirll'

a.

|

Complaints,
CASES

the directions which accompany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by
Druggists everywhere,

C. G. CLARK & CO., Gen'l Agent*,

•(

For U. 8. and Canada.

block.

ONE

J. W. PERKINS tr CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS * CO.,
and H. II. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

OF THE GBEATEST CUBES ON BECORD.

feeling of benevolence, and for the brno.'t ol the afflicted, I desire to
make known a short description of my llseasc and
the unexpected cure which I obtained from Mrs.
Manchester’s Medicine. Upwards of two years since
I was taken sick, wliicb gradually increased until I
was so far reduced that I never expected to be well
agaiH. I had the at endance oi six eminent physicians,
and never received the slightest ben lit until I commenced usUi' Mrs. Manchester s Medicines. My disease at that time was as lollows: —I was extremely
feeble—confined to my bed. My flesh had all disappeared, the whitos ol my eye wore yellow, also the
skin yellow: I had a dull heavy pain in tho right
side, and it was very much enlarged: pain in my
shoulders and spine. The loti side seemed to decay
so that fii.-re was quite a hollow place in it.
I had a
very distressing pain at the pit of n»y stomach;
tongue coated thick, tom&cli very acid, appetite entirely gone, not being able t keep anyth ng on my
stomach, lever, nigot sweats, thirst violent, diy
cough, difficulty of breathing, dull headache. X
Prompted by no oilier than

the

Coe’s

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
tho
It
be
whether
solitary vice of youth, or the »tl:>ging rebuke of misplaced confide nee in malurer yeals,
seek roR as axtidotb iy seasox.
The Pains and Aches, anil lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that uiay follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not waiL for the consummation that Is sare to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a had habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but wo are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
Alt such cases yield to the proper and only
liave it.
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rq)oico in perfect health.

Influenza9 Whooping Coughf
OR RIUETK

CONSUMPTIVE COUiGH!
as

“There Is

It does not dry up a cough, but loosens it so that the I
patient can expectorate freely. It is with in
the reach of all. the
Price

’

TAR TIA. 1ST T
COMPOUND

Being Only 35 Cents S !

'filiere

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration of the urinary organa.
Persons, who cannot personally oonsult the I)r.,
can do so oy writing, In a plain manner, a deseripllon
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded Immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Dr# »J. B. HUGHES.
iViiilronu:
No. 6 Temple Street [comer of Middle
Street’, Portland, Me
py Send a Stamp tor Circular.

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
and
Female Irregularities. Their action la speciiic
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will ttnd it invaluable In all cases of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried n
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing la
vain.
the least usurious to the health, and may be takes
with perfect safety at all time*.
Sent to any part of the country, with ftill directions
DR. HUGHES,
byaddressing
No. 6 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.
N. B.~ Ladies desiring may consult
own sex.
a nee.

j

experience

WHITE PIXE

eod&wlyr

OOMPOtTNr,
Is now uttered to the afflicted througbcct the
untry,
alter having b *en proved by the test ot elev jn years,
States, where Hs merits have
*n the New
become as wellknoWn as the tree from which, In part,
it derives lta virtues.

S

England

Cubebs and

there Is no need of confinement or ohange of diet
In its approved torra of a paste, it i- entirely tut-teIcss. anu causes no nnpleas nt sensa ion »o tb® paIt is now acknowledged by
tient. and no exposure
the most learned in the profession that in the above
class of diseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the on]?
rvro remedies known that can be relied u^on with
any oortalaty or success.

Tarrant’s Compound Extract nf Cubebs and
JSEVER

FAILS.

Manufactured only by

TAR RA NT

A

,

tt'. POLAND'S *

Dr. J.

Cure for all diseas*

Compound Extract qf
Ccpaibs

theli
attend

of

ono

tn constant

}anl.l88Gd&wly

Enpl*nd Remrdy

New

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND

frequently performing

penect

Copaiba

of

THE GREAT

Copaiba,

and

lady

A

TP. F. PHILLIPS *r CO.* J. W. PERKINS * CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland Ale., IPkotesale Agents.

August 31,1805.

LADIES.

THE

TO

DE. HUGHES particularly nvIU* »U U*lt#».whc
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tbeii

Certain,
Speedy
ISeiofSure,
the Bladder Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
female,
either in the male
a

Medical Infirmary,

and is for rale by all Druggists.

EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and

arc

C.O. CLARK A CO., Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

octSdtf

such Word as Fail.”

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

describe r s I wish to do my miserable situazul suffering as every organ in my body was
diseased. My physicia is said I was feet hastening to
the consumption.
I enj y at this time perfect health, and this is a
plain, short history of my case, and is the truth. I
would recommend every and all invalids to go and consult Mrs. Manchester. Mary A. Moulton.
Edward L. Moulton.

no

quick

many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burnthe system In a mannei
ing sensation, and weakeningfor.
On examining the
{ho patient cannot aocount
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be tound,
of
semen or albumen
small
particles
and sometimes
will appear, or the color will bo of a thin mtlkish hue,
and
turbid
dark
a
to
aoain changing
appearance,
are many men who die of this difficulty, Ignorant of the cause, which is the
There

Electic

oure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

ation

Portland, May 8,1SG5.

Balsam!

Cough

No Medicine ever known will

cannot

CO.

27$ Grecnwioh S1., New York.
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
may6 RTidiy

Copartnership
undersigned

THEners' if> under

CURES
Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Broneldtls,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmoi.ary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy

Sore

OLEASANT to the palate.

cause

no

pain, act

A promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.

the bowels emee the next morning,
warranted
in all cases ol Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure tor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as
after eating, Sour Stomach, Spi
ting oi lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pam in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ol the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complaint. Loss of Appetite, Debility,
Mon tidy Pains, and all Irregularities.
Ncuralg'a,
Travelers Jind the Lozenges just
Faintness, «Crc.
u>hat they need, as
are so ocmpact and inodorous
hat they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price tO
cents per box; small boxes SO cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
july4dly

Oppression

Kidney Complaints,

for

Dia-

betes, Difficulty oi Voiding Urine, Bloedfrom the
Kulnevs and Bladder, Gravel, and other ompla'nts.
For Files and Scnrvy, It will b3 found very valuable.
Give it a trial it yon would learn the value of a good
anil tried medicine. It Is pleasant, safe and sure.
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

»My-

_

s

they

}

J. W. PERKINS,
*

PHILLIPS*

W. F.

H. H. HAT,

>.j

S.

R.

Notice.

have this day
the style of

lormed

General
a

copart-

JACKSON & SON.

for the purpose of doing
at Sawyer’» Wharf, foot

a zcheral COAL
of
Street..

BUSINESS

High

R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.

S.

v

every Mobday,
Re'urning, will leave
Wbdbksday. and Fridat morning, at 6 o’clock,
at
Bellast.
touching
Rockland, Cam-ien,
Seavsport,
Bnoksport Winterporr. and Hamden, both wavs.

Bangor

Passengers ticketed through on tbo Boston, Maine
and Eastern Bail road at the Depots in Boston, Salon. Lynn and La«rene*.
For freight or passage apply to
A. SOMEHBY, Agent,
At office on the Wharf.
Portland. A r.ril 21.186*.—tf

PINE!

RE NICK*
71 Broadway, New
MKKCIIANTS,
York, execute order* for Southern Timber of any
required dimension with desnatch, and on the most
favorable terms. Shipments marie directly to all domestic and foreign ports. They arc also prepared to
furnish Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
sawn to order,
ocl2d3m
BRADFORD

&

Iky I ham! ana be convinced ol their superiority ov*»r every* bin* e‘se ot the kird over offered to
thepubllo l»*r bronchitis. Coughs. Colds, Hoarse•
ness Sore 'Throat, Ca arrh and nflueL za
Numerous teatimoiiia s irom tne Clerjrr, and others, accompanying tach box. For sale by th« principal

Druggists throughout the city.

LIFE,

Copartnership.
have formed

undersigned
and firm of
der the
THE

a

copartnership uu-

name

&

ICING

DEXTER.

And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will eonthme the general HARDWARE BUSINE S at tho old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

Portland, Sept. 22,18C5.
Mr. D. P. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new firm.
sep29 ’65 tf

Third Mortgage Bonds—Androscoggin B. B. Co.
Third Mortgage of the Androscoggin K»ilroad Company to Seth May and ala. in trust, has

THEreclosed.

A

new

corporation

has been organ-

ized thereon, called the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Bonds and Coupons secured by said mortgage, are hereby requested to present them to the subscriber at hfs office fn For'land,
and receive therefor Certificates of Stock in the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Company, in accordance
with the Statute,
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
Treasurer of tho Leeds and Farmington Railroad Co.
sep29d&w6w
Sept 28,1865.
A 00.
WM.film 01 HENRY L. PAINE
W. C.

HOW,

HENRY L. PAINE.

Portland, Aug. 18,1885.
The subscriber will continue the business under the
same style as beretofme at 267 Commercial Street,
SinlDb’s Wharl, where a choice assortment of the
best qualities of Cool and Wood may be found at
the lowest mamcbt price*, delivered In any part ol
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE A CO.
Portland, August 22. 1868.
augJ2dtl

House and Land for Sale.
undersigned,
H. Place,
THECharles
would ofier

Guardian of the Estate of
Charles rf Kinsman, and

for sale the desirable Real Estate
feltuated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett
and OaTV Street.
The property consists of a lot of
Land 63 f* et front on Spring Street, and running
hack about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house thereon: fitted up for two
fhmilies, and being in a good state of repair.
For terms, tftc., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 53 Union Street; or to the nndersigned
at 490 Congress Street,
JOHN J. W. REEVES.
octl4dtf

others,

YEAR made by any one with
15—Stencil Tools. No experience
m
Presidents.
The
Cashiers, and Treasuressary.
ers of three Banks indorse the circular.
Sent flree
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
oc5d3m
Works, Springfield, Vermont.
A

§0

mayZfeodtf

take

customers

this method to inform their
that they have

from No. 5 Washington Stieot to their new Bakery. Nos. 6 ami 6 Union
Street, where lhe$r will be pleased to see all tbeir old
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased to

give

us a

call.

R. W. SMARDON,
R. S. SCAM MAN,
S. E. SMARDON.

August 1C—dtt

Whit

the' solo
ALVAH LJLBBEY,
iifPROAED STEAM and
Aqoncv for GOLD’S
and
the Justly
WATER HEATING APPARATUS,
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, eon be found hereafter
at the wore of Messrs. C. II. SfLAKT & CO„ 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet
those in want of ftirnaees, and receive their order*.
He attends personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH UBBKY.
4
*
oi

MR.

Portland, Aug 21,1865.

who hm had

aug22d3m

State af Maine.

'i

Lead.

Atlantic V life Lead
and Linseed Oil Co.,

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required

nourishment,

of New Y

LEAD, Dry

and

and in

E WHITE

Oil,

ED

LEAD,

Glass-m.- ers’

Red

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav,

Boiled

LITHARGE,
Lead,

etc.

and Refined.

For sale

generally,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
Sold by mil

!r,

Manufacturers of PU

natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

by Druggists

and

&

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,
General

287

Agents,

Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Druggists.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St N. Y.
Sept 27, 1665—dfcwton

Sanitary

Important to Travelers

Commission.

u a Pohitorv Oonmiasion, 1
OJUtSt
J
,8® -roadway, N. Y., Dee, SO,af 1864ON. ISRAEL
Portland.

WASHBURN, Jb.,
Maine, hae consented to seecpt the defies oi
General Agent of the Commission for Maim and
Is hereby appointed snob agent by authority of the

Commisdon.
He will be ready to fhrnish advfoe to the Wendt
of the Commission’s work throughout the 8t*te.
All money contributed in Maine tor the use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Mon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognized
by the
JEJJKIlf8
General Seeretary.
cSRdAwtf

CommimionjorM^

Through Tickets.
gjj.H-

''FI

P°r the

^Vfj^roaK.
of the Wbst,

parts
Bt the lowest

0,1

BBOrOITtl of Nm

PdBMTLVABIA, Obio, aniTsll

via
at

the Erib
Railway, for salt
ths Union Ticket

rates,
Ornoa,
31 EXCHANGE 8TREET.
marlSdAwtstf
D. LIT1LE, Agent.

TO

OF

IM)D*»®a4IN,
and
“d

«ET», PROVISIONS, LARD, BCT-

WKSTIRN PRODUCK generally.
attention given to .hipping by quickest
ehoapert rentes. An. 1S9 siutk Valor St.,

P. O. Boa 4T1.

Chicago,’
"

Illinois.

Rqferences—Messrs.

8. G. Bewd'esr fc Co; MsynArd A 8ona; U. A W. Chlckerbg; C. U. Cumm'nrs
A Co; Char. H. stone; Haliett, bavlr A Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon. K.q, Provident Nswt”n National Bs®»,
Newton,Mars; C. B Coffin.Kaq. N.Y.City feb-«d|v

W. D.

Dccalcomuniu, Decalcomania!I

\v
at v«y
» Bo k.

Varnish, with printed directions
per bottle.

a*n'*’./lr„
anffYdtt

LITTLE

Agent Tor all the great Leading Routes to Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
ualena, Oshkosh, bt. Paul, LaCro.se, (ireen Buy,
Qalnoy, 8t. Leals, Loulrvtlle, Indianapolis, CaDe,
tto.. and le prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to all the principal Cities and Towns
la the loyal Btates and the Canadas, at the

Is

lowest rates of fare,
y
And all needftil lalormaMoo cheer fully famished.
TasvaL’.uae will And It greatly to their advantage
to proov!» Through Tlehei*
Por‘lan.1 Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange street9 *P stall#*)

W. D. L1TTLF. Agent.
Passage Tlekets for
Mail Steamers and

Caltfbinla, by the Old Line
*>• MC«fed

PanamaJS‘“ro*d

marSOdkwtf

Copartnership.
hare this
day entered into CorpHE subscriber*
•
under the firm name of
X partnership

MORSE t W/THEREIL.
thoPurposeof carrying on the Clothing and
Furnishing business, at .Vo. bs Exchange Street.
for

N. W VOBRK.
'VlTUEEE'-1-

Portland, Oct. 2,16M.

octMSw

For Sale Cheap.
/.BtA
•—

transferred, with facility,
rates at No. 37) Middle Street, Payron
PICTURES
lor

THB

West, South, North-West and the Canada*.

J- W. SIRES,
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN
ACCOUNT,

__

Special Notice.

far

GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

REMOVAL.

undersigned

and the public generally
THE
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY

Agents

Oct .1—diw3:n

Portland, June 12,1S65—tf

ton’

COMMISSION

Engravings.

VUnaf vaturer of Wirror & Picture Framaa,
No. 28 MAMKMT SQUARE,

iliac

Clapp’s

O. HOW )iai this day withdrawn Oram tha

k

SOUTHERN

FICKETT,

.;<! j;-:.

Co.

...»

bj

Jmnolitf

Steamship

and after Monday, Maroh 27. the
jr/P
A.I'I’ ’J’rw'.r Nkw YofiK.Capt II w Chiswill
leave
Railroad
holm,
Wharf, foot of Sfati St,
every Mobday at 6 o’clock p. »i; and the 8teamor
Nkw Brubswtck, Capt E B. Winchos'er, will leave
every Thursday at6 o’clock r.jc, for Eastportand

_

J. W. M HUGER, 166 Fore St.
KebBledlm llmoort A w8w
PORTLAND.

J,

Street,
itt

Calais aod

Summer

Cornelias Grlnnell.
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

as It is a lamentable yet inooutirovirtable fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from Inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor It is a point generally conceded by the *e*t syphhographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the wliole time of those
who would be competent and successful In their treat't he Inexperienced general nractitment and cure,
iouer, having neither opportunity nor time to make
him sc 11 acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases makig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

physician,

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

especially forbidden in

!

1
*0
From 618 Broadway, Now York, lias returned to
Portland, and can bo consulted at ber office, No. 11

been f

Portland and Penobscot Eiver

Beni Babcock,
Fletoh'r Weatray,
Rob B Mintnrn,
Jr,
Gordon W Bnrnham,
Frederick Channcey,
James Lew,
Chas H Marshall.
John d josbs. President.
Charles Dannie, Vios> President.
W. II. H. Moors. 24 Vfoe-Pres't.
J. H. Chapman, Aoting Secretary.

Applications

CO.,

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

Joseph Gsilard, Jr,
J Henry Bnrgy,

Lowell Holbrook,
R Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,
Caleb Bars tow,
A P Fillet,
Dat iel 8 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
<eoryeG Hobson,
*>avid Lane,
f cues Bryce,

P. M.

These vessels are dtted uy with fine aneommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route lor travellers between
Now York and Maine
Pa-sage, in State Room.
#6 00. Cabin pass* e #6 00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and lrom Mon-

Portland, Maroh 20.1865.

wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,*
William K Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,

Jones,
Donuis,
Moore,
Henry C*H,

CAUTION TO THE PUILIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person mast know
that remedies handed out fjr general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him fur all the duties ho must
fulfill; yet the country is tloodcd with j»oor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to l>e the best in the world,
The un
are not only useless, but always injurious.
fortunate should be pabtk lar in selecting Us

...

r. «.
rau.TEKS:

John D
Charles
WUR

Electric Physician

as

Leave Atlantic Wlmt& Portland,
every Monday Tuesday WodneaMay. Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 5 o’eiook P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
rar Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for
to
baggagft
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal. unless notice is giveu and paid for at the rate of

""

Mirror* and

undersigned may bo lonnd, from and after
qpiHE
X this date, at the office of the Portland Bolting
Mills, No. 190 Forts Street.

For all Female

CLAIRVOYANTI

follows*-*-

_

_

persons

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal*

The whole profits of the Company revert to Abe
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and'or which
Gcrtficates are issued, bearing interest until re*

THE

city, lying on Vauglian, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to
parties who will

Company

WiUiam, NEW YORK.

Powders !

or

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

LITTLE, Agent,

Cash,

sZiVJVj 300 do All Long flax “Gov- |
k
eminent contract.” 1a™?,
Arbroath,
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
J
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1863.
ap22dti

Arrangement!

run

Pills

any

TIIE IXDEFEXDEXT

euro in the rihort space of three or ?our
and aiwav* in less time than any other preparation. In theuaeoi

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

Will, until fhrtlier notice,

PREPARED

days,

STEAMBOATS.

ceea.

and is safe to use at all timos

MRS. MANCHESTER,

Tarrantts

$14,000,000.

Which, as is well known, offers greater advantages
than any other Life Co. in this country.
The rates of Premium are less than with most other companies, while the Dividends are
larger, and
the security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and may be applied
to the payment of future premiums, or to augment
the amount insured. Policies with tliis company are
constantly increasing in value. All needftil information oheei fully'furnished on application to

_

SCIENTIFICALLY

Better than

a

—

now

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOKS.
August 5—d3m

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

WHERE

...

or

Portland. May 31, 1885—dtf

TIIE

Drops!

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

tween

$3.00;

Shimmer

Periodical

FLUID PREPARATION

one

Witv the Great

61 Wall St,

LARGE assortment ot all grades of FLOUR
arriving and for wilo by tne CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.

A

ilaseachold Furniture, on ONE,
FIVE YEARS, on very FAVORABLE
losses equitably adjxsted and promptly

heretofore.

CO.

FLOUR

New Haven, Conn.

Lyon’s

*

Temple Street,

he ean bo coneuiUxl privately, and with
the utmost confidence by tin afflicted. at ail
houra > oily, anti «om * A. II. u> S P il.
who are sufieriug under
Dr. H. addresses those
the
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising from
tenible
flie
or
Impure connection time to that vies oi udi-abu*e.
particular tfanch oi
Devoting his entire
the medical profession, he feels warranted in (it arRAM
EKinn A Cl'BK IN Alai*CASKS, whether of
lung
entirely removing
standing or recently contracted,
the dregs of dimose from tho »> stem, and making a
perfect and PEU.VIANEXTCURK.
He would call the atteutlon oi the aftiictc.l to the
fip't of his loiis .taudluK and well-earned reputation
furniuhing eutticicnt aasuranco of hie s-.ill and .uc-

Enrsucs

?H. II. HAY, W F PHILLIPS * CO, and J. W.
PLULlfis if CO., Agents, oriland. Me.

THROAT!

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

$350,000.

~

&

9ti, tSGS,

Oct.

Morning

New England Fire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital add Surplus,
$350,000.

W. D.

POLLOCK,

Canada.

OONN.

OF NEW YORK.

Brothers.
94 Commercial St.

DANA

4—d3wis

Company,

North American Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$400,000.

!

NOTICE.
House Lots for Sale.

Beon-_mayl3tf

g A

Sugar

POLLOCKJND

may2Bdtf

an,l

\J 1-1 Prel.h- Street.
/fotiee. one door below Oxjnrd Street.

Sept 21 —d3m*

m”, u

to

now

the,
other posts,
/H*#0'
KsW'fUi*;
u“lc *®°t
to the cord aad

coni 2JOO lbs lor a ton.
Bids lor each post must

feet of
st. for

Store and Wharf
THE
H. Merrill, situated
between*o£ ®d

Be^tas:’ Castlno, Machias-

will£!■"££ |Fofli

Wood and (JruJ
wood only. Wood to

Aoutrtttdren^
Apply
P,

yoar.

Smith’s Wharf.

HHDS.
SUPERIOR
QUALITY
PORTO RICO SUGAR,

For sale by

Great

wephekmor.

Sullivan.

and

to

and 112 Federal st

JEFFERSON COOLIGE A CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

Fact.

Stn??Slo«

Fort

HO

House Lots.
K [ -, House Lots, comprising 4B,000
a’ on Kmery. Cushman and Lewis
»ulcbi

«

Portt“£ii£Iu‘‘iuSthe
ForHvn.iT.

over

r,T.v„„

Assistant Quarterma3teh's Office, I
Portland, Me., Oct. 4, 1865. I
a *
KOPOSALS are invited by the
undersigned, until
*or t,ie delivery oi Geod Merand Anthr^de Coal, (Orate,
J?ard WoT*
quantities a# may be reaiUred^w!* urnace,) in snchIbl'tlJO
troap* stationed at

Uie™Uo»ilgr,K,t'l®.Sca’ron'r°rte ta

Commercial Street.

•To Let.

T ARGE CHAMBERS

HENRY INMAX,

Capt. and A. Q. M.. V. S. A,

It

Stephenson,

a.

jyu—df

the requirements

17,1865.—dimis

P. M.

■'portion, per

AAA

Sr.,

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage-, on the Capo Cottage
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

THE

Oct.

5.30
5.54

Monday.
EBBBB.
^-*fog*e*gjas*»trains will run as follows

OF HARTFORD, OONN.
CSish Capital and Surplus,
$450,000.

Life Insurance

FEET Hackmetack, Plank
uUV/^Uvv/ and Flat Timber for Sale by
C* S. CLARK* Agent St. Francis* Mills.

^AA

*

Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,
RETURNING will leave Portland tor Brunswick
and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

and

OF PITTSFIELD,
Cash Capital and Surplus,

A. M.

8.00
8.27
8.42
9.06
9.30

0nan(' after

umleraigned having the Agency of

Hackmetack.

QUINTALS COO,
Landing from Schooners -‘Aurora,”
pire,” from Nora Scotia.

residence in Capo Elizabeth,
AVERTmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two

of wood.

ar?'S,caofdeUv«^te pUh*^M>e quantity, prife,
Proposals will also

cor-

JAMES M. CHURCHILL,
ror particulars
enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.
Deblois & Jackson, 68 Exchange Street.

°

THE

7.30

Oak Hill,
Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,

as

tei“

C. G. CLAKK & CO.,
Proprietors,

Ear, Catarrh

Eye,

0B‘

Druggists everywhere.

Company

■-

I sgaBBESg] Dn and atter Monday, October 2d, lfG5,
Freight ^r»in, with Passenger Car attached, will leave Brunswick for Portland and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as follows:

Agency.

«

Oct 6—isd3w

State and Danforth Sts.,
Ho* owned and occupied by the subscriber,

^ ^iimly baled* ard
(SSlVviiil0a3ail(1
w* mu,8tpounds
per ton, exclusive

Apples.

on
as

julylldtt

The finely located Heal Estate, on the
Perof

iiliii

T

subscriber hereby offers for sale IOC barrels
superior graft fruit, mostly Baldwins, now ready
for delivery at his house at West Fryebnrg.
ABRAHAM ANDREWS.
Oct 10—d2w&W3w

and Slierbrook

Middle St.

FOR

......-——

..y

Porto Pico

Real listate for Sale.
USE and LO r

No. 37 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.
HO
House and Lot

'-(•$;*

■

13f Commercial St.

of Warerville
to suit purchasers.

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

139 Commercial Street*
Oct. 18,1865.—d2w

GAGE,

corner

Molasses.

purposes.

House Lot lor Sale.
on the comer of Deerlng and Henry

SITUATED
Sts, BO 100 feet.

j Su^;s?ovado

J

Barrels,

sale fly

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
r

Aug. 4—dtf

Sts.

75
For

block, 147 Middle

In Gape Elisabeth.

U. S. A„

SS1.88^ ^ designated.

Chambers for

ELEGANT
wholesale

Street.

DS>

150

To be Let.
A FOUR STORY BRICK STORE,
centrally located
JpL on Egcb*nge Street, suitable for a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or for tho manufacture of Clothing, or
of

Jtt-eal Estate for* Hole,

RIPCSALS
invited by the imier-igned, ior
Permit,
Jr® livery of good, merchantable Timothy l»v

Swi

PROCIEU,

July 6.—dtf

Forage and Straw!i

Quartermaster's Office,

Muscovado Molasses.

Lime Street, Portland.
Oct 4—d3w

—-

Assistant

premises of
CAET. J. A. MITCHELL,

Valuable Meal Estate/

:

Portland, May 18,1SG&

I have used and shall continue to use Johnson*®
Reproducer, vrtrijd* 1 have found to be a splendid
lasting Hair 1 B asing, which also kcfcpa the scalp
perfectly clean andlrco from dandruff.
S. H. DOTEN.
No. 12 aiprlng Street.
Manufacture l and soil by HORACE H. JOHNSON, N). SJ Middle Street, PoillanJ, Maine. Price
Single Bottles 5J, 75 cents an l $1. Sent to any iddrei? on receipt of letter. Liberal discount by tlie

for

Oi- JOHN C.

J. GARDINER,
(
No. IS Middle Streef.

WM.

Mb. JonxBpx:—Sir— My wife for a long time was
sorely trou bled by her hair falling out, gnu we iearjed
she would bee nne entirely bald, notwithstanding she
had m»:*d almost all thcaaVe vised remedies. Slro has
used YO'tv ltcnroductor, and to our a.stonisliinent the
filling oft ha,.? entirely ceased, and she now has a fine
heal of hair, ami I am ready in llii3 manner to teat ify to Its value, or wo are wilting to give further personal i nform* iion of the good rO'-ults : fcich follow the
use of your honestly termed Hah RcnroductorWILLIAM CHASE,
Cor. St. Lawrence and Sherbrooke Streets.

Proposals

recommended.
Enquire on the

8old by

CORNER,

The

R. R.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

s

have been perfectly
satisfied with
it.—
While ifc is entirely
free from the objec
I tiobable qualities of
preparations of that
kind. I believe it to be
capable oI doing all
(or the scalp ana hair
that can reasonably
e expected from any
applications to those'
UaBDINEB LUDWltt, M. D.,

NOYES, Superintendent.
apriOtt

PORTLAND&J(ENNEBEC

Ot

Insurance

City Fire Insurance Company,

In

M daily.

April 27,1865.

8VFFER1XO,

-AND-

yfgjleave Port and daily for Bath Augusta,
Waterviilo Kondsill’8 MW*and Skowhesran, at 1 oO
P M and ou Saturdays only for Bath aud
Augusta «t
The tram from Portland at L P..« con815 P. M
nects at Kendalls Mills with the t afn for
Baitgor
and other stations oast same night Passengers
ft ouj
Portland desiring to take this route, can jjurebase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform thecotiductor
in the oars that they g
through to Bangor and he
wil! so arrange their fares that it shall cost th m no
more by this loute han anr otW>r.
Trains due in Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, aud ever, day at 2 30
P M
Frei ht train leaves new depot Portland at 6 43 A.
EDWIN

THAT ARE

ju,t

WINSLOW k THAVEH
Westbrook,T)«t. 10—dtf

CARPENTER, Sufi.

LIFE GRAND TRUNK RflfLWAY,'

FIRE AND

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

OAA BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale

LITTLE’S

Established in 1843.

Muscovado

Bridgton,
Hiram, Brownlield, FiyeUirg.
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson LLuiingtmi, Cornish Porter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton7N.ll
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonnv-Eaglo,
South Limington Limington, Limerick. Newfleld,

Westbrook,
6.18
Cumberland,
6.33
Yarmouth,
7.00
Freepoit,
Oak Hill,
Arrive Brunswick,
7.30
\V. HATCH, Train Mauaser.
Augusta, Sept. 25, 18(55.
sep^OdU*

Central Office 30 Exchange Street.

and Molasses.

BOXES Yellow Sugar;
IS hogsheads
“Reinedlos” Muscovado

QAA
JmiVJxJ

TOU

Leave Saco River for Portland at S ki and 0 2U A. u.
that this epneioos, convenient and wall
and 3 43 p. >i
known House, situated at
Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 43 A.M.andl 50
MORRILL’S
I
and OaOp m.
!
^
The 160 P n. train out and tho 5 45 A H 'train in to
Portland, has been re-fnrniehed and
Portland w.li lie freight trains, with passenger ears
the
and Pleasure
reoepfion of
open tor
attached.
Parties. Every attention will bo given to the oomjy Stages connect at Gornam (hr West Gorham,
fort of guests.
Standish Steep Falls* Baldwin, Denmark.
Keleigo,
gg 1'ho Cart from Forfland every halt hour.
Lovell.

will Confirm these Facts.

Those who really wish to know all the tfccts, vitally
important to their oum interests before paying Out
their money, are invited to call at this oitiee, where
every facility Is cheerfully offered to understand fhe
whole subject.

WINTER APPLES,
300 BBLS.
Bbls. Silver Skin

800
ONIONS,
50 Bbls. Red ONIONS,
1000 Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
lOOO Bushels White Mountain POTATOES.
HATCH Si, FROST.
Oct »0- d2w

house,

-AND-

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

FOR

ITY.
and in •"fry instance
regulates and restores to s
healthy co dition a disordered stomach enabling the
patient to Uke healthy food without dauge of distress from it It ia the most
wouderfu< remedy and
the most speedy in its
action, ever known to the
world No one will do
without it in the house that
has ever used it ouoe.

WINSLOW & THAYEH, Proprietors.
UcJhtlri
The public sre respectfully informal

3i’rniles"from

cure

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL-

»o»MF.aLv mown as th*

__

8tomaoli,
Heartburn,

a

On and after Monday next, trains \vill

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

WARREN

Merchandise.

^faf?****'

PAN

-IX TIIE-

Also,

'o load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Whart
Aug. 28— dti

and

The choicest Support sorved.
-tt
UEl). W. ilURCH.

McClellan

Sickness at

A*ct a’l diseases proceeding from the Stomach
an‘j jj
Bowels. It is
for
sovereign andpermanent

Be-opeued with New Furniture A Fixtures,

Wisely” PORTLAND iKENNEBEC R. R.

MUTUAL

HOUSL.J

feick Headache

Fever and Ague
Colic Tains,

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

On and after Monday 10th Hist, DG3,
rains will leave as follows, until further

Portland April 6 ISC5—dlf

2nd,-ITIS THE CHEAPEST;

family without children, small "Gnteel ten> ement,
I>Y
the centra* part el the city.
Press

ston drill >1.
CHASE, Suft.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

THOSE WHO

c t

Cholera Morbus,
Dysentery,

House.

Parsonsdeid and Ossi pee
At Saccarappa Tor South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily

two

address Tenement, Box

P.

BOWELS!

One Bottle is gunranteed to cure the worst c ieof
Dyspepsia in existence and one done will instantly
relieve the most agg.avated at tacks of

T1 e public are respeotflilly informed that
it is the intention of the Proprietor that
this House shall bo kept a drst-clacs rcao

and3p0p.

m.

STOMACH AND

TBRKR MILKS FROM PORTLAND.

YORK i CUMBERLAND R. R.

SHOULD INSUBE THEIB LIVES

Tenement Wanted.
a

Portland, April 3,1863—Ut£

FIRST, a Dividend Is^paid, thus aiding the! insured in meeting their payments by an immc4fate

“A

a»d 2l0

No. 5

and a'l diseases of the

The Fairy of the t,akc 1
A beautiful Steamboat starts from the wharf a few
rods from the Kveloth House, and makes a trip to
the "Klneo House,"
onco a week
every day, and
through the Lake.
Lapt. Tliuuiaa Kobiuson commands the Steam boat, and also "Keeps the hotel"
lust as It should be kept. Good shooting and angling
all about.
octSuif

—

A. u.

CAN BE POUND AT HIS

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Remedy

DYSPEPSIA!

____jing

CAPI SIC POIS'D

DR. J. B. HUGHES

-“FOR-

Freight trains leave Portland and TS

THE

TWO

cxceilent(housc

1863, rrsSJtiger

3

Leave Bost:n for Portland at730 A.

Life Insurance Co.

D
tenement suitable
WANT'
small families, with good water privileges.
Please
4503.

_Medical.

Dyspepsia Cure

Tl»e World’s Great

for the travThis is a most
eller. The house is well kept, and contains
I hose travell|all the modern improvements.
for heap h or pleasure wdl find here a
convenient stopping place.

M.

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

WHY

20

...The

LITIGATED

Dividends of this Company are exactly what
they appear to be, being payable at .the close of
each year, io cash when the I'remSumiapaid in dash,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are giv^n.—
On the payment of each renewal, commencing With

Aug. 2G—dly

jbn*2Btr

HOUSE, Coe’s

Foot of Moose Head Lake t

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Settled.

TB1S COMPANY NAS NEPER
t
A CLAIM;

MORSE, Supt.

PORTLAND

■.

D.,

A. & S. E. SEEING.

Railroad Stable

Promptly

Losses

432 Congress St.

Oct 14—d3w*

Sept 27—dtf
the

C. M.

Waterville, June 22.1865.

Policies Issued on Life* Ten Year Non*
Forfeiture* and Ten Year Non-For*
feitnre Endowment Plans*

S. II.

Anprient Bottles, emptied, lor
which a good prrci In cash will be raid, or goods
on
exchanged
liberal terms, if returned clean and in

J

«

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M.jand returning is due in Portland at l r. M.
Stag* s connect with traks at principal Stations,
daily for most of the \owns north and eastoffcfls line.

C. WALKLKY, President.

Wanted.

Wanted.

FIRST CLASS STEAM SAW MILL, in excellent working order, situatod un the River near
the city of St. John, New Brnnsw-dk.
Tms Mill is fitted with a powerful engine, which
drives two gangs, one large circular saw, lath and
picket machine, &c., &c., and is well adapted for cutting all kinds of lumber for the American market.
For further particulars enquire of CHARLES
DRURY, Ebq., St. John, N. *>.; or
J. N. WINSLOW,
Eastern Express Company, Cortland, Me.

M., and 1.25 P.M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 0 20 A. H ana arrive iu Portland at 8 BO A M. Leave Bangor atj7 3i)
A M and arrive in Portland at2.15 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains fbr Llioston.

Organized A. D, lsw.
J.

Trams leavo Portland. GVand
UBjpgajgggiSBo
Trunk bUtion, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.

the

For Sale.

Store to JLet.

A Plant Gxqnitilt, Delicate nml Fragrant Perfutur, Distilled from the
Rare and Reauliful Flower front

Company,

OFIIAETFOED, CONN.

the Wheel Track

Mud, Dirty Snow and Ice.
An interest in the Papers now being
prepared for
the Patent Office can Be secured
by assignment and
mortg ge.
Address,

octt3dtf

Medical-

Greenville, Maine,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
r^sgi To COMMENCE MONDAY, Juni'Ath

of

THE

■

given.

to

19—dtf

Oct

BpokFancy

or
or

SUITABLE person to take charge of o Factory
Boarillng House in Saccarappa. Apply to the
Agent of Westbrook Manufacturing Company.
oct2dtf.

For Sale.
desirable dwelling huuwe Ho. IB Brackett St.,
adjoining tlie residence of J. U. Toiford, E. i,
Lot 45 by 120. Enquire of
CHARLES PERRY,
; Sept 2C—dtf Cor, Uiddlo mod Exchange Street.

v

Cashier

as

Sale and to Let.
stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 27$ MiddV St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
oc6dtf
Portland, Me.
HE

^oetlfd2w

*

sltua'ion

a

a

Oct 10—dtf

TFor

1

young lady,

a

By Keeper, in Dry Goods, Millinery,
Goods Store. The best pf references

go d order to

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

THEof

a

horse he may say

Exchange Street.

28

thereon.

A littse girl, showing hcriittls couhin about
four years old, a star, said: “That star you
see uu there is
bigger than this world.” “No,
it ain't,” said she. “Yes, it is.” “Then why
don't it keep the fain off?”

a

SIIURTtEFF*,

K.

One -half of a double two storv house, on Neal
nine finished rooms. It is
situated, and in good repair.
Enquire ef J. & B. JORDAN, Morton B.'octf, Cr nocl2dtf
gress St.

“Amen.”

When yon offer oats to
but don’t mean it.

Wanted.

second

L'lial Street, containing

The wedding ring is put on the fourth finger of the woman’s left hand, because in the
original formula of marriage it was placed first
on the top of the thumb, with the words:'4ln
the name of the Fijjthpr;” then on the next
finger with the words: “afidtifthe Soil;” then
on the middle finger, with: “and of the Holy
Ghost;” and iimiiiy on the fourth with the

neigh,

on

For Sale.

__

running

oiiices,

Exehango Street, suitable for
Insurance Companies. Apply to

oct9d2w

“Never mind, mamma; my moustache will
cover it I”

Moderation is the siikan string
through the poarl-chain ot all virtues.

or

convenient

A.

a

“A penny for your thoughts, madam,” said
gentleman to a pert beauty
“They are not w irtb a farthing, sir,” she replied ; “1 was thinking of you.”

JONAS H. PER LEY.

large
FOUR
floor, at No. 30

disfigur-

i
into her face and said in

ROAD>

from Cumberland Center,
Uae Mile
wnicn arb covered with WOOD.
ten acres of
The Building!* are a
Dwelling House,
with good Carriage House, B:ra and Wood House,

_

Life Insurance

I
$t.

A GENTLEMAN,

INJUMBERLAND!

A FARM

A Precocious Child.—Charley W„ a
fellow of five years, recent y M
jmd
cut his upper Up so badly that a surgeon had
to be summoned to sew up the wound, lie
eat in ills mother’s lap during the painful operation, pale, but very quiet, and resolutely
ill her
shutting back his teal's and moans.not refrain
distress, the young mother could

A.g"£#s KUBBEB EMPOBJUM,
1*1 Middle

19—dtf

{

MlC.

CHARTER OAK

proprietor in the vicinity, to
QOME Green-liouso
an India Rubber Tree during the

with means at band, to take an
interest in a New Machine, whu h is now built
and ready to be applied to Horse Cars and Locomotives for the purpose of

SAR E !

FOR

I':

-•'WITH

O

Wanted

No. 45 In St. Luke's Church. Apply
EDWAKD M. BANI>.
123 Middle 9t.
17—dlw

PEW
Oct

I fear it will make a

Wanted.

Oct

Hotels.

mainF central railroad! WeLTETH

insure

A

For Sale.

manly

“O, Doctor!
ing tear I”
Chat ley looked
comforting tune:

SPLENDID, fifty-aight

found, Sails, Rigging,
Chains ai*d Anchors nearly new.
P°r terms, Ac., enquire of
SAMPSON fS CONANT,
JfiKfltOct 17,1SC5—d3w*
Commercial Wharf

Path.

saying:

The Schooner
tons burthen, well

W

A

pine-wood boughs.
Soon, leagues away, between the
bate, met
Oh, never vet a gla lder sigiit hsi
ore the snows
These ere’* of mine! Depart,
Ofliaotcning whiter thy frin ed garments wot!
Tbina asur’o flowers should never faue nor die,
Bur. bloom, exhale and gain their native sky.

from

Wanted.

take charge of
winter.

Railroads.

_Insurance.

—

GOOD reliable Amercan Woman as head Cook
in a Boys’ Boarding School. Vi ages $4 per week. I
An assistant lurnisbed. Address
WARREN JOHNSON,
lopsham, Mo.
Oct 19—<12w*

For Sale.

Jtf,ft
rr\i/Ll.

Fringed Gentian.

!

Stre,..

10

i

—

~~

—

praieoi.noae^^

it

RYAN & DAVIS,
^ofiTTVERY,
‘ Commercial

J

oetijdiw

Oft have I hcar.l til? beauty
and woouj
And of^a Bqmfat hr the ibroug-i Held
Yet could I nerer find the secret bower
aolitude,
Where thou dost lfcaddn maiden
A cloistered life, until, this au$gf“JJ,
Bcsiue a tree that shook- her golden imr.
rich array,
And laughed at death, tiauntnig her
ot a.r
I found thee, blue as the still depuas

—N't*)

Iron Wnrf

SS?««-l8calrFor

“Sloep is like death,” and after sleep
Ohe world seems new begum;
Its eamOBtness all clear and deep,
Its true Rotation won;
White thoughts stand luminous and firm,
Like statues In the gun;
Refreshed from super-.senations founts.
The soul to purer vision mounts.
I

_ocUW»___

premises.

the
%

And in the mor»“*
vn-though ts m write,
The kind dro
heaven fir loTe,B WPPW*.
Which omn° flom
that fall at night.
Liko dews
r„r soon the delicate gifts decay,
As stirs the mired (pul smoky day.

To

Siring
CONVENIENT Two-Story House, No./
Apply
Street, convenient tor two families.

A

'ti ll,.

'"

-g

For Sale.

WAXENTNOBY WIBBIAM AU-l-'1®11'
A golden pen 1 mean intalte’

Abookoflvoryn-aiM.

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale and to Let.
_

Two

second-hand FI HE FNwith Mono I'uriMvi; all la

jrood order.

01 **ORe anltable lir
—fti
Hand
Fire Engine?*. Ai>r*lv to
EZRA RVS8KLL, Chief Engineer
Or A. P. Morgan, Chairman Committee on Portland Flro Depart ment.
j uneWt I

